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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, DC
Investigation No. 731-TA-270 (Final)
64K DYNAMIC RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY COMPONENTS (64K DRAM's) FROM JAPAN
Determination
On the basis of the record !/ develop~d in the subject investigation, the
Commission determines,

~/

pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930

(19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)), that an industry iri the United States is materially
injured by reason of imports from Japan of 64K dynamic random access memory
components (64K DRAM's) of the N-channel metal oxide semiconductor type,
provided for in item 687.74 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States,
which have been found by the Department of Commerce to be sold in the United
States at less than fair value (LTFV).
Background
The Commission instituted this investigation effective December 11, 1985,
following a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that
imports of 64K DRAM's from Japan were being sold at LTFV wi.thin the meaning of
section 731 of the Act (19 U.S.C. _§ 1_673). : Notice of the institution of the
Commission's investigation and of a public hearing to be held in connection
therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the Office of the
Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by
publi'shing the notice in the Federal Register of January 30, 1986 (51 FR
3860).

The hearing was· held in

Washingt~n,:

DC, on April 30, 1986:, and all

persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by
counsel.

11 lhe record is defined in sec. 207.2(i) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(i)).
~/ Vice Chairman Liebeler and Commissioner Brunsdale dissenting.
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VIEWS OF CHAIRWOHAH PAULA STERJll, COMKISSIOJlfER ALFRED B. ECICBS,
COMMISSIONER SEELEY G. LODWICK, AND COMKISSIOllfER DAVID B. ROHR
we determine that an industry in the united states is materially injured
by reason of imports of 641C dynamic random access memory components
(641C DRAH's) from Japan which the Department of Commerce (Commerce) has
determined are being sold at less than' fair value (LTFV).

our determination

is based primarily on the poor financial condition of the domestic industry,
the adverse impact of imports on domestic prices during the period under
investigation, and the particular sensitivity of this industry to decreased
profitability because of high research and development expenses and the need
for extensive capital investment.
Like product and the domestic industry
As a prerequisite to the Commission's material injury analysis, it must

first define the relevant domestic industry.

The term "industry" is defined

in section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 as "the domestic producers of a
like product, or those producers whose collective output of the like product
constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of that
product ••

.

In turn, "like product" is defined as "a product which is

like, or in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses
with, the article subject to an investigation." !I

Consequently, the

definition of the like product legally defines the scope of the relevant
domestic industry under consideration. by the Commission.
The "article subject to an investigation" is defined by the scope of the
investigation initiated by Commerce.

In this case, Commerce has defined the

products under investigation as "all 641C dynamlc random access memory
!I 19 U.S.C. § 1677(10).

4

components of the 111-channel metal oxide semiconductor type (64K DllAHs) from
Japan." '!:.I
A DRAM is a monolithic integrated memory circuit containing thousands of
memory storage cells (bits), each of which is comprised of a transistor and
capacitor.
capacitors.

Information is stored in each DRAll cell by charging selected
The storage cells in a DRAM are arranged in a rectangular array

of columns and row.

This geometry, together with circuit design, allows each

cell to be accessed independently (random

acce~s).

The electrical charge

stored on the cells must be regenerated after being accessed, and periodically
because of leakage.
makes the device

The required regeneration; of the charge on the capacitors

"dynamic."~/

DRAM•s vary

in~the

speed at which the storage

cells can be addressed (access time), and in density (the number of
capacitors, expressed as multiples of 1,024 ca~acitors, kilobits, or K).
The production of DRAM•s can be divided into several basic·manufacturing
operations.

The production of the dice, the individual circuits, on the

silicon wafer, called wafer fabrication, is one of the most difficult and
costly of these operations. !I

It involves significant investment of capital,

both in basic research and in developing the highly sophisticated
manufacturing technology.
electrically tested.

Following fabrication, each die on the wafer is

Defective dice are marked for discards.

This stage,

known as wfer sorting, is generally performed at the same manufacturing

'!:.I 51 Fed. Reg. 15943 (April 29, 1986). The TSUS item under which these
imports are reported, 687.7441, includes only cased or assembled 64K DRAll•s.
Imports of uncased DRAll's, which are reported under statistical annotation
687.7405, are not subject to this investigation.
~I The need to regenerate the stored charges distinguishes DRAll's from other
random access memory semiconductors, called static RAii's (SRAll's), which do
not require refresh charges, but are more costly to produce. Report of the
commission [hereinafter Report] at A-4.
!/ Wafer fabrication involves repeated photolithographic steps and the
controlled introduction of impurities (dopants) into the silicon crystal wafer.

...
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establishment where wafer fabrication takes place.

The process of wire

bonding and final sealing of the individual die in a case is called assembly,
and may take place in the same manufacturing establishment as wafer
fabrication, or elsewhere.

After assembly, each unit is tested and marked for

identification prior to shipment.
The issues involved in our determination of like product and domestic
industry have been addressed by the Conunission in both the preliminary
investigation in this case, and in two other preliminary investigations
involving related semiconductor products.

~/

On the basis. of the record

developed in this investigation, we determine that the like product in this
investigation is all DRAM's.

Based on our analysis of the nature of

production-related activities in the United States by companies involved in
DRAM manufacture, we conclude that the U.S. operations of all the companies
which conduct some part of their manufacturing operations iri the United
States, whether wafer fabrication or assembly, comprise the domestic industry.
Like product -- The first issue which arises in determining the
appropriate like product in this investigation is whether DRAM's of different
densities are a single like product. ii

The conunission traditionally has

64K Dynamic Random Access Memory Components from Japan, Inv. No.
731-TA-270 {Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 1735 {August 1985)[hereinafter 64K
DRAM's Preliminary); Erasable Progranunable Read Only Memories from Japan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-288 {Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 1778 {November 1985) [hereinafter
EPROM's]; Dynamic Random Access Memory Semiconductors of 256 Kilobits and
Above from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-300 {Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 1803
{January 1986)[hereinafter 256K and Above DRAM's].
61 This issue has been previously addressed by the Conunission. In·. the 256K
and Above DRAM's determination, the Conunission preliminarily determined that
DRAM's of different densities are one like product. 256K and Above DRAH's,
supra note 5, at 9-13. See note 13, infra. ~n the 64K DRAM'S Preliminart
investigation, the Commission, in concluding that the lik~ product was 64K
DRAM's, simply did not address the possibility that other densities may be
"like" the imported 64K DRAM's. Similarly, in EPROH's, while the Commission
recognized that the density question existed, no party made any arguments
against the conclusion argued by petitioners in that investigation, and
preliminarily reached by the Commission, that .EPROK's of all densities are a
single like product. EPROM's, supra note 5, ~t 8 n.16.
~I

..
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considered f ~ctors relating to the

characteris~ics

and uses of the articles

subject to investigation, including physical appearance, interchangeability
between products, channels of distribution, customer perceptions of the
articles, and common manufacturing facilities and production employees, in
determining what domestic product is like the imported product subject to
investigation.

11 Ho single factor is determinative, and minor variations

have been found to be an insufficient basis for a separate like product
analysis. !I

In addition, we are mindful of the admonition of the Senate in

the legislative history of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979:
The requirement that a product be "like" the imported article
should not be interpreted in such a narrow fashion as to permit
minor differences in physical characteristics or uses to lead
to the conclusion that the product and article are not "like"
each other, nor should the definition of "like product" be
interpreted in euch a fashion as to prevent consideration of an
industry adversely affected by the imports under
investigation. !I
The information on the record in this investigation supports the
conclusion that different densities of DRAll's are "like" within the meaning of
the statute.
DRAll in 1970.

DRAll technology has advanced since the introduction of the llC
Each new generation has

repres~ted

a quadrupling of memory

capacity, and has been introduced within three.to four years following the

11 See, !!..:..&:..• 2561C and Above DRAK's, supra note 5, at 6 n.6; EPIWH's, supra
note 5, at 6 n.11; Color Television Receivers from the Republic of Korea and
Taiwan, Invs. Hos. 731-TA-134 and 135 (Final), USITC Pub. Bo. 1514 at 3-6
(1984)[hereinafter Color Television Receivers from the Republic of Korea and
Taiwan]; Certain Radio Paging and Alerting 'Receiving Devices from Japan, Inv.
Ho. 731-TA-102 (Final), USITC Pub. Bo. 1410 at.8-9 (1983)[hereinafter Certain
Radio Paging and Alerting Receiving Devices from Japan].
!I ~ Certain Radio Paging and Alerting 'Receiving Devices from Japan,
supra note 7, at 6-9 (1983)(different models of tone only pagers not separate
like product, although tone only pagers separate like·product from display
pagers); Certain Amplifier Assemblies and Parts Thereof from Japan, Inv. Bo.
731-TA-48 (Final), USITC Pub. Bo. 1266 at 4-5 (1982)(addition of linearizer to
amplifier insufficient
to affect essential characteristics
and uses of
.
I
amplifier).
!Is. Rep. Bo. 249, 96tb Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979).
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previous ~eneration~

While it is true that the design and process teclmology

for DRAM's evolved over time, the essential characteristic for which DRAM's
are purchased and used, their memory function, remains the same.

Moreover,

each succeeding generation of DRAM's has performed its function in
fundamentally the same manner, by storing information as electrical charges,
which can be randomly accessed, and nn..ist be regenerated periodically. 10/
· It is true that different densities of DRAM's are not necessarily
interchangeable, and cannot in all instances be substituted for one another.
While four 64K DRAM's theoretically provide the same memory storage capacity
as one 256~ DRAM, they are not,

as

a practical matter, piggy-backed and used

in an application designed to accommodate one 256K DRAM.

As

DRAM capacity

increases, some end-use products are redesigned to accommodate the higher
density chips, which save space on circuit boards and lower manufacturing
costs.

In addition, new applications are continually being developed which
.

I

,

incorporate newly designed higher density DRAM's.
Thus, over time, the use of lower density chips generally declines,
· · altho~gh they may still be manufactured for previously designed applications.
This results in what has been.called a generational shift in both DRAM
, capacity and end-use designs, reflected in a linkage in the pricing of
10/ See Report at A-4. Respondents• argument with respect to the physical
appearance of DRAM's under microscopic examination would extend to render the
different DB.AH• s produced by different manuf.acturers separate like products,
as manufacturers frequently develop their own layouts for the circuitry of
DRAH's of the same density. Moreover, a single manufacturer may have
different specific designs for a single density of DRAH, depending on
·particular· customer requirements or a desire to fill a particular niche in the
· ·· . ttµirlcet .
·
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successive generations of D'RAH's. 11/

Iri addition, DRAll's of different

densities share common distribution systems, and are sold to the same
categories of customers.

With respect to manufacturing facilities, DRAH's

of~

different densities can be and frequently are manufactured in conunon
facilities using the same equipment.
Moreover, in making our like product

determination~

we have taken note of

the continual technological development which characterizes the entire field
of semiconductor production. ·Purchasers of'DRAH's are essentially buying
memory capacity.

Although as 'the technology develops new production

techniques are introduced and· facilitie1f' are revamped, this· does not
necessarily make newer generation DRAll's unlike previous generation
DRAll's. 12/

On

the basis of the foregoing, we conclude that the domestic

product like the imported 641C DRAM• s is all DRAM• ·s. · 13/
The second issue·which ariSes in determining the appropriate like product
in this investigation is whether unassembled wafers and dice· are like
11/ The parties agree that there is a general crossover in use from a lower
density.to a higher densityDRAll. This generally·occurs when the price of the
higher density DRAM is five times the price of the previous generation DRAll.
Bew generation DRAM' s ··have contained four times as many bits as the previous
generation. The ratio is five-to-one because of the savings to end use
manufacturers as a result of the need for less·space on circuit boards, and
lowered manufacturing costs, with the use of higher density DRAll's.
12/ This definition.of like product includes DRAll's of 2561C and above, which
are the subject of a pending final antidumping investigation, as well as
DRAH's of less than 641C. ·we have concluded that there is no inherent legal or
logical problem with the Commission investigating the effect of twi> different
sets of imports, as defined by COlllmerce, on tbe same like prodUct and domestic
industry.
13/ Conunissioner Eckes notes that in the preliminary investigation on 2561C
and above DRAll's, he restricted his determination to DRAll's of densities up to
and including 1 megabit. 2561C and Above DRAll's, supra note 5, at 13 n.30. As
there are no imports of DRAll's above 1 megabit -- indeed they are not yet
being produced except in experimental prototype -- be reasons that there can
be no injury or threat of injury to the domestic DRAll industry by reason of
such imports. However, this determination does not affect his definition of
the like product (all DRAll's) or tbe domestic industry (the U.S. producers of
all DRAM wafers and dice and/or assembled DRAll's) in this investigation.

.
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assembled DRAM's. 14/

The imported article subject to this investigation is

assembled, or cased, 64K DRAM's.

Several of the companies in support of the

petition produce DRAM wafers and dice in the United States, but send them
offshore for assembly.

In order to decide whether these companies are part of

the domestic industry, it is necessary to

~etermine

whether they produce a

like product. 15/
In previous investigations, the

Commi~sion

has considered the necessity

for further processing, cost, the degree of substitutability or
interchangeability of the products, and the essential functions of the
finished product in addressing the question of whether "semifinished" products
14/ The.Commission has addressed this issue previously. Vice Chairman
Liebeler raised the question of whether wafers and dice and assembled DRAM's
are one like product in the 64K DRAM's Preliminary investigation, supra note
5, .at 22 n.1 (additional views of Vice Chairman Liebeler). However, the
question had not previously been raised in·that investigation, and no
determination as to that issue was made. In EPROM's the Commission
preliminarily concluded that EPROK wafers and dice and finished EPROM's are
one like product, supra note 5, at 8 n.16. Similarly, in 256K and Above
DRAM's, the Commission preliminarily concluded that DRAM wafers, dice,_ and the
assembled DRAM's, are a single like product. 256K and.Above DRAM's, supra
note 5, at 9 n.18.
15/ Commissioner Rohr disagrees that it is necessary, in this investigation,
t'J*determine whether cased and uncased DRAM's are a single like product and so
does not join in this portion of the opinion. He believes that the particular
factual context of this investigation does not raise the issue and that it is
premature for the Commission to address it. The imported articles subject to
this investigation are assembled 64K DRAM's.only. The "like product" should,
accordingly, be similarly defined as assembled DRAM's. The issue raised by
the majority as to the proper consideration of companies which do not complete
all steps necessary to produce a DRAM in the United States should be viewed
not as a "like product" question, but rather as a "domestic industry" .
question. Consequently, the issue, as discussed infra at note 2i, is whether
the domestic activities of the producers are sufficent to include thein in the
domestic industry.
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are "like" the "finished" product. 16/

In addition, the Commission has

considered whether the wafers and dice embody or impart an essential
characteristic to the finished semiconductor. 17/
While it is true that DRAM wafers and

die~

are different in appearance

from and are not interchangeable with assembled DRAM's, we conclude that these
differences are not dispositive of the question of whether they are like.

The

essential characteristics of an assembled DRAM are the capacity to store
information as electrical charges, the capacity for random access of the
stored information, and the need for periodic regeneration of the charges.
These characteristics distinguish a DRAM from any.other memory semiconductor.
Moreover, these essential characteristics are imparted to the product during
the wafer fabrication process and are physically present in the DRAM dice.
once wafer fabrication commences, the resulting wafer and dice are dedicated
to a single use, in an assembled DRAM.

That a, DRAM.die must be inserted into

a package in.order to be usable by a purchaser. does not, in our.view, make
DRAM wafers and dice separate like products fr0m assembled DRAM' s.

Moreover.,

DRAM wafers and dice are not generally considered articles of commerce; sales
to end users are almost entirely of. ·finished DRAM' s.

There is virtually no

independent commercial market for DRAM wafers and dice.

Based on our analysis

16/ See Cellular Mobile Telephones and SUbassemblies Thereof from Japan, Inv.
Bo. 731-TA-207 (Final), USITC Pub. Bo. 1786 at 6-8 (1985)[hereinafter Cellular
Mobile Telephones and SUbassemblies Thereof from Japan]; Oil Country TUbular
Goods from Argentina, Brazil, ICorea,. llexico, ~ Spain, Invs. Bos.
731-TA-191-195 and 701-TA-215-217 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. Bo. 1555 at 6-7
(1984) ("green" tubes are like finished product because interchangeable);
Certain Steel Valves and Certain Parts Thereot' from Japan, Inv. Bo. 731-TA-145
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. Ho. 1446 at 6 n.10 (1983) (parts of valves same like
product as finished product to which dedicated); Fireplace llesh Panels from
Taiwan, Inv. Bo. 701-TA-185 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. Bo. 1284
(1982)(fireplace mesh on rolls not like mesh panels).
17/ EPROll's, supra note 5, at 8-9; 256K and Above DRAll's, supra note 5, at 8.
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of the factors outlined above, we conclude that there is a single like product
in this investigation, comprising DRAM wafers, dice, and assembled DRAM's.
Domestic industry -- Having determined that,there is one like product in
this investigation, we must determine the identity of the companies which are
"domestic producers of the like product."
wafers and dice in the United States.

A number of firms produce DRAM

Some of these dice are then assembled

overseas, while others are assembled in the United States.

In addition, some

companies import wafers and dice from Japan, which are then assembled into
DRAH's in the United States.

We determine that the U.S. operations of each of

these companies comprise the domestic industry: 18/
18/ Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (AHD), AT&T Technology Systems (AT&T), IBH
Corp. (IBH), Intel Corp. (Intel), petitioner Micron Technology, Inc. (Micron),
Mostek Corp. (Kostek), Motorola, Inc. (Motorola), Rational Semiconductor Corp.
(Rational), and Texas Instruments Inc. (TI), manufactured DRAM wafers and dice
in the United States during the period under investigation. Some of the DRAM
wafers and dice are then shipped overseas for assembly by affiliated
companies. Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc. (FKI), Hitachi Semiconductor
(America), Inc. (HISUS), and Mitsubishi Semiconductor America, Inc. (HSAI)
import DRAM wafers and dice from Japan, which are then $Ssembled in the United
States. Toshiba Semiconductor (U.S.A.), Inc. (TSU), assembled 16K DRAH's in
the United States during the period under investigation. 11EC Electronics,
Inc. (HBC) has wafer fabrication as well as assembly operations in the United
States. Report at A-6-A-8. In accord with previous Commission decisions on
this issue, captive producers are a part of the domestic industry under
consideration. See ~. Melamine in Crystal Form from Austria and Italy
Invs. Hos. 731-TA-13 and 14 (Final), USITC Pub. Ho. 1065 (1980) at 11
(additional views of Commissioner Stern on the scope of the domestic
industry); Melamine from Brazil, Inv. Ho. 731-TA-107 (Preliminary), USITC Pub.
No. 1303 (1982) at 4 n.5. However, we have also considered, in analyzing
injury and causation, the different forces which may affect captive producers'
production and purchasing decisions.
·

!
'·
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The Commission's analysis of domestic industry is a factual determination
and is made on a case-by-case basis. 19/ The activities in t.he united St.at.es
of t.he companies which manufacture wafers and d.ice may include research and
development. of all aspects of DRAH technology, :from wafer fabrication through
assembly and final testing technology.

In addition, wafer fabrication and

wafer sorting are done in U.S .. facilities.

~se

operations require

sophisticated technology and extremely high capital investment. levels.
extent. that.

compani~s

To t.he

may assemble overseas, we have determined that t.he

nature of t.he activities conducted in t.he United

St.~tes

is sufficient to

warrant. their consideration as part of the domestic industry.

similarly,

those companies which import. wafers and/or dice from Japan for assembly in the
United St.ates perform significant. operations in t.he assembly process which
warrant. their inclusion in t.he domestic industry. 20/

~I

19/ In prior investigations, the Commission has examined t.he overall nature
of product.ion-related activities in t.he United States, including the extent.
and source of a firm's capital investment., t.he technical expertise involved in
production activity in the united stat.es, the value added to the product. in
the United St.at.es, employment levels, the quantity and type of parts sourced
in t.he United st.at.es, and any other costs and activities in t.he united St.at.es
directly leading t.o product.ion of the like product. See Cellular Mobile
Telephones and SUbassemblies Thereof from Japan, supra note 15; EPHOll's, supra
note S, at. 10 n.26; Color Television Receivers from t.he Republic of Korea and
Taiwan, supra note 7, at 8; Certain Radio Paging and Alerting Receiving
Devices from Japan, supra note 7, at 8.
· ·
20/ The domestic content share of the assembled DHAH's sold by t.he various
companies varied significantly. As noted, ·assembly of some of t.he DBAll's
produced by t.he domestic industry takes place overseas. The customs Service
considers t.he country of final assembly as the country of origin of DBAll's,
and therefore such DRAll's are imports for customs purposes. We have concluded
that. customs• determination of substantial transformation is not binding on us
for purposes of determining like product. or Whet.her a domestic industry
exists. See KPHOll's, supra note 5, at. 12 n.31.
~I Commissioner Rohr takes t.he posit.ion that. the issue in this investigation
is whether companies engaged in, on the one hand, only "wafer fabrication,"
or, on the other hand, only .. assembly" in the united states, should be
considered ..domestic producers of t.he like procJuct.," assembled DRAK's. In
neither case are all product.ion steps necessary to produce the like product
conducted in the United States. Both wafer fabrication and
foot.not.~ ~ontinued next page
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One further question arises.

Some of the companies within the domestic

industry as defined above import DRAH's within the scope of the investigation,
or are related to exporters or_importers. 22/

Thus, we must consider whether

those companies should be excluded from consideration of the domestic industry
under the related parties provision of the statute, 19

u.s.c. S 1677(4)(B).

That provision calls for the Commission to exercise its discretion in
determining whether "appropriate circumstances" exist for the exclusion of
related parties from the industry.

The primary purpose for the provision is

to avoid the distortion in the aggregate data concerning the domestic industry
which might result from not excluding related parties whose operations are
shielded from the effect of imports.
In this investigation, the trends concerning the condition of the
industry are the same whether the related cc>mpanies are included or excluded.
It has been argued that the U.S.

subsidiari~s

shielded from the effects of LTFV imports.

of Japanese companies are

However, we note that DRAH's

manufactured by the related parties are sold at the same price levels as the
imported products.

Consequently, the related parties are subject to the same

diminution of profits on their U.S. operations as other companies in the
domestic industry.

To the extent that injury to the domestic industry is the
\

result of inability to finance research and development and capital
expenditures for continuing DRAH developinent, the U.S. subsidiaries of
21/
footnote continued from previous page
assembly are essential to the production of the like product. The relative
value added by the two stages varies indirectly over time, but both are
generally significant. Although wafer fabrication is more capital intensive
and arguably more important for teclmological development, assembly also .
involves significant amounts of both.investment and labor. Commissioner Rohr
believes it is appropriate to include producers at both stages of production
in the domestic industry. Thus he concurs with the result reached by the
majority, although not with its reasoning.
22/ Report at A-6-A-9.
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Japanese companies, which do not conduct substantial research and development
in the United States, may not suffer injury to the same extent as other
members of the domestic industry.

Nonetheless, we conclude that excluding

these companies would not be appropriate.
Condition of the domestic industry
In assessing the condition of the domestic industry, the Commission
considers, among other factors, consumption, production, capacity, capacity
utilization, inventories, employment, wages, sales, and profitability. 23/
•

'

~

I

Ho

~

single factor is determinative, and in each investigation, the Commission must
consider the particular nature of the industry which it is examining in making
its determination.
The DRAM industry is a developing, growing industry, characterized by
increasing capacity and production.

Moreover, the demand for DHAll's, as

reflected in apparent consumption, has increased during the period under
.

investigation.

.

Therefore, our analysis of injury to this industry must look
:

.1

at those factors which most clearly reflect its continued viability in this
highly competitive field, as well as the more traditional factors to which we
are accustomed.
U.S. production of cased DRAH'.s more than doubled from 1983 to 1984, from
42.2 million units to 106.3 million units. 24/

The data concerning capacity

indicate that total capacity to produce DHAll's has increased throughout the
period under investigation. 25/

These

in~reases

in capacity and production

reflect the industry's optimism regarding increased demand. and growth during
1983 and 1984.

However, total apparent U.S. consumption did not contitme to

23/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
24/ Report at A-18.
251 Id. at A-16.
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increase .in 1985 as had been anticipated.

Total apparent U.S. consumption of

all cased DRAH's increased by 28 percent from 1983 to 1984, from 329.8 million
units to 421.9 million units. 26/

However, in 1985, total apparent U.S.

consumption of all cased DRAH's fell by 14 percent, to 361.5 million
units. 27/

Significantly, the domestic industry's share of total apparent

consumption of all DRAH's declined during the period under investigation. 28/
Other factors also indicate that the industry was experiencing
difficulties in 1985.

Although capacity utilization was high early in the

period from 1982-84, it fell sharply in 1985. 29/
and related workers employed in the

product~on

The number of production

of DRAH's increased by 53

percent from 1983 to 1984, but then declined sharply in 1985, to almost the
1983 level. 30/

Similarly, hours worked increased from 1983 to 1984, then

declined in 1985, as did wages and total
related workers producing DRAH's. 31/
one of its fabrication areas for the

c~ensation

paid to production and

In addition, one company closed down
produc~ion

of DRAH's, and five other

'

companies withdrew from DRAM production entirely. 32/
The Commission received financial information on overall DRAM operations
from nine firms, six of which perform wafer: fabrication in the United states,
and three of which conduct assembly and/or testing and marking operations in
the United States.

Aggregate net sales of DRAJl's increased by 41 percent,

from $447.2 million in 1983, to $630.6 million in 1984, then dropped by 51
26/ Id. at
271 Id.
28/ Id. at
consumption
the period,
29/ Id. at
30/ Id. at
31/ Id.
32/ Id. at

A-11.
A-42. The domestic industry's share of apparent U.S. open-market
was less than its share of total apparent consumption throughout
and declined more in 1985. Id. at A-43.
A-16.
A-29.
A-6-A-8.
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percent to $311.1 million in 1985.

In 1983, the reporting firms sustained an

aggregate operating loss of $60.7 million, equivalent to 13.6 percent of net.
sales.

In 1984, the responding producers• aggregate operating loss declined

to $10.7 million, or 1.7 percent of net sales.; In 1985, however, the
reporting firms sustained a staggering aggregate operating loss of $335.S
million, which exceeded sales by 8 percent. 33/
Based on our overall assessment of the condition of the domestic
i

industry, we conclude that the domestic industry producing DRAll's is
experiencing material injury. 34/ 35/
causation
When making a determination as to whether there is material injury by
reason of LTFV imports, the statute provides that:
the Commission shall consider, among other factors:
(i)
the volume of imports of the merchandise which
is the subject of the investigation,
(ii) the effect of imports of thait merchandise on
prices in the United states for like products,
and
(iii) the impact of imports of such merchandise on
domestic producers of like products. 36/
U.S. imports of cased 64K DRAll's from Japan increased from 82.3 million
in 1983 to 115.6 million in 1984., ·before falling in,1985·to 76.3 million. 37/
33/ Id. at A-30-A-31.
34/ ~irwoman Stern believes that the causal context is critical to a
reliable material injury determination. Therefore, she does not believe it
necessary or desirable to make a determination on the question of material
injury separate from the consideration of causation. She. joins her colleagues
by concluding that the domestic industry is experiencing economic problems.
For a fuller discussion of this issue, ~ Additional Views of Chairwoman
Stern in Cellular l!obile Telephones and SUbass8mblies Thereof from Japan,
supra note 15, at 18.
35/ Commissioner Eckes believes that the Commission is to make a finding
regarding the question of material injury in each investigation. §!!
Additional Views of Commissioner Eckes in Cellular l!obile Telephones and
subassemblies Thereof from Japan, supra note 15, at 20.
36/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B).
37/ Report at A-40.
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The share of total apparent U.S. consumption of all DKAH's accounted for by
shipments of imports of cased 64K DKAH's from Japan increased from 1983 to
1984, from 19.2 percent to 23.4 percent, before declining in 1985 to 20.9
percent. 38/

The share of apparent U.S. open-market consumption.of all DKAH's

accounted for by imports of cased 64K DKAH's was at approximately the same
levels, and followed the same trends, although the decline from 1984 to 1985
was somewhat less. 39/
The Conunission collected pricing information from domestic producers and
importers for 64K DBAH's with respect to each of the three major channels of
i

distribution. 40/

Although there are some variations with respect to sales to

particular purchasers, on the whole the data demonstrate a dramatic collapse
in both domestic and import prices during 1985.

December 1985 price levels

are only a fraction of what they were in late 1984. 41/
One of the most crucial aspects of this investigation involves the role
of imports of 64K DBAH's from Japan in this price collapse.

Respondents

argued that the October 1984 announcement of a price cut by petitioner Hicron
38/ Id. at A-43.
39/ Id. In addition, we note that consumption of 64K DBAH's declined during
1985, and the U.S. industry's share of that consumption fell at the same time.
40/ The three major channels of distribution are (1) sales to end users,
i:;., original equipment manufacturers and circuit board stuffers, on a
contract basis, (2) sales to distributors, and (3) sales to spot market
purchasers (which may include OBH's, circuit board stuffers, and
distributors). Id. at A-44. The Commission collected pricing information for
four different categories of end-use products from original equipment
manufacturers: (1) office automation equipment; (2) telecommunications
equipment; (3) industrial automation equipment; and (4) consumer electronic
products, including personal computers. Id. at A-44-A-45.
41/ Id. at A-51, A-53-A-55, A-58, A-60-A-61, A-171 For instance, the price
of imported 64K DBAH's (150 ns) sold to office automation OBll's, which ·
accounted for over half of the reported prices for imports from Japan, dropped
from a price index of 100 in September 1984 to 21 in December 1985. Similar
price indices constructed for sales of imports of 64K DKAH's (150 ns) to
distributors show prices dropping from an index level of 100 in September 1984
to lows ranging from 13 to 20 in fourth quarter 1985. Id. at A-49.
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initiated the subsequent price cuts.

Micron, and parties in support of the

petition, argue that in view of Micron's relatively small market share this
initial price cut cannot be deemed the cause of the entire pricing scenario
during 1985.

The market for DRAM's is extremely price sensitive.

The

products of the various domestic and import producers are highly
interchangeable, and consequently, with the ex¢eption of qualification
requirements of some OEM's, purchasing decisions are made largely on the basis
of price.

In this highly competitive market, offers for sale at lower prices

quickly become known to other producers, and generally result in matching low
price offers.

on the basis of the inforination in the record, we conclude that

aggressive Japanese pricing contributed

signif~cantly

to the drop in prices.

Information supporting this conclusion includes the following:
(1) Imports of 64X DRAM's from Japan accounted for a substantial share
approximately 20 percent -- of total apparent consumption of DRAM's during the
entire period under investigation. 42/

The ratio of imports of 64X DRAH's to

total apparent consumption of all cased DRAH's rose from 1983 to 1984.

It

fell in 1985, but at the same time, 64X DRAM consumption as a share of total
apparent DRAM consumption declined. 43/

The share of consumption of 64X

DRAM's accounted for by imports of 64X DRAH's from Japan increased from 1984
to 1985. 44/

(2) our analysis of the pricing inforination indicates that in

the area of sales to office automation equipment OEll's, which is the largest
segment of the market, imports of 64X DRAH's

(~50

ns} from Japan undersold the

domestic product in fifteen·of nineteen monthly comparisons. 45/
42/
43/
44/
45/

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

at
at
at
at

A-43.
A-11, A-43.
A-42.
A-63.

The highest
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margins of underselling occurred during April-June of 1985, a period when the
price trend analysis shows steep declines in the prices of 64K DRAH's imported
from Japan. 46/

(3) Japanese capacity to produce DRAH's has increased

dramatically during the period under investigation. 47/
the largest market in the world for DRAH's.

The United States is

Consequently, there is an

incentive for importers of 64K DRAH's from Japan to price aggressively to
maintain, or if possible increase, market share, especially in a declining
market.

(4) Both the lost sales and lost revenue information gathered in this

investigation support the conclusion that imports of 64K DRAH's from Japan
were priced aggressively during 1985. 48/

Consequently, we determine that the

LTFV imports from Japan had an adverse impact on pricing of 64K DRAH's
during 1985.
There is no doubt that the 64K DRAM market experienced a dramatic price
collapse during 1985.

Domestic producers have been able to maintain a

significant share of the U.S. market because of a willingness to sell at
prices far below what had been anticipated based on the declining cost
structures typical in this industry. 49/

The profitability of the U.S.

producers therefore declined dramatically during this period, resulting in
46/ Id. at A-47, A-51, A-63. In addition, we note that in examining the
under- and overselling by imports of 64K DRAH's from Japan for all categories
of purchasers, an interesting pattern emerges. During the fourth quarter of
1984 and the first quarter of 1985, imports of 64K DRAH's from Japan evidenced
over~selling in most of the comparisons.
During this same period, the price
of DRAH's in the United States was approaching the U.S. producer's expected
costs of production, based on their experience in 1984. However, during the
second quarter of 1985, as prices fell to levels below the average U.S. cost
of production, the incidence of underselling by imports of 64K DRAH's from
Japan increased.
~/ Id. at A-13-A-15.
48/' Id. at A-72-A-82.
49/ our analysis of the cost of production· information provided by the
domestic industry indicates that several of the domestic producers were
selling at prices below their costs of production.
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staggering losses during 1985, and the subsequent withdrawal of. a number of
major companies from DRAM production.

We note that the DRAM industry, like

other semiconductor producers, is extremely sensitive to declines in
profitability. 50/

DRAM production is highly capital intensive.

Moreover,

producers must continually invest large sums in research to develop "next
generation" DRAM's, to keep pace with demand for memory capacity on the part
of end users.

Consequently, declines in profitability are an extremely

significant indicator of material injury to the industry.
The information before the Commission indicates that the LTFV imports
have contributed to the dramatic downward price spiral.

The declines in

pricing during 1985 resulted in substantial losses for the domestic industry.
Thus, we conclude that LTFV imports of 64K DRAH's from Japan are a cause of
material injury to the domestic industry producing DRAH's.
501 Parties in support of the imposition of antidumping duties argue that the
imports of 64K DRAM's from Japan threaten material injury to the domestic
producers of other semiconductor products, such as logic circuits or memory
circuits other than DRAM's. As we noted in KPROM's, there may be some
economic validity to this argument. KPROM's, Supra note 5, at 23 n.76.
However, the production of other types of memory circuits or logic circuits is
not a part of the domestic industry producing DRAM's under any definition of
that industry. We have not relied on any injury or a threat of injury to any
industry (or industries) producing products other than DRAM's in making our
affirmative determination.
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VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN LIEBELER

Inv. No. 731-TA-270 (Final)
64K Dynamic Random Access Memory Components

I determine that an industry in the United States is
not materially injured, or threatened with material
injury, by reason of imports of 64K dynamic random access
memory components (64K DRAM's) from Japan which the
Department of Commerce has determined are being sold at
1

less than fair value.

Like product and domestic industry'

In the preliminary determination in this
investigation, and in subsequent investigations, questions
arose on the proper way to treat unencapsulated versus
encapsulated chips.

First, are they "like products"

within the meaning of the statute?

Second, if

unencapsulated chips are not like encapsulated ones,

1

Material retardation is not an issue because the
industry is well established.
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should tpe domestic industry include producers of
2

unencapsulated chips?

A related

que~tion

is whether

the different density DRAM's are "like products," and if
so, whether the product should be analyzed in terms of
dynamic random access memory units.

For example, are four

64K DRAM's approximately equal to one 256K DRAM?

The proper·way to treat unencapsulated chips is to
include them within the definition of the domestic
industry rather than to include them within the like
3

product definition.

The Conference Report on the Trade

and Tariff Act of 1984 describes the statutory framework
and Commission practice as follows:
The term "industry" for purposes of CVD and.AD
investigations means the domestic producers of
a "like product", and the term "like products"
has been defined and interpreted to include
only those products which are identical or most
similar in their characteristics to the
2

See 64K Dynamic Random Access Memory Components from
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-270 (Prelimin~ry), USITC Pub. 1735,
at 21-22 (1985) (Additional Views of Vice Chairman
Liebeler); Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories
(EPROM's) From Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-288 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 1778 (1985); 256K Dynamic Random Access Memory
Components from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-300 (Preliminary),·
USITC Pub. 1803 (1986).
3

I note that in this ·case, because unencapsulated chips
are not subject to investigation, the mode of analysis has
no affect on the outcome.
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imported article. Accordingly, producers or
products being incorporated into a processed or
manufactured article (i.e., intermediate goods
or component parts) are generally not included
in the scope of the domestic industry that the
ITC analyzes for the purposes of determining
4

injury.
Both the statute and Commission precedent indicate that
the like product is defined in terms of characteristics
and uses.
others.

Sometimes this is easier to determine than
In the present case encapsulated DRAM's are

clearly most similar to the imports under investigation
than any other domestic product.

While it may be possible

to stretch the meaning of characteristics and uses to
allow.the consideration of unencapsulated DRAM's, it is
unnecessary to do so.
Rather, I focus on the term "generally" in the above
quotation. · Thus, while intermediate products are
generally not included in the scope of the domestic
industry, there are exceptions.

candidates for such an

exception .include those in which an upstream ·
(intermediate) product has little alternative use.
Unencapsulated DRAM's meet this.test as they have
practically no alternative use other than as the raw
4

H.R. Rep. 1156, 98th Cong., 1st sess. 188 (1984)
(emphasis added).
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product for encapsulation.

Thus I determine that the

producers of unencapsulated DRAM's are part of the
5

industry producing the like product.

DRAM's are produced and consumed in many different
densities.

The different density chips are all made using

5

In the legislative history to the Trade Reform Act of
1974, the Senate Finance Committee stated:
The Antidumping Act refers to "an industry in the
United States." There are no qualifications as to
the kind of industry or the number of industries
that might be adversely affected by the
less-than-fair-value imports under consideration.
Although the Commission's investigations have
usually been concerned with an industry consisting
of the domestic-producer facilities engaged in the
production of comparable articles (i.e., articles
like the imported articles), a number of
investigations have been concerned with domestic
facilities engaged in the production of articles
which, although unlike the imports, are nevertheless
competitive therewith in domestic markets. In any
case, the industry is a national industry involving
all domestic facilities engaged in the production of
the domestic articles involved.

s. Rep. 1298, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 179-80 (emphasis

added). This comports with Commission precedent. The
Commission includes the facilities of' those producing
intermediate products, either as part of the industry
("kind") or as a different industry ("number") where those
facilities have no good alternative use.
Respondents have urged that there is a standing
question if the domestic industry is comprised of only the
asseml:)lers of "the final product because such producers
either actively oppose the petition or do not support it.
Pre-Hearing Brief on behalf of Oki Elec. Ind.
(Footnote continued on next page)
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the same raw material and the same technology.

In

addition they all serve the same memory function.

I

concur with the majority in finding that DRAM's of
'

different densities are like products.

6

Material Injury by Reason of Imports

In order for a

dom~stic

industry to prevail in a

final investigation, the Commission must determine that
the dumped or subsidized imports caµse or threaten to
cause material injury to the domestic industry producing
the like product.

First, the Commission must determine

whether the domestic industry producing the like product
is materially injured or is threatened with material
injury.

Second, the Commission must determine whether any

injury or threat thereof is by reason of the dumped or

(Footnote continued from previous page)
co., at 2 (Apr. 2s·, 1986). Because I have included the
fabricators as part of the domestic industry, and the
domestic fabricators strongly support the petition, this
argument fails.
6

I reach this conclusion only with respect to DRAM's up
to and including 1 megabit. See 256K DRAM's, supra note 2
(Additional Views of Vice Chairman Liebeler and
commissioner Eckes). With respect to the issue of related
parties, I concur with the majority that it would be
inappropriate to apply that provision in this
investigation.
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subsidized imports.

Only if the Commission answers both

questions in the affirmative, will it.make an affirmative
determination in the investigation.

Before analyzing the data, however, the first
question in whether the statute is clear or whether one
must resort to the legislative history in order to
interpret the relevant sections of the antidumping law.
The accepted rule of statutory construction is that a
statute, clear and unambiguous on its face, need not and
cannot be interpreted using secondary sources.

Only

statutes that are of doubtful meaning, are subject to such
7

statutory interpretation.

The statutory language used for both parts of the
two-part analysis is ambiguous.

"Material injury" is

defined as "harm which is not inconsequential, immaterial,
8

or unimportant."

This definition leaves unclear what

is meant by harm.

As for the

causati~n

test, "by reason

of" lends i~self to no easy interpretation, and has been
7

Sands, Sutherland Statutory Construction, sec. 45.02
(4th Ed.)
8

19

u.s.c.

~ec.

1977(7)(A)(l980).
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the subject of much debate by past and present
commissioners.

Clearly, well-informed persons may differ

as to the interpretation of the causation and material
injury sections of title VII.

Therefore, the legislative

history becomes helpful in interpreting title VII.

The ambiguity arises

in.pa~t

because it is clear

that the presence in the United States of additional
foreign supply will always make the domestic industry
worse off.

Any time a foreign producer exports products

to the United States, the increase in supply, ceteris
paribus; must result in a lower price of the product than
would otherwise prevail.

If a downward effect on price,

accompanied by a Department of Commerce dumping or subsidy
finding and a Commission finding that financial indicators
were down were all that were required for an affirmative
determination, there would be no need to inquire further
into causation.

But the legislative history shows that the mere
presence of LTFV imports is not sufficient to establish
causation.

In the legislative history to the Trade

Agreements Acts of 1979, Congress stated:

28

[T]he ITC will consider information
which indicates th~t harm is caused by
factors other than the
9

less-than-fair-value imports.
The Finance Committee emphasized the need for an
exhaustive causation analysis,

statin~,

"the Commission

must satisfy itself that, in light of all the information
presented, there is a sufficient causal link between the
10

less-than-fair-value imports and the requisite injury."

The Senate Finance Committee acknowledged that the
causation analysis would not be easy:

"The determination

of the ITC with respect to causation, is under current
law, and will be, under section 735, complex and
difficult, and is matter for the judgment of the
11

ITC."

Since the domestic industry is no doubt worse

off by the presence of any imports (whether LTFV or fairly
traded) and Congress has directed that this is not enough
upon which to base an affirmative determination, the
Commission must delve further to find what condition .
Congress has attempted to remedy.

9

Report on the Trade Agreements Act of. 1979, S. Rep. No.
249, 96th Cong. 1st Sess. 75 (1979).
10

Id.
11

Id.
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In the legislative history to the 1974 Act, the senate
Finance Committee stated:
This Act is not a 'protectionist' statute
designed to bar or restri~t U.S. imports; rather,
it is a statute designed to free U.S. imports
from unfair price discrimination practices. * * *
The Antidumping Act is designed to discourage and
prevent foreign suppliers from using unfair price
discrimination practices to the detriment of a
12.
United States industry.
Thus, the focus of the analysis must be on what
constitutes unfair price discrimination and what harm
results therefrom:
[T]he Antidumping Act does not proscribe
transactions which involve selling an imported
product at a price which is not lower than that
needed to make the product competitive in the
U.S. market, even though the price of the
imported product is lower: than its home market
13
price.

This "difficult and complex" judgment by the
Commission is aided greatly by the use of economic and
financial analysis.

One of the most important assumptiol')s

12
Trade Reform Act of 1974, s.
Sess. 179.
13
Id.

Rep~

1298, 93rd Cong. 2d ·
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of traditional microeconomic theory' is that firms attempt
14
to maximize profits.
Congress was obviously familiar
with the economist's tools:

"[I]mporters as prudent

businessmen dealing fairly would be interested in
maximizing profits by selling at prices as high as the
15
U.S. market would bear."

An assertion of unfair price discrimination should be
accompanied by a factual record that can support such a
conclusion.

In accord with economic theory and the

legislative history, foreign firms should be pres\imed to
behave rationally.

Therefore, if the factual setting in

which the unfair imports occur does'. not support any gain
to be had by unfair price discrimination, it is reasonable
to conclude that any injury or threat of injury to the
domestic industry is not "by reason of" such imports.

In many cases unfair price discrimination by a
competitor would be irrational.

In general, it is not

14

See, ~, P. Samuelson & w. Nordhaus, Economics 42-45
(12th ed. 1985); w. Nicholson, Intermediate Microeconomics
and Its Application 7 (3d ed. 1983).
15
Trade Reform Act of 1974,
sess. 179.

s.

Rep. 1298, 93rd Cong. 2d ·
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rational to charge a price below that necessary to sell
one's product.

In certain circumstances, a firm may try

to capture a sufficient market share to be able to raise
its price in the future.

To move from a position where

the firm has no market power to a position where the firm
has such power, the firm may lower its price below that
which is necessary to meet competition.

It is this

condition which Congress must have meant when it charged
us "to discourage and prevent foreign·suppliers from using
unfair price discrimination practices to the detriment of
16
a United States industry."

In Certain Red Raspberries from Canada, I set forth a
framework for examining what factual setting would merit
an affirmative finding under the law interpreted in light
17
of the cited legislative history.
The stronger the evidence of the following • • •
the more likely that an affirmative determination
will be made: (1) large and increasing market
share, (2) high dumping margins, (3) homogeneous

16
Trade Reform Act of 1974,
Sess. 179.

s.

Rep. 1298, 93rd Cong. 2d

17
Inv. No. 731-TA-196 (Final), USITC Pub. 1680, at 11-19
(1985) (Additional Views of Vice Chairman Liebeler).
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products, (4) declining prices and (5) barriers
to entry to other foreign producers (low
18

elasticity of supply of other imports).
The statute requires the Commission to examine the
volume of imports, the effect of imports on prices,
and the general impact of imports on domestic
19

producers.

The legislative history provid'es some

guidance for applying these criteria.

The factors

incorporate both the statutory criteria and the
guidance provided by the legislative history.
of these factors is evaluated in turn.

Each

But first I

will discuss the condition of the domestic industry.
20

condition of the Industry
Given my findings on

~ike

product and domestic

industry, it is necessary to examine the condition of
the industry in terms of the

per~ormance

of the

domestic producers of unencapsulated and encapsulated
DRAM's of all densities.

There are still at least

two ways the market could be defined.

First,

18

Id. at 16.
19

19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (B)-(C) (1980 & cum. supp. 1985).
20

I concur with Commissioner Brunsdale's discussion of
the semiconductor product cycle. See Views of
Commissioner Brunsdale which f olloW:-
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chips could be counted on a unit basis (hereinafter "unit
method") so that a 64K DRAM is equivalent to a 256K DRAM.
Alternatively, the DRAM's could be measured in terms of
memory capacity, with one 256K DRAM equal to four 64K
DRAM's (hereinafter "K equivalent method").

I find that

the key factor shared by all DRAM's is their memory
function and the larger density DRAM's substitute closely,
but not perfectly, for lower density DRAM's.

The K

equivalent method is therefore the most appropriate method
to analyze the industry.
The DRAM industry in the United States presents a
mixed picture with respect to its performance in the
!

recent past.

The production of uncased DRAM's in terms of
21

K equivalents has decreased.

Und~r

the K equivalent

method, there was a large increase in production of cased
22
DRAM's over the entire period.
The income-and-loss data with

r~spect

to domestic

DRAM's production indicates that the DRAM's industry has

21

Report at Table 4.
22

Report at Table 5. Very little of this involves
double counting because uncased DRAM's made in the U.S.
are generally sent abroad for encapsulation and most
domestic encapsulation relates to i~ports.
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been very unsuccessful over the past 3 years.

The

gross prof it margin and operating income ·as a percentage
of net sales both dropped significantly between 1984 and
1985.

These figures are misleading because they include

costs which, from an economic standpoint, are more
24

properly allocable over the entire product cycle

and

25

over additional products.

Employment was down between

1984 and 1985, but average hourly compensation was up
26

considerably.

In a new advancing industry, it is

especially necessary to look at· the ttend in research and
27

development expenditures and capital expenditures.

23

.

Report at Table 16. This table includes financial
data for production occurring outside of the United
States, but represents the best information available.
24

See Pre-hearing Brief of Oki, supra note 5, at 2-3.
For a more detailed analysis, see Views of Commissioner
Brunsdale which follow (discussion of allocating· costs in
dynamic industry).
25

! .

Petitioners have referred to DRAM's as a
technology-driver, meaning that the knowledge gained in
DRAM production spills over to other circuit production.
See, ~, Pre-hearing brief of Texas Instruments, at
34-37 (Apr. 26, 1986).
26

Report at Table 14. This is consistent with the
causation discussion below. An industry that is making
technological advances requires less total labor, but the
workers must be more highly skilled.
27

See Certain Amplifier Assemblies and Parts Thereof
(Footnote continued on next page)
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Figures for both of these categories are up.

Despite

these reservations, the best information available on the
financial performance of the domestic industry indicates
that it is experiencing difficulty.

Causation analysis
Examining import penetration data is relevant because
unfair price discrimination has as' its goal, and cannot
take place in the absence of, market power.

In terms of

K-equivalents, import penetration has decreased from 29.3
percent in 1983, to 23.6 percent in 1984, and then to 13.5
28
percent in 19'85.
These numbers indicate imports of
64K DRAM's have played an increasingly smaller role in the
recent past, especially in 1985, the so-called "bust" year
for the DRAM's industry.

Decreasing imports of 64K DRAM's

and the 1985 performance of the 64K segment of the
domestic DRAM's industry are explained by the

evolutio~

of

(Footnote continued from previous page)
from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-48 (final), USITC Pub. 1266
(1982); Cellular Mobile Telephones and Subassemblies
Thereof from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-207 (final), USITC·
Pub. 1786 (1985) (Views of Vice Chairman Liebeler).
28
Report at A-43. Since the price ratio of 256K to 64K
DRAM's is approximately 5:1,. it may be more appropriate-to.
normalize according to this ratio. Such a calculation
would accelerate the downward trend.
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higher density chips.

Thus, imports of 64K DRAM's do not

represent a large and growing

marke~

share and the first

indicator is not at all suggestive of unfair price
discrimination conditions.

The second factor is a high margin of dumping or
subsidy.

The higher the margin, ceteris paribus, the more

likely it is that the product is

bei~g

sold below the

29

c·ompetitive price

and the more likely it is that the

domestic producers will be adversely affected.

In this

case, the weighted-average dumping margin was 20.75
percent.

The dumping margins do not weigh against a

finding of unfair price discrimination.

The third factor is the homogeneity of the products.
The more homogeneous the products, the greater will be the
effect of any allegedly unfair practice on domestic
producers.

In general, domestically produced and foreign

DRAM's are physically almost identical, although there
have been some assertions concerning quality differences.

29

See text accompanying note 13, supra.
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As to the fourth factor, prices were down
significantly for all density DRAM's over the period of
30
investigation.
This result is not surprising,
however.

This industry is both highly competitive and

characterized by rapid technological advance.

There was

extensive testimony indicating that the learning curve
phenomenon was clearly at work in this industry. Under
31
such conditions, declining prices are expected.
Much
of the demand for 64K DRAM's was replaced by higher
density DRAM's as they evolved.

Demand for DRAM's in

general decreased as a result of the large decrease in
32
demand for computer products.
These factors combined
to produce heavy downward pressure

~n

DRAM prices in

general, and 64K DRAM prices in particular.

Thus, unlike

the normal case of a "stable" industry, such as steel, no
strong conclusions can be drawn from the declining prices
33
in this case.
30
Staff Report at A-43-72; Supplemental Posthearing
Brief of Motorola, Inc. Responding to Statement of Dr.
Kenneth Elzinga, at 1 (May 12, 1986) .•
31
Te~timony of Dr. Kenneth Elzinga on behalf of
Respondents, submitted at Hea·ring (Apr. 30, 1986). See
also Views of Commissioner Brunsdale (Appendix), which
follow.

32
Report at A-43-44. Micron was the first to anticipate
the price decrease required to maintain production of
DRAM's, its technology driver. Id.
·
33
See Cellular Mobile Telephones and Subassemblies
Thereof from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-207 (Final), USITC
Pub. 1786 (1985) (Views of Vice Chairman
Liebeler)(discussion of technologically advanced
ind~stries); Views of Commissioner Bruns~ale which follow.
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The fifth factor is barriers to entry (foreign supply
elasticity).

If there are barriers to entry (or low

foreign elasticity of supply) it is more likely that a
producer can gain market power.

A large percentage of

cased DRAM's consist of U.S. produced uncased DRAM's
assembled overseas.
investigation.

These imports are not subject to

Neither are imports of cased DRAM's
34

fabricated in Japan and assembled outside of Japan.
Thus, there appear to be many countries capable of
assembling DRAM's.

As for fabrication, currently Japan is

the major foreign producer of unencapsulated DRAM's.
Other countries appear ready to jump .in but it could take
time for them to qualify themselves tp do business with
35

the major original equipment manufacturers.

The

evidence with respect to fabrication is somewhat conducive
to price discrimination behavior.

However, it appears

that since the final duty will apply to encapsulated
DRAM's, there are many.. countries which will be able to
substitute for Japan.

34

Report at Table 28.
35

Korea has apparently started exporting DRAM's to the
United States. Pre-hearing brief of Oki, supra note 5, at
57.
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These factors must be balanced in each case to reach a.
sound determination.

As noted earlier, however, market
wheth~r

share plays a key role in determining

unfair price

discrimination could be occurring. · In this case, the
market penetration figures indicate that what we are
observing is not related to unfair price discrimination.
The goal of unfair price discrimination is to take away
market share.

However, because of the rapid :technological

development in the· DRAM industry, domestic and. foreign
firms are abandoning rather than seeking to capture the
64K segment of the DRAM
figures bear this

out~

industry~

The market share

Both Japanese. and domestic market

share have declined for 64K DRAM's as. a percentage of all
DRAM's.

In a traditional industcy, t~e downward trend in

prices might indicate that the domestic producers were
holding onto market· share by matching< price cuts in the
hope,of surviving a price war.

in this industry, however,

the downward trend in prices ··is to be· expected.
'

Moreover,

as time ·passes~ 64K DRAMis
wlll·become
incr~asingly
.
.
'

obsolete for many uses.

,

At some point prices may

stabilize,
but they may be
even . lower
than . they are
36
.. ·.
.. . .
.
now.
Finally, the evidence w~th respec·t to foreign
36

Recent data indicates that this price stabilization
may occurring now.
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supply elasticity is not particularly helpful in this
case.

Fabrication facilities may not be readily

available, but assembly facilities do exist in countries
other than Japan and indeed represent a large proportion
of imports of encapsulated DRAM's.

Thus, the factors when

viewed together are inconsistent with a finding of unfair
price discrimination.

Conclusion

Therefore, I conclude that an industry in the United
States is not materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of dumped imports of 64K DRAM's
from Japan.
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VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER BRUNSDALE
I

Based on the record in this investigation, I determine that no
domestic industry in the United States is materially injured, or
threatened with material injury, by reason of less'-than-fair-value
(dumped) imports of 64K dynamic random access memory components
("64K DRAMs") from Japan that have been the.subject of an
affirmative antidumping determinatic>n.by the Department of
Commerce.

Material retardation of the establishment of an industry

in the United States is not an issue in this case and will not be
discussed.
In order for a domestic industry to prevail in a final
investigation, the Commission must .determine that the dumped imports
cause or threaten to cause material injury
producing the. like product.

~o

the domestic industry

First, the comDitssion must determine

whether the domestic industry producing the 'like product is injured
or is threatened with material injury.

Second, the Commission must

determine whether any injury or threat thereof is by reason of the
dumped imports.

Only if the Commission answers both questions in
}·

•••

1

the affirmative will it make an ·affirmative determination.'
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Like Product and the Domestic Industry
I determine that the like product in this case is all assembled
DRAMs.

I further determine that the domestic industry encompasses

all producers that are involved in making assembled DRAMs.

That is,

the domestic industry includes the firms that make assembled DRAMs
from fabricated wafers as well as the firms that are engaged in
wafer fabrication (i.e., that produce unassembled DRAMs).

While my

determinations on these issues differ from those of my esteemed
colleagues in the majority, I agree with the position of
1

Commissioner Rohr.

Condition of the Industry and Material Injury
Properly assessing the condition of the

ind~stry

and possible

material injury presents extraordinary analytical and conceptual
challenges in this case.

Unlike most

indus~ries

investigated by the

Commission, the industry producing PRAMs is 'charact~rized by rapid
innovation, condensed product cycles, and dramatically declining
production costs over the cycle.

It is ·thus. logical that the

evidence before the Commission in this case be viewed from a

1

See his notes 15 and 21 in Views of Chairwoman Paula Stern,
Commissioner Alfred E. Eckes, Commissioner Seeley G. Lodwick, and
Commissioner David B. Rohr. I also concur with the majority's
position on the issue of related parties.
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perspective appropriate to the particular: nature of the product and
domestic industry, and different from that used in more conventional
cases.
As discussed in the appendix below, semiconductor industry
product cycles have five distinct stages, although the

dur~tion

and

magnitude of each stage appear to vary from product to product.

The

like product in the current' case is coni.priSed of several iten:is at
differing stages of their product lifes .. Since each stage has clear
implications for anticipated profit and price trends, we must.take
the progress of each. item through its cycle into account in
assessing the condition of the industry.

Financial Indicators.

Current

producti~n

of the like product

consists primarily of three distinct items: .16K DRAMs, 64K DRAMs and
256K DRAMs.

A few

l~

DRAMs and 4K DRAMs are also produced, largely
2

for speciaiized uses.•

The ·.smallest

t.init, · lK DRAM,. ·was f~rst .

introduced in 1970, while 4K and 16K DRAMs followed several years
later.

The. 64K-'DRAM, .by c'ontra~t, was ~ot..'intro'duced until 1980 and

.'

·.

2

Report of The Commission [hereinafter
Report]
at A-3-A•7.
.. .
.
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3

the 256K DRAM until 1982.

.,~

The introductiop dates are important

for generally identifying the period over which the product cycle
has occurred in each case.
Domestic firms reported major financial losses on DRAM
.
4
operations in 1985, and those in favor of the petition claim that
these losses indicate that the domestic industry is materially
injured.

'

'

This contention would indeed seem: valid on its face if the

petitioners represented a traditional manufacturing industry not
characterized by evident product cycles.

The existence of product

'

cycles, however, sharply alters how the financial data should be
regarded.

The petitioners identify the midpoint of the 64K DRAM

product cycle as approximately 1984 or 1985i but they also state
5

that by early 1985 the product was already "mature".
they acknowledge that 64K DRAM production

t~rough

Further,

1985 and even

today has substantial positive spillover effects for other, future
6

products in the product line.

In the context of the general

product cycle outline.d in the appendix, this suggests that as· of

3

Id. at A-3.

4
Id. at A-31, table 16.
5

Testimony of Tom Johnson, counsel for Motorola, Transcript (tr.)
at 73-4.
6

Testimony of Larry Grant, V.P. and General Counsel, Micron, tr.
at 140-41.
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early 1985 the 64K DRAM entered the fourth stage, during which
product-line learning effects again lead to depressed accounting
profits not properly indicative of the product's overall
performance.

The 256K DRAM was clearly in'an early phase, however,

and the 16K DRAM, for which financial data are also avail.able to the
Commission, was apparently in the final stage·of serving specialized
demand.
Thus, financial data for each of the three years coyered in the
investigation contain revenues and costs associated with three
generations of DRAMs, each at a different stage of its product
life.

There are two distinct, though not mutually exclusive,

approaches the Commission might take to

~.esolve

the analytical

puzzles this situation entaiis.
First, we might ask what accounting performance would be
considered "normal" or·"adequate"
for each .of the three DRAM
.
products at its respective. stage of life. ·l'ben, the sum of
"adequate" annual product profits for the three.would
with overall J:eported industry profits to
industry were

mat~rially

injured.

~~te~ine

In fact,' the

~e

compared

whe'ther the

p~titioners

have

7

recommended a method resembling this approach.

The general.

approach presents par'ticuiar difficulties in jl,ldging what "normal n

7

For instance, see "Post Bea.ring Brief of Petttioner Mier.on
Technology Inc .• n at 6.
I
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or "anticipated" profits would have been for each

~tem

in any given.

year (particularly during 1985 when the dumping is alleged to have ·
8

occurred)

since there is considerable variation among the

durations and amplitudes of individual product cycles, all of them
consistent with the general pattern

describ~d

in the appendix.

The

most that might be said is that sizable losses for 256K DRAM
production in the first year of mass sales in 1985, and modest
profits for 16K DRAMs during the final stage are hardly surprising,
given what we know about the product cycle .. The substantial
apparent losses reported for 256K DRAMs that year are typical of the
first and second stages of a product cycle and do not alone
constitute evidence of material injury.
The second of the two approaches is to:view product performance
over the full cycle--or, perhaps, based on "best available
information", over as much of the cycle as possible.

Persuasive
.

arguments in favor of this approach were submitted by
9
respondents.
The approach is especially appealing for evaluating
the contribution of 64K DRAMs to industry performance because, by
all accounts, the three years of the Commission investigation,

8
Petition at 12ff.

9
"Pre-hearing Brief on Behalf of OKI Electric Industry Company,
Ltd., Hitachi, Ltd., Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Toshiba
Corporation, NEC Corporation, and Fujitsu Ltd.," at 36.

.
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10
1983-85, cover the most important years of the product cycle.
Firms that make a commitment to a product in effect make a package
deal to endure every stage of that product's life.

Since a cycle

involves inevitable ups and downs, much like a roller coaster ride,
it would be incorrect to say the industry was injured by a decline
that was part of the package.

Whether the package turns out to be a

good deal or not requires consideration of

th~

ups and the downs.

In the case of 64K DRAMs, respondents alleged that, "compared
to past generations of DRAMs (i.e., the lK, 4K and 16K), the 64K
device was, over its. full life cycle, a stellar performer" (emphasis
11 added).
While li~tle s~~eific evidence of this was adduced,
respondents did claim that MiCron's 64K DRAM' was an exceptionally
12
profitable product thro':1gh 1984.
Micron,. in turn, argued that
this conclusion was reached

withou~ incorp~rating

data from most of

1985, the year in ~hich the company and .the industry were injured.
Other responses to the .respondent's proposed:methodology,- by firms
in support of the petition, concep.trated on. reasohs·whythe
Commission ought not, as a ma~ter. of· raw,· past· :practice, or

10
For example, see Id.

-- --

11
Id. at 38,..
12
Id. at 41.

..
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13
reasonable application in this case, rely on such an ··approach.
Micron's concern that 1985 data be pz:operly reflected is well
taken.

For the 64K DRAM segment of the industry as a whole,

financial data for the 1983-85 period show a gross profit of about
14
$165 million and a gross profit margin of about 17.9 percent.
It is thus difficult to conclude that the financial history of 64K
DRAM production supports a finding of material injury.
I

Price Trends.

Data before the Commission on price trends of the

like product are incomplete, limited to only 64K DRAMs and to the
15
period from September 1984 to April 1986.
Nonetheless,
petitioners repeatedly asserted that the decline in prices during
16
1985 was "unprecedented".
This is clearly untrue. For
instance, the available data show that ln 1985 the average 64K DRAM
price to final

13
Tr. at 77.
14
Report at A-33-A-35 .. Profits are aggregated without
discounting. Any positive rate of discount would increase the
present value of gross profits over the three years.
15
Report at A-43-A-75 and at appendices C, D, and E.
16
For instance, see tr. at 73-4.
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OEMs

~ell

17
price.·

to between 41 and 45 percent of its average 1984
This drop is almost the same as the drop that occurred

in another semiconductor product cycle twenty years earlier:

In

1966 the average price of digital monolithic and hybrid integrated
18
circuits was only 42 percent of its 1965 price.
Several other
19
roughly comparable examples exist.
The sharp decline in prices of DRAMs during 1985 coincided with
the entry of that product into the fourth stage of the product
cycle.

In 1985, substitutes for 64K DRAMs ,· ln the form of 256K

DRAMs, began to become. generally available at increasingly
20
competitive prices per unit of memory.
This led to a reduction
in demand at the OEM level that was exacerbated by unforeseen
declines in demand at the retail level for final computer products
21
incorporating the DRAMs.
For instance, between the last three
quarters of 1985 and the comparable 1984 period, the quantity of

17
Report at c-2-c-3, tables C-1 and C-2.
18
Douglas W. Webbink, The Semiconductor Industry: A Survey of
Structure, Conduct, and Performance, Staff Report to the FTC,
January 1977 at 75, table IV-2.
19
See for instance Id. and Report on the U.S. Semiconductor
Industry, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, September 1979 at 47, table 3.6.
0

20

Report at A-11, table 1.
21

Testimony of Dr. Kenneth G. Elzinga on Behalf of Respondents
(posthearing submission) at 2-3.
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22
personal computers purchased fell 21 percent.

Given the general

decline in computer prices over this period, it may be inferred that
demand declined.by at least 21 percent.

Whether this decline in

demand is attributed to consumer satiation or to a deferral of
purchases in anticipation of technical improvements and lower prices
is immaterial to the question of material injury treated here.

The

\

1985. decline in prices is partly accounted for by the product cycle,
and to that extent is not indicative of injury.

However, the rest

of the price decline resulted from errors regarding final consumer
demand for downstream products.

This second effect is indicative of

injury:

Capacity Utilization.

Capacity utilization in DRAM operations
23

decreased slightly in 1984

24

and very sharply in 1985.

The

sharp 1985 decline was largely attributable to the unforseen drop in
demand for computers (in which DRAMs are a component) and is

22
Id.

23

Report at A-16, table 3. Capacity utilization of 7 firms with
U.S. assembly operations, however, rose from about 85 percent in
1983 to about 95 percent the following year.
()

24
Id.
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reflected in declining DRAM production.

In addition, producers

increased their capacity on all DRAM operations in 1984 and (to a
26
This also resulted in part ·
somewhat lesser degree) in 1985.
from planning for

ti level

of demand that did not in.fact materialize.

Two other factors must be taken into account in understanding
the sharp decline in capacity utilization in 1985.

First, the

composition of domestic production shifted· significantly in favor of.
. 27

256K DRAMs and away from 64K DRAMs that year.

This made lt

possible to produce more bits of memory per unit of capacity.
Second, Motorola stated that some capacity, !'while technically ·
capable of producing 64K. DRAMs, was in fact _used t·o make other MOS
28
Motorola· also said: ·."Even .if :domestic producers
products".
technically had sufficient capacity to supply the entire U.S:
market, they would have b_eeri able to do . so only by reducing their
sales of other; more profitable, products (such· as microprocessors) and by reduc:tng their production for foreign

25
Id.
26
Id.
27

Id. at A-18, tables 4 and 5.
28

"Supplemental Posthearing Brief of Motorol~, Irie. Responding to
Statement of Dr. Kenneth Elzinga," May 12, 1986 at 2.
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markets .. ;."

Hence, there is doubt that "unutilized capacity"

in this industry is idle, since it may in fact be employed in
attractive alternative uses.
I find that the decline in capacity ut~lizatiotl in 1985 is
consistent with the injury suffered by the industry due to the
unanticipated decline in demand for the final product.

Material Injury.

On the basis of the foregoing facts and analysis,

it is clearly difficult to determine whether the industry is
materially injured.

The data, while indicative of some injury,

effectively conceal its true magnitude.

However, assuming material

injury, I proceed to consider the issue of causation.

Causation
In determining whether there is material injury to the domestic
industry "by reason of" the impQrts subject to the investigation,
the Commission must consider,' among other factors, the volume of
imports, the. effect of the subsidized or dumped imports on prices·
for the like product in the United Sta.tes, .and the impact· of such

29
Id.
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imports on· the relevant domestic industry.

My decision that the

subject imports were not a cause of material injury rests mainly on
the finding that import penetration declined ·significantly over the
period of investigation, -1983-85.

Moreover, while the the condition

of the industry appears to have deteriorated this is explained by
normal cyclical (product cycle) factors in the semiconductor
industry, exacerbated

by the world-wide decline in demand for DRAMs

that occurred at the same time that industry capacity was expanding.
The import penetration of 64K DRAMs from Japan declined
substantially in the period, falling from 29.3 percent in 1983 to
23.6 percent in 1984 and 13.5 percent in 1985'.

These figures are

based on bits of memory and not numbers of units of DRAMs.
the like product is all DRAMs, total U.S.

con~umption

Since

should be

stated in terms of all types of DRAMs; and since the essential
feature of each type of DRAM is its memory capacity, it is more
appropriate to aggregate based on number of bits of memory than on
number of units.
A small import penetration has an insignificant effect on the

30

19 U.S.C. sec. 1677(7)(C) (1982).
31
Staff Report at A-43.
32
These ratios overstate the effect of the dumped imports since
(Footnote ·continued on next page)
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condition of an industry with the characteristics of this one.
Generally speaking, a.small penetration ratio for an imported
product means that the imports will have little effect on the price
of the domestic product.

A small ratio cannot have a

disproportionately large effect on price unless two conditions are
present -- that is, unless both the domestic ;demand for the product
and the domestic supply of the product are highly insensitive to
33
price changes.

In this case, both elasticities are expected to

be moderately high.

Demand elasticity for 64K DRAMs is high because

the product has other close substitutes, particularly the new
generation 256K DRAMs.

Supply elasticity of 64K DRAMs is high

(Footnote continued from previous page)
only about half of all 64K DRAM imports from'Japan were found by the
Department of Commerce to be dumped. The record indicates that the
quantity of dumped imports for the four major Japanese suppliers of
assembled 64K DRAMs was generally less than one-half of all of their
shipments ·to.the U.-S. The percentages were as follows: Hitachi -43.71 percent, Mitsubishi -- 43.93 percent, NEC -- 47.61 percent,
and Oki
57.14 percent.
33

";
The sensitivity of demand or of supply to price is measured by
the concept of elasticity. For example, elasticity of demand
measures the responsiveness of quantity demanded to price changes.
It is expressed as the percentage change in quantity demanded
divided by the percentage change in price. Inelastic demand means
that the quantity demanded changes by a smaller percentage than does
price. The elasticity of supply measures the responsiveness of
supply to price changes in the same manner. P. Samuelson and Y.
Nordhaus, Economics at 380-84 (12th ed., 1985).
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34

because firms have excess capacity

and are also able to switch
35
their capacity from.other semiconductor products to 64K DRAMs.
As noted above, there was a sharp and unexpected world-wide

downturn in the demand for all semiconductor·products in 1985
36
following an overwhelming growth in 1984.
This fact alone would
explain the sharp decline in prices of DRAMs in 1985.

But there was

also an expansion in domestic capacity in 1985 that further
37
These developments go
aggravated downward pressures on prices.
far toward explaining the adverse conditions that beset domestic
producers in 1985.
Furthermore, in this industry there is a recurring pattern of
cyclical ups and downs.

In particular, the experience of 1985 bears

a remarkable resemblance to events of a decade before.

According to

the research firm Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp. (ICE):
The root of the 1975 plunge can be traced back to the
1972-1974 integrated circuit boom. At that time, the
dramatic growth of the calculator, automotive, and

34

Report at A-16.
35

Supplemental Posthearing Brief of Motorola, Inc. at 2.
36

Supplemental Posthearing Brief of Motorola at 1, Testimony of
Dr. Kenneth G. Elzinga on behalf of Hitachi, et. al. at 2
(subsequently referenced as Elzinga Testimony), and STATUS 1986, A
Report on the Integrated Circuit Industry (Integrated Circuit
Engineering Corp.) at 1 (subsequently referenced as STATUS 1986).
37

Report at A-16.
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memory markets, to name a few, and the increased
penetration of integrated circuits in the
international markets resulted in a tremendous surge
in their demand. This demand reversed the nature of
the semiconductor components market, perhaps for the
first time in its history. The traditional buyer's
market changed into a seller's market. Most
manufacturers frantically tried to cope.with the
problem of undercapacity, and plans for expansion
were feverishly implemented. Nevertheless, delivery
times increased beyond any rational limit. As a
consequent overreaction, buyers throughout the
electronic end-use market doubled or tripled an
order, and/or gave the same order to multiple
sources. As a result, the book-to-bill ratio was
fictitiously inflated, in many cased doubled. This
circumstance was not clearly detected by most
suppliers. In addition, the inaccurate predictions
of a short-lived, mild recession in 1975 added to the
misleading economic indicators. This kept most
integrated circuit companies unaware of the drama
that was to come, until almost the fourth quarter of
1974.
During.the fourth quarter of 1974,
cancellations began to snowball and
overcorrections took place. There were massive
layoffs, drastic cuts in labor force, and in
production schedules as well. On the other
hand, there was a rapid growth of inventories
and price cutting, especially in CMOS,
microprocessors and memories. This chaos
lingered throughout 1975.

ICE concludes:

"Just add ten years to all the dates listed

above and you can see that the industry has

b~en

down this path

38
before."
I therefore find that, given this history, the domestic
industry's experience in 1985 was not unusual or abnormal and that

38
STATUS 1986 at 13 and 14.
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whatever effect dumped imports of 64K DRAMs may have had, it was
insignificant.
Finally, there is minimal reason for concern about threat of
material injury in this case.

Given the declining share of dumped

64K DRAM imports from Japan and the facts that this product is
entering the final stage of its product cycle and is being
superceded by new generation DRAMS, I find no support for the
argument that imports constitute a threat of material injury.

Appendix
This appendix describes the product cycle features involved in the
DRAM industry.

I find it useful to analyze this industry's

performance by considering the following five stages of a typical
semiconductor product cycle.

1. The Initial and Second Stages.
The initial stage is characterized by. heavy research and
development costs, high prices, and often accounting losses.

The

second stage features the so-called proprietary (firm-specific),
product-specific "learning curve" effect, whereby each firm's
average production costs decline as production experience
39

accumulates.

During this stage, firms have an incentive to

39

The learning curve refers to the relationship between unit cost
and cumulated output. For recently introduced products argument
underlying the learning curve posits that there is an inverse
relationship between unit cost and cumulated output. For a
discussion of the learning curve see M. Spence, "The Learning Curve
and Competition," Bell Journal of Economics, Vol. 12, No. 1 (Spring
1981), at 49-70.
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seemingly "overproduce", that is, produce at a level where currently
reported marginal cost (i.e., the accounting cost of the incremental
unit) actually exceeds the current price, thus depressing accounting
profits.

.The reason for this is that some current profits are

willingly foregone as an investment in more efficient, and thus more
profitable, future production.

2. The Third Stage.
The payoff for this investment is reasonably anticipated to
occur rapidly because the ability to preserve proprietary
technological advantages over time is quite limited.

Thus, with a

lag, the firm's accumulated production experience becomes the
industry's experience, and all producers benefit from it jointly and
simultaneously.

When this inevitable technological sharing occurs,

the incentive to "overproduce" becomes much attenuated for the same
reason that public goods tend to be "undercons.umed".

Thus, in the

third stage, individual firms collect their returns on earlier
learning curve investments, and further such investments .are
discouraged by either the decreasing marginal benefit of additional
production experience or by a declining ability to privately
appropriate further technological progress.

In this phase,

accounting profits overstate real economic performance since some of
the previously foregone profits are now properly allocable as costs.

59

3. The Fourth Stage.
In the fourth stage (which might overlap with the third stage),
the heyday of the cycle is past, and firms retain some production
because of so-called scope economies which might take the form of a
40

product-line learning curve.

During this stage, further

cumulation of production experience has spillover effects that
promote development of the next generation product or even a variety
of more advanced but somewhat·dissimilar semiconductor products.
The fourth stage might once again be dominated by "overproduction"
leading to reported accounting losses,

compe~sated

in later years by

increased production efficiency in other products.

4. The Final Stage.
Finally, the fifth stage consists of residual, long-term
production for specialized uses ·and replacement demand.

By this

final stage, the product has been replaced b! more advanced

40

Scope economies refer to multiple-product firms where, in
addition to traditional scale economies for an individual product,
there· is also the possibility of cost savings resulting from the ....
simultaneous production of several different products in a sit1gle ·
enterprise. The argument is there may exist economies that result.
from the scope of the firm's operations. See, for example, W.
Baumol, J. Panzar, and R. Willig, Contestable Markets and The Theory
of Industry Structure, at 71.
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generations for many purposes.

Reported profitability generally

resumes during this stage as continued production ceases to generate
beneficial spillover

eff~cts.

~

In sum, I find that the analysis of product cycles in an
industry such as DRAMs incorporates two different concepts.

That

is, product cycles should be defined in terms of both progress in
technical aspects of production and intertemporal demand shifts'
influenced by the eventual availability of close substitutes in the
form of later product generations.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION
Introduction
Following a preliminary determination by the U.S. Department of Commerce
that imports of 64K dynamic random access memory components (64K DRAM's) 1/
from Japan are being, or are likely to be, sold in the United States at less
than fair value (LTFV), the U.S. International Trade Commission, effective
December 11, 1985, instituted investigation No. 731-TA-270 (Final) under
section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) to determine
whether an industry in the United States is materially injured or threatened
with material injury, or the establishment of an industry in the United States
is materially retarded, by reason of imports of such merchandise. Notice of
the institution of the Commission's final investigation, and of the public
hearing to be held in connection therewith, was given by posting copies of the
notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission,
and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register on January 30, 1986
(51 F.R. 3860). ~/ The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on April 30, 1986.
Commerce's LTFV determination, which was scheduled to be made on February
17, 1986, was extended until April 23, 1986. The applicable statute directs
that the Commission make its final injury determination within 45 days after
the final determination by Commerce, or in this case, by June 6, 1986.
Background
On June 24, 1985, an antidumping petition was filed with the U.S.
International Trade Commission and the U.S. Department of Commerce by Micron
Technology, Inc., Boise, ID, on behalf of merchant manufacturers of 64K
DRAM's .. The petition alleged that an industry in the United States was
materially injured or was threatened with material injury by reason of imports
from Japan of 64K DRAM's of the N-channel metal oxide semiconductor type,
which were alleged to be sold in the United States at LTFV. In response to
that petition, the Commission instituted investigation No. 731-TA-270
(Preliminary) under section 733 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.
§ 1673b(a)) and, on August 8, 1985, unanimously determined that there was a
reasonable indication of material injury, or threat thereof, by reason of the
allegedly LTFV imports. 11
1/ DRAM's, including those having a memory capacity of 64K of the N-channel
metal oxide semiconductor type, are provided for in item 687.74 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States.
~/ Copies of the cited Federal Register notices and the list of witnesses
appearing at the hearing are presented in app. A.
11 Vice Chairman Liebeler determined that there was a reasonable indication
that an industry in the United States was threatened with material injury by
reason of the subject imports. Commissioners Eckes and Lodwick determined
that there was a reasonable indication that an industry in the United States
was materially injured by reason of the subject imports.
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Previous and Related Commission Investigations
On March 14, 1986, following a preliminary determination by Commerce that
imports from Japan of DRAM's having a memory capacity of 256 kilobits (256K)
and above of both the N-channel and complementary metal oxide semiconductor
type, whether in the form of processed wafers, unmounted die, mounted die, or
assembled devices, are being, or are likely to be, sold in the United States
at LTFV, the Commission instituted investigation No. 731-TA-300 (Final) to
determine whether an industry in the United States is materially injured or
threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an industry in the
United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports of such
merchandise. According to Commerce's preliminary determination, the
weighted-average margin during the period of investigation, January 1, 1985,
through June 30, 1985, ranged from 19.80 percent to 108.72 percent. The
overall weighted-average margin was 39.68 percent. The Commission is
scheduled to make its final injury determination within 45 days after
Commerce's final determination, which was extended from May 27, 1986, to
August 1, 19l6, ~r by September 15, 1986.
On March 10, 1986, the Commission instituted investigation No. 337-TA-242
to determine whether there is a violation of subsection (a) of section 337 of
the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § l337a) in the importation into the United
States of certain DRAM's, components thereof, and products containing the
same, or in their sale, by reason of alleged diriect, contributory, and induced
infringement of certain claims of 10 U.S. patents, the effect or tendency of
which is to destroy or substantially injure an industry that is efficiently
and economically operated in the United States.· The complaint, which was
filed on behalf of Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, TX, named as respondents
both Japanese and Korean manufacturers and Japa~ese, Korean, and U.S.
importers of DRAM's.
In addition to the investigations concerning DRAM's, on March 17, 1986,
the Commission instituted final antidumping investigation No. 731-TA-288 on
imports from Japan.of a related semiconductor product, erasable programmable
read only memories (EPROM's). On March 17, 1986, Commerce published in the
Federal Register its preliminary determination that imports of EPROM's from
Japan, are being, or are likely to be, sold in the United States at LTFV.
According to Commerce's determination, the weighted-average margins during the
period of investigation, April l, 1985, through September 30, 1985, ranged
from 21.7 percent to 188.0 percent. Commerce's final LTFV determination,
which was scheduled to be made on May 27, 1986, was extended until July 30,
1986. The Commission is scheduled to make its final injury determination
within 45 days after Commerce's final determination, or by September 15, 1986.
The Commission also conducted investigations in 1978-79 and in 1984-85,
as discussed below, which included DRAM's among the subject products.
On December 7, 1978, pursuant to a request by the Subcommittee on
International Trade of the Senate Committee on Finance and the Subcommittee on
International Finance of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs, the Commission instituted investigation No. 332-102 under section 332
of the Tariff Act of 1930 to examine the competitive factors influencing world
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trade in integrated circuits. A report on this investigation was transmitted
to the Senate Committees on October 31, 1979 .. :The Commission released a
public report on the investigation on November:16, 1979. !/ The report
focused on factors affecting the international competitive position of U.S.
producers of integrated circuits and presented production and trade data on
integrated circuits for 1974-78. The study identified the princi'pal economic
factors that affect the growth of the U.S. industry, analyzed the influence of
governments on the industry, and compared the U.S. industry with the industry
in Japan during 1974-78.
On October 19, 1984, at the direction of the President, the U.S. Trade
Representative (USTR) requested that the Commission prepare advice concerning
the probable economic effects of providing duty-tree treatment for U.S.
imports of certain high-technology products (including DRAM's). On
October 26, 1984, in response t6 the request from the USTR, the Commission
instituted investigation No. 332~199; subsequeritly, upon enactment of the
Trade and Tariff Act of 1984, which authorized:the President to enter into
trade agreements on such articles, the Commission instituted investigation No.
TA-131(b)-9, effective Oct6ber 30, 1984. A classified report and other
classified information were transmltted to the USTR on December 14, 1~84.
After receiving authorization from the UST-R, the Commission released a public
version of the report in June 1985. ZI
The Product
Description and uses
A DRAM is ·a monolithic integrated circuit containing memory storage eel ls
(bits), each of ·which is composed of 'a miniature transistor and capacitor.
DRAM's have been designed with increasing densfties since th~ lK (1;024 bits)
was first introduced in 1970. Following the introduction of the 4K (4,096
bits) and the 16K DRAM (16,384' bits) during·the 1970's, the 64K DRAM (65,536
bits) was offered for ·sale in 1980. · The 256K DRAM (261,344 bits) was offered
for sale in liniited quantities in 1982 and ·a 1 ·megabit '(lM) DRAM (1,045,376
bits), is expected to be offered beginning· in 1986. Progress has also been
reported on the development of a 4M device (4',181,504 bitS).
!/Competitive Factors Influencing World Trade in Integrated Circuits:.
Report to the Subcommittee on International Trade of.the Committee on Fi'nance
and· the Subcommittee .on International Finance of the Committee on Banking,
Housing, .and· Urban Affairs of the United States. Senate on Investigation No.
332-102 Under Section 332 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as Amended, USITC
Publication 1013, November 1979.
ll _Probable Economic Effect of Providing Duty-Free Treatment. for U.S. Imports
of Certain High-Technology P"roducts: RePOrt to the President on Investigation
No. TA-13l(b)-9 Under Section 13l(b)· of the Trade Act of 1974, USITC
Publication 1705, June 1985.
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Information is stored in each DRAM cell as an electrical charge (voltage)
impressed on the capacitor that is connected ~o one of the transistor
elements. Storage requires two different levels of energy~one to represent
the binary digit "O" and another to represent the digit ''1." The storage
cells in the DRAM's are arranged in a rectangular matrix of columns and rows,
which allows each cell to be accessed independently (random access). When a
column or row is selected and activated, the cell transistor acts as a
solid-state switch that connects the capacitor to the column or data line.
The simultaneous selection of a row and column determines the specific cell
address. The speed at which the cell can be addressed is called access time
(expressed in nanoseconds (ns), or one-billionths of a second). DRAM's sold
in the U.S. market are largely designed with an access time of either 150 ns
or 200 ns.
The information stored on cell capacitors must be regenerated after each
address (read sequence), since the charge is attenuated by the sharing of the
cell capacitance with the capacitance of the data line. The charge is also
attenuated by leakage across the cell capacitor plates. Because of the
leakage, the energy on the cell capacitors is constantly sampled and
maintained at a predetermined charge level by ''threshold'' amplifiers. A
threshold amplifier is required to maintain the charge level on the cell
capacitors connected to each data line. The required regeneration of the
charge on cell capacitor~ makes the device "dynamic.'' Other random access
memory devices called static RAM's (SRAM's) do not require the sampling and
refresh charges, but SRAM's are more costly to produce because tight cell
densities cannot be achieved.
DRAM's are produced in large numbers on a single silicon wafer; each of
the uncased DRAM's is called a.chip or a die. The process needed to produce
the chips includes repeated photolithographic steps and the controlled
introduction of impurity atoms (dopants) into the silicon crystal. After
production and separation, the chips are wire ~onded to lead frames and
encapsulated (final sealed) for installation into printed circuit boards.
The.production of DRAM's can be divided into four separate operations.
The production of the chips on the wafer, called wafer fabrication, is one of
the most difficult and costly operations. Following fabrication, each die on
the wafer is electrically tested and defective dice are marked. This stage,
known as wafer sorting, is generally conducted where wafer fabrication is
performed. The process of wire bonding and encapsulation/final sealing (or
installation into a plastic or ceramic case) is called assembly. Assembly
operations have historically been more labor intensive than wafer fabrication
and, for some producers, take place in developfog countries. The final
operations include testing and marking.
DRAM's imported into the United States from Japan are essentially
interchangeable with those produced by U.S. firms. The devices are dual
inline packages which are pin-to-pin compatible; pin spacings and
encapsulation are standard. The largest uses for DRAM's are in computers,
office machines, data processing equipment, and telecommunications equipment
where digital information storage is needed.
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U.S. tariff treatment
The U.S. Customs Service has determined that, for tariff purposes, the
country of origin of imported DRAM's is the location of the final-sealing
operations, which accomplish a substantial transformation to a new article of
commerce. Chips produced in the United States and final sealed abroad do not
bear the marking "Made in USA, 11 but rather bear the marking of the country in
which they were final sealed. Under customs regulations in effect in the
European Community and Japan, the country of origin for devices imported
therein is determined by the location of the wafer fabrication.
Imports of DRAM's are classified in TSUS item 687.74. This tariff item
provides for monolithic integrated circuits, including metal oxide
semiconductor (MOS) memory devices. Uncased or' unassembled DRAM's are
reported under statistical annotation 687. 7405, · along with all uncased
monolithic integrated circuits .. Cased or assembled DRAM's with a density of
64K are reported under statistical annotation 687.7441 (over 40,000 but not
80,000 bits); cased or assembled DRAM's with a density of 256K (over 80,000
but not over 300,000 bits) are reported under statistical annotation 687.7443;
and those with a density of over 300,000 bits are reported under annotation
687. 7444 ..
Effective March 1, 1985, the most-favored-nation, or column l, rate of .
duty on imports of DRAM' s and certain other sem.iconductors was eliminated by
Presidential Proclamation No. 5305 of February 21, 1985. Prior to that date,
the column 1 rate of duty applied to imports of DRAM's was 4.2 percent ad
valorem. The el~mination of the duty was supported by the Semiconductor
Industry Association (SIA), which represents a large share of U.S.
semiconductor producers. 1/ The rate of duty on imports of DRAM' s and certain
other semiconductors into -Japan was ·also eliminated on March 1, .1985. The
U.S.· rate of duty applied to imports from certain Communist 'countries·
enumerated in TSUS general headnote 3(d) (col. 2) is 35 percent ad valorem.
Nature and. Extent· of" LTF\l.·Sales .·
!«' • .

On April 29, 1986,, Commerce .published in :the Federal Register its f ir'lal
LTFV determination·concerriing 64K DRAM's from Japan (51 F.R. 15943). The·
overall weighted-average margin was 20.75 perceht. In its investigation,
·which covered the period Janucilry, ·1, 1985, through June. 30, 1985, Commerce made
. fair .value comparisons on. a,lmost a(l. sales· of the .class or kind of· merchandise
· to the United States by "responc;lents during th~ per1od o .f investigation.; ·
Commerce pre~ented questionnaires
~EC Corp.,· Hi:tachi Ltd., Oki. Electric·
Industry Co. Ltd;, and Mitsubishi Electric.Corp.' 'In its petition, Micron
ai leged that sales in ....the home' market by all the' respondents were at prices
below the cost of producing the merchandise .. A~cordingly~ Commerce calculated
.foreigi;-i-ma.rket value. ~sed on .home-market.:priCes
. . .
. where' there were. sufficient·
.
.

to

~

~.

'

1.1 Micron opposed the elil'flinatfon of: the'.duty, maintaining that the tariff.
elimination should be deferred until foreign· countries remove their.trade
restrictions.
,·
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home-market sales at or above the cost of production, and used constructed
value as the basis for calculating foreign-market value where there were no
sales of such or similar merchandise in the home market or where there were
insufficient sales above the cost of production. !/
As shown in the following tabulation, Commerce determined that the
weighted-average LTFV margins ranged from 11.87 percent to 35.34 percent (in
percent):
Margin
NEC Corp
Hi'tachi L t d - - - · - - - - Oki Electric Industry Co. LtdMi tsubishi Electric Corp---.--Al l others-------~-~

22.76
11. 87
35.34
13.43
20.75

In accordance with section 733(d)(2) of the Tariff Act of 1930, Commerce
directed the U.S. Customs Service to continue to suspend liquidation of all
entries of 64K DRAM's from Japan entered, or w~thdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption, on or after December 11, 1985, and to collect a cash deposit or
require the posting of a bond equal to the estimated weighted-average amount
by which the foreign-market value of the subject merchandise exceeds the U.S.
price.
The Domestic Market
Producers
Producers of uncased DRAM's perform wafer fabrication (and wafer sqrting)
in the United States and assembly (and final unit testing) in the United
States or in foreign countries, whereas produc~rs of cased DRAM's perform
wafer fabrication (and wafer sorting) either in the United States or offshore
and conduct assembly operations in the United States. The Commission sent
questionnaires to 20 firms believed to produce uncased or cased DRAM's in the
United States since January.1983: Of these 20 firms,*** reported that they
did not produce either uncased or cased. DRAM' s ·during the period of
investigation. Of the * * * ~nown produce.rs of DRAM's, '!:_/ * **·firms perform
wafer fa~)ricatioli in the United States, * * * of which generally perform some
assembly operations in the United States, and *· * * firms pe~form only
assembly in the United States. Each of the firms and the nature of its
operations relating to the production.of DRAM's are discussed below.

!/ In response to NEC Corp. 's objection to Commerce's use of constructed
value, Commerce stated that "Not only did the petition allege below-cost sales
in the home market' and provide substantial support for this allegation, but
the Department's review, based on verified submissions of the respondents, has
concluded that the petition was correct in its assertions."
ZI * * *, a small producer and importer of DRAM's, was not known to be a
producer when the Commission sent its questionnaires.
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Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (AMO), Sunnyvale, CA, produced uncased
ORAM's with*** in its facilities in Austin, TX, and Sunnyvale, CA, until
May 1985, when production was permanently stopped. The uncased ORAM's
produced in these facilities were shipped to the Philippines for assembly.
AMO.also announced a 256K DRAM design and developed the product through the
prototype stage, but did not produce 256K (or above) DRAM's. * * *
AT&T Technology Systems (AT&T), Berkeley Heights, NJ, is wholly owned by
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. AT&T initially produced * * * * * *
Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc. (FMI), Santa Clara, CA, is wholly owned by
Fujitsu, Ltd. in Japan. FM! encased * *
in the United States from uncased
DRAM's produced in Japan by Fujitsu, Ltd. during the period of investigation.
* * * FM! also imported from Japan * * * produced by its parent company or
its affiliates. * * *
FM! does not support the imposition of antidumping
duties and asserted in its questionnaire resp9nse that "* -)f *·" * *

*

*

Hitachi Semiconductor (America), Inc. (HISUS), Irving, TX, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Hitachi, Ltd. in Japan, performs assembly operations in the
production of*** in the United States. * * *
HISUS imports ***from
Hitachi, Ltd.
*· HISUS opposes the imposition of antidumping duties,
stating in its response to the questionnaire that "* * *. '' * * *

**

IBM Corp. (IBM), Armonk, NY, performs

***

* *

*.

Intel Corp. (Intel), Santa Clara, CA, produced ***at its Hillsboro, OR
facility during the period under investigation. After fabrication and
sorting, the uncased DRAM's were generally sh~pped to Intel facilities in
Malaysia for assembly and final unit testing. In October 1984 Intel began to
cut back on its DRAM operations, and in October 1985 Intel announced its total
withdrawal from the DRAM business and the closure of its fabrication facility
devoted to DRAM's. Intel supports the petition in this investigation.
Micron Technology, Inc. {Micron), Boise, .ID, is the petitioner in the
investigation. Micron produces 64K and 256K DRAM's in a vertically integrated
facility in Boise, ID. All operations are performed at the Boise facility,
including wafer fabrication, wafer sorting, assembly, and testing. Micron
subcontracted part of the assembly and testing operations of 64K DRAM's to
nonaffiliated assemblers in the Philippines in * * * and in the Republic of
Korea during
*· In early 1985, the company discontinued the use of these
assembly subcontractors. * * *

**

Mitsubishi Semiconductor America, Inc. (MSAI), Durham, ~C, is a wholly·
owned subsidiary of Mitsubishi Electric Americ;a, Inc. (MEA). MSAI began ·
producing * * * in the United States in *
*·
*
MSAI opposes the
imposition of antidumping duties in this investigation.

*

* *·

Mostek Corp. (Mostek), Carrollton, TX, a former subsidiary of Urifted
Technologies Corp., produced uncased DRAM's with densities of*** at
facilities in Carrollton, TX and Colorado Springs, CO. Assembly and testing
operations were mainly performed at two Mostek facilities in Malaysia and at a
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Mostek facility in the Republic of Ireland; however, Mostek also assembled a
small portion of its * * * in the United States. Mostek developed and
produced a 256K DRAM through the sampling stage and was reportedly entering
volume production of 256K DRAM's when the firm was shut down by its parent
company in October 1985 and its assets subsequently sold to Thompson (France).
Motorola, Inc. (Motorola), Schaumburg, IL, produced * * * in facilities
in Austin, TX and Chandler, AZ. * * *
Motor.ola has withdrawn from the DRAM
market, but continues to assess reentry in the future. Motorola supports the
imposition of antidumping duties in this inve~tigation.
National Semiconductor Corp. (National), Santa Clara, CA, produced * * *
in a facility in West Jordan, UT during the period under investigation. These
DRAM's were generally assembled by wholly owne~ subsidiaries of National in
Thailand and Singapore. * * *· National reportedly announced the design and
developed the prototype of a 256K DRAM but never entered production of the
product. In April 1985, National ceased production of * * *
In its
questionnaire response, ·the company stated that"***·" * * *
NEC Electronics Inc. (NEC), Mountain View, CA, is wholly owned by NEC
Corp. in Japan. NEC first started assembling * * * in its Mountain View
facility from uncased DRAM's produced by its parent company, and in January
1983 began producing ***at its new facility in Roseville, CA from uncased
DRAM's produced by its parent. * * *, and in i985, started wafer fabrication
of 256K DRAM's at that facility. NEC opposes the imposition of antidumping
duties in this investigation, stating in its response to the Commission's
questionnaire that "* * *·"
Texas Instruments Inc. (TI), Dallas, TX, produces in the United States
***which are assembled by Tl's affiliate in:singapore. TI also produces
* * * in its facility in Miho, Japan. * * *
TI supports the imposition of
antidumping duties and stated in its questionnaire response that "* * *. ''
Toshiba Semiconductor (U.S.A.), Inc. (TSU), Sunnyvale, CA, owned.by
Toshiba Corp. in Japan, produced * * * in the United States in * * *· * * *
TSU also imports * * * produced by affiliates in Japan. *
TSU does not
support the imposition of antidumping duties in this investigation.

·* *.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. importers from Japan
Information provided by the U.S. Customs Service does not separately
identify importers of uncased or cased DRAM's. DRAM's are reported under TSUS
statistical annotations which include other monolithic integrated circuits and
MOS memory devices. The Commission sent questionnaires to 22 firms believed
to import uncased or cased DRAM's from Japan. The Commission received
questionnaire responses from*** firms. !/ Of the*** known importers of
'

!/·The Commission did not receive questionnaire responses from *

* *·
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uncased or cased DRAM's, ***firms imported from Japan cased 64K DRAM's.
Each of the
firms, believed to together-account for
percent of
total imports from Japan of cased 64K DRAM's, is discussed below.

***

***

!/

Cal-Circuit ABCO, Inc. (CALABCO), Woodland Hills, CA, imported from Japan
* * * during the period of investigation. * * *
FMI, as indicated in the producers' section of this report, imported from
Japan * * * for final assembly in the United States during the period of
investigation. FMI also imported from Japan
produced by affiliated
companies. * * *

* ·* *

Hitachi America, Ltd. (HAL), Tarrytown, NY, is wholly owned by Hitachi,
Ltd. in Japan. HAL imported from Japan * * *. · * * *. ·
HISUS, as indicated in the producers,· se.ction of this report, imports
from Japan***
* *·*·
Mitsubi•hi Electronic~ America, Inc.:(MELA), Sunnyvale~ tA~ is wholly
owned by MEA. MELA impor.h, * * ·*·..
MSAI, as indi_cated in tt:ie producers' section .of this report, imports
***from Japan for the. assembly of cased DRAM's in the United States. '* * *
. NEC imports

* * * produced

by

j

ts affiliates in Japan.

***

.Nissei ·Sangyo America, Ltd., Rolling-Meadows, IL, is a wholly owned
subsid~ary of Nissei Sangyo Co .. , Ltd., ·which is approxi'mately
percent
owned by Hitachi, Ltd. Nissei Sangyo imports * * *··

***

Oki Semicond.uctor .Gr~u'p of Oki America« .Inc.· (Oki), Sunnyvale., CA, is
wholly owned by Oki Electric , Co .. , Ltd. ' in ·Japan·.
* *.
. · Oki imports

*

'

Panasonic Industrial Co. (.Panasonic), ·Secaucus, NJ, is a division of
Matsushita Electric Corp .. of America. (MECA): .. MECA ·is. wholly own'ed. by.
.
Matsushita Electric Industrial co· .. ~. Ltd .. (MEI) .,in. Japan. Panasonic _imports
from Japan.* * *·
· ·
. ·· · · .
..· .
. '. .
·
·
. ,''

TI imports

* * ·*. * * *·

Toshiba Ameri~a, .Inc .. (TAI),· Justin, . CA, ;1is a wholly owned subsidiary. of
. Toshiba .'Ccirp. : TAI imported *·
*.during: the F>.eriod of. ~nvestigation . .' :*
*.
.
"
· .. '.
.
, Tsu· imp~rts
* As indicated in.the p,roducers' section of this·
. r~port, * *

*

*

*

**
. :

**

1/
* reported that i.t was not an importer of' *. * *
Commission received a questionnaire .r_esponse·. from -it*

*·

.

'

...

In addition,· the
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*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Apparent U.S. consumption
Data on apparent U.S. consumption of cased DRAM's were compiled from
information submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International
Trade Commission. The consumption data presented are composed of reported
shipments of cased DRAM~s, whether do~estically ~roduced or imported, in the
U.S. market by each of the major known entities (producers and importers)
supplying DRAM's to the market. *~*producers provided data on DRAM's
produced at least in part in the United States, ~ * * of these firms also
provided data on imports of DRAM's, while*** firms provided additional data
on imports. The consumption total.s include pr~ducers' and importers~
shipments of DRAM's, but exclude shipments from some small importers which
were not surveyed by the Commission and exclude resales such as sales from
inventory by customers _and so-:cal led. ''grey-market'' sales. 11
Data on consumption of uncased DRAM's are not presented because uncased
DRAM' s produced in the United States are generally exported .to foreign
affiliates or subcontractors for the assembly of cased DRAM' s or are·
transferred to domestic affiliates for the assembly of cased DRAM's, and
uncased DRAM's from J'apan are generally import~d for assembly in the United
States.
·
Table 1 presents both total apparent u:s. consumption'(including captive
consumption) and apparent U.S. -open-market (merchant market) consumption of
cased DRAM's. '?:./ These data are presented on the basis on K-equivaients (bits
of memory) in table 8-1.
_.
.

I

As shown in table 1, total apparent U.S. consumption of all cased DRAM's
increased by 28 percent from 1983 to 1984, * * *, largely becaus~ consumption
of ·cased 64K DRAM' s rose by 89 percent and consumption of cased 256K. DRAM' s
increased dramatically, from 495,000 units in 1983 to almost 17 million units
in 1984. Although total apparent U.S. consumption of all cased.ORA.M's· fell. by
14 percent from 1984 to 1985, con.si.imption of all cased .DRAM' s in i985 was
almost 10 percent hi~her than consumptiQn in 1983. The decline in consumption
from 1984 to 1985 was largely because. of the * * * and 25-percent declines in
consumption of cased**·* and 64K DRAM's, respectively .. Total apparent U.S.
consumption of cased 2561< DRAM' s con~inued to r,ise from 1984 to 1'9~5, mor~
than quintupling, while consumption of cased lM. DRAM's was reported for the
first time in 1985.

]J Small importers not surveyed by the Commission's questionnaires include
brokers who are importers of record, wholesalers, and some original-equipment
manufacturers (QEMis). At least some of these importers may be active in the
low-priced "g.rey market."
2/ Open-market consumption excludes intra- or intercompany transfers
re'Ported by firms responding to the Commission's questionnaires with the
exception of those reported by * * *·
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Table 1. -·DRAM' s, cased: Total apparent U.S. consumption and apparent
U.S. open-market consumption, .by densities, 1983-85
(In thousands of units)
1983

Item

1984

1985

Total apparent U.S. consumption:
Under 16K--***
***
***
16K--·-·-·-----***
177,030 :
334,441
249,723
64K·----------·16, 770
75,443
495
256K------0
0
1M--·***
329,828
421,932
361,523
Total---·--·
Apparent U.S. open-market
consumption:
Under 16K-·-------------:
***
***
***
16K---64K------....- - - - · - - - - ***
***
256K-.. . . -.. - . -----·
***'
lM-..- . ·--·------·--·-------·--·--: _______
---------·
*** " - - - - - -***
***
Tota 1---..---------------·
***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***

***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Channels of distribution
Producers of DRAM's supply the merchant market {open market) through
three channels of distribution: {l) sales to end users, i.e., OEM's and
circuit board stuffers; {2) sales to distributors; and {3) spot-market sales;
Sales to OEM's are made either factory direct or through a factory
representative. Sales to "key accounts" generally are negotiated by
high-level executives of the vendor firm. According to * * *, .roughly * * *
purchasers generate * * * percent of the DRAM ·industry's shipment volume. At
least ***of these purchasers could be termed key accounts. Key accounts
include such purchasers as***· Sales of 64K DRAM's to end users actounted
for an estimated * * * percent of total d~mestic shipments in 1985 and sales:
of DRAM's to distributors accounted for roughly*** percent. !/ Casual.
sales, i.e., spot-market sales, accounted for the balance. 11

11 For importers, sales of 64K DRAM's to end users accounted.for ah .
estimated*** percent of total U.S. shipments and sales to distributors
accounted for roughly * * * percent.
2/ U.S. producers and importers agree that "spot-market" sales increase as a
share of total shipments in a down market.
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Factory-direct sales to OEM's are long-term contract sales. Contract
awards are based on bids made in response to an OEM's request for quotes
(RFQ). Such contracts cover ''anticipated'' requirements and range in length
from 3 months to 1 year and call for scheduled deliveries, usually monthly,
during the contract period. 11 Most factory~irect contract sales provide for
price renegotiation on the downside of the demand cycle. ll Factory-direct
sales to board stuffers also are based on competing bids. Board stuffers
issue RFQ's more frequently than OEM's and award purchase orders to winning
bidders on a project-by-project basis. Releases are made for shipment to
scheduled production run rates. Prices are subject to renegotiation on a
''meet competition'' basis.
Sales to distributors provide broad market coverage and access to smaller
accounts. Although authorized distributors have both stocking and reporting
requirements, they also have price protection. The relatively short life
cycle of a particular DRAM (because of the fast-paced technology) and the
volatility of the market for DRAM's strongly affect price. Consequently, the
industry practice is to offer price protection to authorized distributors.
Such protection takes the form of meet competition allowances, or as it is
also called, a ''d. p.a" (distributor price authorization). This policy enables
distributors to quote and sell competitively and supply from inventory
purchased at higher prices.
The casual or spot market is the third channel of distribution. This
market includes sales to board stuffers, brokers, small OEM's, and so-called
walk-ins. These purchasers are making a one-time purchase for quick
delivery. Terms are usually cash, but can be on credit. Spot-market
purchasers may call directly to the factory, call a manufacturer's rep, call a
distributor, or buy over the counter. This market is sometimes called the
grey market, especially when referring to sales to brokers. Brokers take a
position (take title) and look for a price that allows resale at a profit. TI
characterizes the grey market as a "wheeler-dealer" channel of distribution.
Other U.S. producers and importers term the grey market disruptive,
particularly in a down market. Pressure on prices is created by grey-market
supply coming into the market at sharply lower prices. Brokers, buying for
OEM's, board stuffers, or distributors, source their grey-market supply from
surplus inventory held by OEM's and distributors and from offshore
oversupply. Purchasers state that Japanese DRAM producers sell to
distributors and trading companies in Japan, then allow the trading company to
be the intermediary to the grey market. !t

!/ The third quarter of the year is the usual time for negotiating contracts
with OEM's. The contract period generally begins in June of the ensuing year.
'l:/ Contract sales to * * * are made on a central purchase basis and are an
exception to this pattern. Prices to * * * are rarely. renegotiated during the
contract period.
~./ In investigation No. 731-TA-270 (Preliminary), * * * described this
pattern with respect to 64K DRAM's. According to***, Japanese producers
such as * * * insulate their participation in the grey market by selling to
trading companies that, in turn, sell to brokers and wholesalers that sell to
minor OEM's, board stuffers, distributors, and others. ***asserts that it
does not operate in the grey market.
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Major OEM accounts during the last downturn in the DRAM market did not
purchase from grey-market vendors. They viewed the potential problems
associated with the quality of the incoming product as extremely serious.
Grey-market supply was known to include mislabeled·, stolen, and even. rejected
products. Currently, according to industry sources, significant grey-market
supply is offered complete with offshore producers' quality seals on the
boxes. Consequently, major accounts are now purchasing part of their
requirements from grey-market vendors.
Sales of DRAM's to OEM's involve a certification process whereby a
particular producer's DRAM's are qualified as acceptable for use in that OEM's
product(s). An OEM first looks at the producer's DRAM specifications, then
selects several producers' products for certification. This process involves
a design engineering dimension, components systems checks, environmental
tests, a product reliability phase, and a life test. The time involved varies
from as little as a few weeks to as long as 6 months. Because of late entry
into the market, U.S. producers of 256K DRAM's have not yet qualified their
product with many of the largest OEM purchasers of DRAM's, e.g., * * *· Only
in recent months have they begun to qualify or to be qualified with many of
the lesser-volume OEM's. Purchasers such as ***note that late entry poses
the problem of exclusion from consideration as a qualified source for 256K
DRAM's. The certification process can cost an OEM as much as***
Consequently, an OEM that already has three or four alternative qualified
vendors is often not interested in adding a late entrant to the list. This,
in turn, limits the production volume a late-entry 256K DRAM producer can
achieve and thus adversely affects cost reductions that stem from growth in
production volume.
The Industry in Japan
Approximately 10 firms produce 64K DRAM's in Japan, and according to
information supplied by Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp. (ICE), 8 of these
firms produced 256K DRAM's in 1984-85. The largest Japanese producer of 64K
DRAM's in 1983 (25 percent of Japanese shipments) was Hitachi, Ltd., which
first introduced 256K DRAM's in sample quantities in early 1982 and in
production quantities in early 1983. Nippon Electric Co., with 24 percent of
Japanese 64K DRAM shipments in 1983, began 256K DRAM sampling in 1983 and
production in 1984. Fujitsu, Ltd., with 17 percent of Japanese 64K DRAM
shipments in 1983, began sampling and production of 256K DRAM's in 1983.
Along with Mitsubishi Electric Co. (11 percent), Oki Electric Co. (6 percent),
and Toshiba Corp. (11 percent), these firms accounted for 94 percent of 64K
DRAM production in Japan in 1983. !/ TI also produces 64K and 256K DRAM's in
Japan, although wire bonding and final sealing are generally performed in
Singapore. Toshiba Corp. and Oki Electric Co. introduced 256K DRAM's in
sample quantities in 1982, but Toshiba introduced these devices in production
quantities in 1983, a year earlier than Oki Electric Co. Matsushita Electric
Co. offered 256K DRAM's in both sample and production quantities in 1984.

1/ The Japanese Semiconductor and IC Industry, Yano Research Institute,
Ltd., April 1984, p. 41.
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Official Japanese statistics do not separately provide for DRAM's. Data
published on Japanese semiconductors are disaggregated only to the level of
MOS memories, which also include read-only memories (ROM's) and SRAM's. Based
on information published by the Yano Research Institute, DRAM's accounted for
approximately 31 percent of MOS memory devices produced in Japan in 1983, with
64K DRAM's accounting for a large share of total DRAM production. Data on
production of MOS memories in Japan during 1982-84 are shown in table 2.
Production of MOS memories in Japan increased by 137.8 percent between
1982 and 1983, and by 55.6 percent between 1983 and 1984. The ability of
producers in Japan to increase production of MOS memory from 311 million units
in 1982 to 1.15 billion units in 1984 indicates that a significant increase in
production capacity occurred during the period. In a study of Japanese
semiconductor producers, John J. Laszlo, Jr., of the investment advisory firm
Hambrecht & Quist, stated the following:
''Since 1982, the major Japanese semiconductor companies have
added capacity at a faster rate than have the major U.S. semiconductor suppliers. The majority of the spending has been
allocated to MOS memory production . . . Currently, there is
excess capacity in Japan. Capital spending increased an
estimated 100% in 1984 over 1983 and is expected to increase 25%
or more in 1985, further aggravating the over-capacity
situation. The severe imbalance betwe~n supply and demand
should result in further sharp price declines in 1985,
particularly for commodity devices . . . . " !/
According to a report by ICE, investment by Japanese semiconductor
firms doubled from $1.6 billion in 1983 to $3.2 billion in 1984, but
declined by about 19 percent to an estimated $2.6 billion in 1985. ZI
ICE showed that total investment by Japanese firms during 1983-85 was
valued at $7.4 billion, or almost 14 percent higher than investment made
by U.S. merchant semiconductor firms during the period.
The investment in plants and equipment by Japanese firms was
reportedly directed at bringing additional 6-inch diameter wafer
fabrication facilities into operation. Japanese firms planned to make
18 of these 6-inch diameter wafer fabrication facilities operational
between July-September 1984 and October-December 1986. ICE's report
indicated that U.S. and European merchant firms planned to make 16 of
these types of facilities operational during the period, 5 of which were
to be located outside of the United States. All of the Japanese
facilities are planned to be located in Japan.

11 John J. Laszlo, The Japanese Semiconductor Industry: Aggressive Capital
Expansion Could Deleteriously Impact Industry Profitability in 1985, January
1985, as quoted in the postconference brief of Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby,
Palmer & Wood in the preliminary investigation concerning imports of 64K
DRAM's, July .18, 1985, p. 22.
ll Integrated Circuit Engineering, Status 1986, A Report on the Integrated
Circuit Industry, p. 40.
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Table 2. -;-MOS memorie.s:

Production in Japan, 1982-84

Item

1982
311,477
140,873
452

Quantity--- ·-----1, 000 uni ts-:
Value----------million yen-:
Unit value-·yen per unit-:
Source:

1983

1984

740,621
367,256
496

1,152,252
753' 711
654

Electronics Industries Association of Japan.
Consideration of Alleged Material Injury

Data on the DRAM industry contained in this section of the report were
compiled from questionnaire responses submitted by 14 firms !/ producing
uncased or cased DRAM's. in the United States. Separate data on production,
shipments, and inventories for uncased and cased DRAM's are presented. Data on
all shipments and inventories of cased DRAM's are further presented separately
on the basis of the country of origin of the uncased DRAM, and data on
production and capacity and employment are further presented for firms that
conduct assembly operations in the United States.
Production, capacity, and capacity utilization
In its questionnaire, the Commission requested data both on capacity and
production of all integrated circuits and all DRAM's. Producers were asked to
report production data before any yield losses. ***producers £/ provided
data on capacity and production on the basis of die equivalents; * * *
producers, * * *, 11 provided these data on the basis of 4-inch wafer start
equivalents; and *
4/ provided these data on the basis of 5-inch wafer
start equivalents. Table 3 presents separately capacity and production data
based on the reporting method used. For those firms reporting on the basis of
die equivalents, capacity and production data are further presented separately
for those firms that generally perform assembly operations in the United States.

* *·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Production of uncased and cased DRAM's
In its questionnaire, the Commission requested data on production of
uncased and cased DRAM's. Production of uncased DRAM's includes those units
produced to make cased DRAM's in the United States, those units shipped to
foreign affiliates or. ~ubcontractors for the offshore assembly of cased
1/ Except as noted. ·' . ·· ·
firms are

~/ These
~/ * * *

y

***

***

***
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Table 3.-Integrated circuits and all DRAl"l's: u.'s. production, average-forperiod capacity. and capacity utilization, 1983-85
Item

1983

1984

1985

***

producers reporting on the
basis of die equivalents:
*** firms with U.S. assembly
operations:
Integrated circuits:
Production--1,000 units-:
Average-for-period capacity :
1,000 units-:
Capacity utilization
percent-:
All DRAM' s:
Production--1.000 units-:
Average-for-period capacity :
1,000 units-:
Capacity utilization
percent-:
All
firms:
Integrated circuits:
Productio~l,000 units-:
Average-for-period capacity :
1,000 units-:
Capacity utilization
percent-:
All DRAM' s:
:
Production--1,000 units-:
Average-for-period capacity :
1,000 units-:
Capacity utilization
percent-:
producers reporting on the
basis of 4-inch wafer start
equivalents:
Integrated circuits:
Production
1,000 units-:
Average-for-period capacity
1,000 units-:
Capacity utilization-percent-:
All DRAM' s:
Production.
1,000 units-:
Average-for-period capacity
1,000 units-:
Capacity ut°ilization-percent-:
producer reporting on the
basis of 5-inch wafer start
equivalents:
Integrated circuits:
Production
1,000 units-:
Average-for-period capacity
1,000 units-:
Capacity utilization-percent-:
All DRAM's:
Production
1.000 units-:
Average-for-period capacity
1,000 units-:
Capacity utilization-percent-:

***

*** ..

23,595

62,436

81, 851

27,874

65,844

149,100

84.6

94.8

54.9

***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***

***

***
***

***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***

***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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DRAM's, and those units remaining in inventory. Producers were asked to
report production of uncased DRAM's net of any losses that occur during wafer
fabrication and sorting. * *
firms provided data on production of uncased
DRAM's. !/

*

As shown in table 4, total production of uncased DRAM's increased by 7
percent from 1983 to 1984, largely because production of uncased 64K DRAM's
more than doubled. From 1984 to 1985, total production of uncased DRAM's fell
by 36 percent, primarily because production of uncased 16K and 64K DRAM's
dropped by 55 percent and 39 percent, respectively. Despite the decline in.
production of uncased 64K DRAM's, the 1985 level of production of such DRAM's
was 32 percent higher than the 1983 level. Production of uncased 256K DRAM's
began in 1983 and increased dramatically from 1983 to 1985. Production of
uncased lM DRAM's commenced in 1985, amounting to***, or less than***
percent of total production of uncased DRAM's.
Production of cased DRAM's includes those units assembled in the United
States, regardless of the country of origin of. the uncased DRAM. Producers
were asked to report cased production net of any losses that occur during
assembly and final unit testing.
* * firms provided data on production of
cased DRAM's, ***of which produce the cased DRAM's from uncased DRAM's
produced in the United States and*** of which produce the cased DRAM's from
uncased DRAM's imported from Japan. f/ Table 5 presents production of cased
DRAM's on the basis of the country of origin of the uncased DRAM.

*

Total production of cased DRAM's more than doubled from 1983 to 1984,
largely because production of cased 64K DRAM's almost tripled and production
of cased 256K DRAM's showed a*** rise. From 1984 to 1985, total-production
of all cased DRAM's leveled off, primarily because*** and production of
cased 64K DRAM's dropped by 21 percent***
Production of all cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's produced in the
United States increased as a share of total production of all cased DRAM's
from 1983 to 1985, accounting for 30 percent in 1983, 65 percent in 1984, and
76 percent in 1985. ·Total production of cased DRAM's made from U.S.-produced
uncased DRAM's more than quintupled from 1983 to 1984 and continued to rise,
by 16 percent, from 1984 to 1985. These increases were largely due to the
significant rise in production of such cased 64K DRAM's from 1983 to 1984 and
the*** rise in production of such cased 256K DRAM's from 1983 to 1985.
Production of cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's produced in Japan
rose by 27 percent from 1983 to 1984, * * *· because production of cased 64K
DRAM's made from Japanese-produced uncased DRAM's increased by 62 percent.
From 1984 to 1985, production of all cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's
imported from Japan fell by 32 percent as a result of the * * *· There was
* * * production of cased 256K DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's produced in
Japan in 1983 and 1984, but in 1985 production of such cased 256K DRAM's
accounted for*** percent of total production of cased DRAM's mad~· from
Japanese-produced uncased DRAM's.
1/ These firms are * * *·
The*** firms that produce cased DRAM's from uncased DRAM's made in the
United States are***, and the*** firms that produce cased DRAM's from
uncased DRAM's made in Japan are***

2!
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Table 4.-DRAM's, uncased: U.S. production,
by densities, 1983-85
(In thousands of units)
1983

Item
Under 16 K--·-·---·
16K--64K
256K---..· · - - - - · - - - - - - - 1M---·---·----- - - -...-...- Total---........- - - ·

1984

***

1985

***

216,437
126,865

78,898
273,679

***0

***0

345,122

368,010

***

35,650
167,253
30,886

***

234,638

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to.questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 5.-DRAM's, cased: U.S. production, by densities and
by country of origin of the uncased DRAM's, 1983-85
(In thousands of units)
Item
Made from uncased ORAM's produced
in the United States:
Under 16K---16K--64K------·---·------·--:
256K
--lM--------..- - ··---Total-.......
Made from uncased DRAM's produced
in Japan:
Under 16K
16K
64K
256K
lM
Total
Total:
Under 16K
16K
64K
256K
1
Grand total

1983

1984

1985

***
***
11, 576
***
***
12,838

***
***
63,588
***
***
69,045

***
***
21,195
***
***
29,351

***
***
34,357
***
***
37,291

***

***

***
***
***

58,542
80,182

·It**

***

18, 771

***
***

25,522

***
***

***

9,266
32, 771

3' 111
97,945

***
***
42,189

***
***
106,336

77,313
28,290

***

105,,704

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Producers' shipments
The Commission requested data on shipments of both uncased and cased
DRAM's. ***firms provided such data on uncased DRAM's. 1/ All uncased
DRAM's are either transferred internally for U.S. assembly or are transferred
to foreign affiliates or subcontractors for offshore assembly.
As shown in table 6, total shipments of all uncased DRAM's produced in
the United States increased by 6 percent from 1983 to 1984, despite a
62--percent decline in total shipments of uncased 16K DRAM's, largely because
total shipments of uncased 64K DRAM's more than doubled. Total shipments of
all uncased DRAM's declined by 33 percent from 1984 to 1985 because total
shipments of uncased 16K DRAM's continued to decline, by 57 percent, and such
shipments of uncased 64K DRAM's also started to drop, by 34 percent. Total
shipments of uncased 256K DRAM's increased*** from 1984 to 1985 .and
shipments of uncased lM DRAM's began in 1985.
Transfers to foreign affiliates or subcontractors for offshore assembly
accounted for 94 percent of total shipments of uncased DRAM' s in" 1983.. In
1984 these transfers dropped to 77 percent of total shipments of unca'sed
DRAM's because foreign transfers of uncased 64K ORAM's decreased from 86
percent in 1983 to 72 percent in 1984 of total shipments of uncased 64K
DRAM' s. Transfers to foreign affiliates or subcontractors continued 'to
decline as a share of total shipments of uncased DRAM's, accounting f9r 63
percent in 1985, because, of total shipments of uncased 64K DRAM's, transfers
to foreign affiliates or subcontractors fell to 66 percent in 1985 and * *
percent of total shipments of uncased 256K and lM DRAM's consisted of
intracompany or intercompany transfe'rs for U.S. assembly.

*

While total shipments of uncased DRAM's increased slightly fr.om 1983 to
1984, transfers to foreign affiliates or subcontractors declined by 14 percent
because***· From 1984to.1985, transfers to.foreign affiliates or
subcontractors reflected the same pattern as total shipments of uncased
DRAM's, falling by 45 percent, primarily as a result of the ***and
40-percent declines in such transfers of uncased ***and 64K DRAM's,
respectively.
Data on shipments of cased DRAM's were submitted by*** firms, ***of
which primarily perform only wafer fabrication in the United States, * *
of
which generally assemble in the United States cased DRAM's made from
U.S.-produced uncased DRAM's, and*** firms of which assemble in the United
States cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's produced in Japan. ~/ Shipments
of all cased DRAM's produced at least in part in the United States are
presented in table 7. Tables 8, 9, and 10 present, respectively, shipments of
cased DRAM's made from U.S.-produced uncased DRAM's that are assembled in the

*

11 These firms are * * *·

~/
The * * * firms that generally perform only wafer fabrication in the
United States are * * *; the * * * firms that generally assemble in the United
States cased DRAM's made from U.S.-produced uncased DRAM's are***; and the
***firms that assemble in the United States cased DRAM's made from uncased
DRAM's produced in Japan are***
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Table 6.--DRAM's, uncased:

U.S. producers' shipments, by densities, 1983-85
(In thousands of units)

Item
Intra- and intercompany
transfers:
Under 16K-----------·---16K-·---·-·------·

1985

1984

1983

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

*~

64K---------·--·-------·--:
17, 3 72
7 4, 176
60, 664
256K--··---·······-·---·----·-·---·--·--:
***
***
28, 856
lM----..----·-----·-·--·------·--- =-----***----'-----***---'-----***
Total---·-------19,301
83,969
90,039
Transfers to foreign affiliates
or subcontractors:
*""K-°*
Under 16 K..----·----·-·--·-···-·--------- :
*"K-°*
16K--·-···..-----------

***
***
107, 092
***

115,854
64K--·---·--·----..- - - - · - - - - - :
193, 520
2,829
256K-..··--..·-·-----·-----·-------:
*'Ht
lM------·----·-·-------·····---: _ _ _ _ _***--'------***---------*->t*
Total--321, 789
277, 330
153,412
Total shipments:
Under 1 6 K - · - - - - - - · - - - ***
***
16K-----·--·214,614
80,347
34,257
64K--·-··-·-··------·-----124,464
267,696
176,518
256K
31,685
***

***

lM----·--····-·-------·--Tota !·-------·

***
341,090

***

***

361,569

***

243,451

Sourc·e: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 7.-DRAM's, cased: Shipments of cased DRAM's produced at least
in part in the United States, !/ by densities, 1983-85
(In thousands of units)
Item

1984

1983

Domestic shipments:
Under 16K
16K--·-----·-·---···--·
64K
256K-···---..
lM·--:
Total-..........
Intracompany and intercompany
transfers:
Under 16K------16K----.......
64K
256K-·---lM
Total-..-·
Export shipments:
Under 16K---16K
64K
256K
lM-Total
Total shipments:
Under 16K
16K
64K
256K
1
Total--·

1985

***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***

***

it·**

**'l·

' ***•

***
*It*

***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***

•,

***

***
->t**
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***'

***
***
***
*** :·
***
103,038
*** ..
***
253,230
\

***

***
*:*It

***

~

***
***

*** ':

***
***
184, 973
***
***
240,792

***
230,590
***
***
308,785

!/Includes totals of shipments of cased DRAM's presented in tables 8, 9,
and 10.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in resporise to questionnaires of the
U.S. Inter.national Trade Commission.
Table 8.-DRAM's, cased: S~ipments of cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's
produced and assembled in the United Stat~s, by densities, 1983-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table 9.--DRAM's, cased: Shipments of cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's
produced in the United States and assembled in a third country, by
densities, 1983-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 10.~DRAM's, cased: Shipments of cased DRAM's made from uncased
DRAM's produced in Japan and assembled in the United States, by densities,
1983-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

United States, cased DRAM's made from U.S.-produced uncased DRAM's that are
assembled offshore, and cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's that are
produced in Japan and assembled in the United States. The unit values of
domestic shipments of these cased DRAM's are presented in tables B-2, B-3, and
B-4.
As shown in table 7, total shipments of all cased DRAM's produced at
least in part in the United States increased by 22 percent from 1983 to 1984,
largely because total shipments of cased 64K DRAM's more than doubled and
total shipments of cased 256K DRAM's rose***· From 1984 to 1985, total
shipments of all cased DRAM's fell by 22 percent because total shipments of
cased 64K DRAM's dropped by 20 percent and total shipments of cased DRAM's
with densities of 16K and under 16K fell by * * * percent and * * * percent,
respectively.
Domestic shipments of all cased DRAM's produced in part in the United
S.tates rose * * * from 1983 to 1984, because domestic shipments of such cased
64K and 256K DRAM's together rose*** while domestic shipments of such cased
16K DRAM's declined***· From 1984 to 1985, domestic shipments of all cased
DRAM's produced at least in part in the United States dropped by***
percent, * * *·
Intracompany or intercompany transfers of cased DRAM's produced in part
in the United States increased by * * * percent from 1983 to 1984, * * *·
From 1984 to 1985, intracompany or intercompany transfers of cased DRAM's
continued to increase, * * *·
Export shipments of all cased DRAM's produced in part in the United
States followed a pattern similar to that of total shipments of such cased
DRAM's, rising by * * * percent from 1983 to 1984 and falling by * * * percent
from 1984 to 1985. * * *
Total shipments of cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's produced and
assembled in the United States accounted for * * * percent of total shipments
of all cased DRAM's produced at least in part in the United States in 1983.
The share of total shipments of cased DRAM's accounted for by shipments of
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such U.S.-produced and assembled DRAM 1 s rose to*** percent in 1984 and to
* * * percent in 1985. Total shipments of cas~d DRAM's made from uncased
DRAM's produced and assembled in the United States ***from 1983 to 1984 and
continued to rise, by.*** percent, from 1984 to 1985, * * *
Domestic shipments of cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's produced and
assembled in the United States increased * * * from 1983 to 1984 and continued ·
to increase, by * * * percent, from 1984 to 1985, primarily as a result of
* **
In 1983, domestic shipments of such cased DRAM's accounted for *
*
percent of total shipments of such cased DRAM's. The ratio of domestic
shipments to total shipments of such cased DRAM's rose to*** percent in
1984 and to * * * percent in 1985. ·

*

Intracompany or intercompany transfers of cased DRAM's produced entirely
in the United States, accounting for * * * percent of total shipments of such
cased DRAM's in 1983 and*** percent of these total shipments in 1985,
* * *
Intracompany or intercompany transfers of such cased 64K DRAM's
* *
from 1983 to 1984, but dropped by * * * percent from 1984 to 1985.
Intracompany or intercompany transfers of such cased 256K DRAM's increased
* * * from 1983 to 1985, from*** in 1983 to*** in 1985. ·* *"*· "

*

Exports of cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's produced.and assembled
in the United States increased * * * from 1983 to 1984 and continued to·
increase, by * * * percent, from 1984· to 1985, prim~rily as a result of . .
* * *· Exports of such cased DRAM's increased*** as a share of total
shipments of such cased DRAM's, from*** percent in 1983 to*** percent in
1984 and to * * * percent in '1985.
Total shipments of cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's produced in the
United States and assembled in third countries held * * * share of total
shipments of all cased DRAM's produced at least .. in part in the United States,
accounting for*** percent 'in' 1983, ***percent in 1984, and*** percent
in 198.5. Total shipments of such cased DRAM' s made from U.S. -produced uncased
DRAM's that are assembled offshore showed a**·* decline from 1983 to 1985,
falling by
* p~rcent from 198.3 ·to 1984 and. by * * * percent from 1984 to
1-985. From 1983 to 1984, total shipments of such cased 64K DRAM 1 s * * *·
while * * *· From 1984 to 1985, total shipme~ts of· such cased 16K DRAM's
* * *, and total .shipments of such cased 64K ·oRAM's * * *·

**

Domestic shipments followed the pattern of total shipments of cased
DRAM's produced from U.S.-made· uncased, DRAM's that are assembled in a third
country, falling by * * * perce~t from 1983 to 1984 and by * * * percent from
1984 to 1985. Domestic shipments of such cased 16K DRAM's * * *· while
domestic shipments of such cased 64K DRAM's * * *
Though domestic shipments
of such cased 256K DRAM's * * *· ·
Intracompany or intercompany transfers of such cased DRAM's accounted for
***percent of total shipments of s~ch cased DRAM's in 1983, ***percent
in 1984, and * * * percent in 1985.. Intracompany or intercompany transfers of
such cased DRAM's fell by * * * percent from 1983 to 1984,
*·*·
Intracompany or intercompany transfers of DRAM's produced from U.S.-made
uncased DRAM's that are assembled offshore rose by*** percent from 1984 to
1985, primarily becau,se * * *

*
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Exports of such cased DRAM's increased as a share of tot~l shipments of
these cased DRAM's, from*** percent in 1983 to*** p~rcent in 1984 to
***percent in 1985. Exports of these cased DRAM's rose by*** percent
from 1983 to 1984, mainly because * * *· * * *
Total shipments of cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's produced in
Japan and assembled in the United States accounted for * * * percent of total
shipments of all cased DRAM's produced in part in the United States from .1983
to 1985. Total shipments of such cased DRAM's followed the pattern of such
shipments of all cased DRAM's produced in part in the United States from 1983
to 1985, rising by * * * percent from 1983 to 1984 and dropping by * * *
percent from 1984 to 1985. Total shipments of such cased 64K DRAM's * * *

***
Domestic shipments of these cased DRAM's also rose from 1983 .to 1984, by
* * * percent, and fell from 1984 to 1985, by * * * percent. ·-While· domestic
shipments of such cased 64K DRAM's followed a similar pattern, rising by***.
percent from 1983 to 1984 and falling by * *
percent from 1984 to 1985,
domestic shipments of such cased 16K DRAM's showed***
* *·*

*

Intracompany or intercompany transfers of cased DRAM's made from uncased
DRAM's produced in Japan and assembled in the United States rose*** from
* * percent from
1983 to 1985,.. by * * * percent from 1983 to 1984 and by
1984 to 1985. Intracompany or intercompany transfers of such cased .64K DRAM's
accounted for*** percent of transfers of all ~uch cased DRAM's in 1984 and
accounted for * * * in 1983 and 1985.

*

Exports of cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's produced in Japan and
assembled in the United States accounted for a * * * share of total shipments
of such cased DRAM's in 1983 and 1984. In 1985, there were*** export
shipments of such cased DRAM'.s.
Producers' foreign affiliates' drop shipments
Data on producers' export shipments do not include drop shipments, which
are shipments to third-country markets made directly by producers' foreign :
affiliates that assemble U.S.-produced uncased DRAM's. * * * firms reported
data on drop shipments, which are presented in table 11. 1/ As shown, total
drop shipments of cased .DRAM's * * *· * * *
Table 11.--DRAM's, cased: Producers' foreign affiliates' drop
shipments, by densities, 1983-85

*

*

l( These firms are

*

***

*

*

*

*

~

.

., .
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Producers' end-of-period iMventories - : ·
In its questionnaire,. the Commission requested data on inventories of
uncased and ·cased DRAM's. ***firms provided data on inventories of uncased
DRAM's, which are presented in table 12. !/ ***firms provided data on
inventories of cased DRAM's. Of the firms reporting data on inventories of
cased DRAM's, ***firms held inventories of cased DRAM's made from uncased
DRAM's produced and assembled in the United States,*** firms.held
inventories of cased DRAM's produced in the United States and assembled in a
third country, and * * * firms .held inventories of cased DRAM's made from
uncased ORAM's produced in Japan and assembled in the United States. 2/ Table
13 presents separately these data.
Producers 1 end-of--period ·inventories ·of uncased ORAM' s increased steadily
from 1982 to 1984 and then declined by 52 percent from 1984 to 1985.
End-of-period inventories of uncased 16K and 64K DRAM's together accounted for
between * * * and * * * percent of all end-of-period inventories of uncased
DRAM's from 1982 to 1984. This share of end-of-period inventories of uncased
DRAM's * * *· End-of-period inventories of uncased 64K DRAM's * * * but
declined by 81 percent from 1984 to 1985.
Producers' total end-of-period inventories of cased DRAM's more than
doubled from 1982 to 1983 but then fell by 28 percent from 1983 to 1984 and by
14 percent from 1984 to 1985. From 1982 to 1984, end-of-period inventories of
cased 16K and 64K DRAM's together accounted for over 90 percent of total
inventories of cased DRAM's, whereas in 1985, end-of-period inventories of
cased 64K and 256K DRAM's together accounted for more than 85 percent of total
end-of-period inventories of cased DRAM's.
End-of-period inventories of cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's
produced in the United States and assembled in a third country accounted for
78 percent of total inventories of cased DRAM's in 1982, for 84 percent in
1983, for 75 percent in 1984, and for 59 percent in 1985. End-of-period
inventories of such cased 64K ORAM's increased steadily from 1982 to 1985,
* * from 1982 to 1983, almost doubling from 1983 to 1984, and rising by 14
percent from 1984 to 1985.

*

11 These firms are

*

* *·
£/The*** firms that reported inventories of cased DRAM's made from
uncased DRAM's produced and assembled in the United States are***· The
***firms that reported cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's produced in
the United States and assembled in a third country are * * *· The * * * firms
that reported inventories of cased DRAM's made from uncased DRAM's produced in
Japan and assembled in the United States are *
*

*
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Table ·12.--0RAM's, uncased: Producers' end-of-period inventories,
by densities, 1982-85
(In thousands of units)
Item

1982

Under 16K
16K
·------:
641<
256K·
lM----·

Total

1983
2, ***
775
***
***
***
6,504

1984

.."

. 1985

*** ·:
'

***
**:*

***

6,08'8

3,149
11, 785

4,542
2,228

***
***
11,005

***
***
l7, 430

***

***

8,324

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table

cased: Producers' end-of-period
inventories, by densities, 1982-85

13.~DRAM's,

{In thousands of unitsl
Item
Made from uncased
DRAM's produced and assembled in the
United States:
Under 16K----:
16K
----:
64K
256K·
lM-Total·Made from U.S.produced uncased DRAM's
and assembled
. in a thirc:I
country:
Under 16K
16K
....· - - - - :
64K
256K ·
lM
Total
Made from Japanese-:
produced uncased DRAM' s
and assembled
in the·United
states:
Under 16K----:
16K
64K
256K
lM
Total
Total:
Under 16K
16K
64K
256K
lM
Total

1982

1985

1984

1983

..

***
***
***
***
***
***

..

**'*
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
·It-ff

***
***
***
***
***

***
-·

:

***
***
***
***'
13,233
l.0,485

***

26,021 ·
4,665 :

***

3 l, ***
943

***

***

2,291
10,531

9,755
9,235

***

***

...

***
20,410

'·

14, ***
022

...

'***

..

***
*** :
***':

***

***
***
4,001

***
***
***
***
***
***'
***
***

***
***
***
11,055

9,078

14,567

13,345

***

***

***

***

17,019

38,161

27, 373

23,670

***

***

***
.***

**;ft. :

'***

***

***

***

..

***
***
***
***
***
2,315
***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in respo,nse to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

***
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Employment and wages
In its questionnaire, the Commission requested data on employment and
wages for production and related workers producing all products, all ORAM's,
and 64K ORAM's. ***firms provided usable data on employment and wages. Of
the*** firms, * * * produce cased ORAM's,. performing assembly operations in
the United States, whereas * * * firms, for the most part, produce only
uncased ORAM's in the United States, performing assembly operations offshore.
Table 14 presents these data for all firms responding and table 15 presents
these data for those firms that generally conduct U.S. assembly operations. 11
The number of production and related workers in U.S. establishments
producing either uncased or cased ORAM's increased by 53 percent from 1983 to
1984 but declined by 24 percent from 1984 to 1985. Despite this decline, the
number of production workers in 1985 remained 16 percent higher than the
number in 1983. The number of workers engaged in the production of 64K ORAM's
also increased from 1983 to 1984, by 58 percent, but declined by 36 percent
from 1984 to 1985. The 1985 level of workers engaged in 64K ORAM production
was only 1 percent higher than the level of workers engaged in 64K ORAM
production in 1983. For those firms with U.S. assembly operations, * * *·
* * *
***reported reductions in the.number of workers producing ORAM's in
1984; As shown in the following tabulation,
* firms reported permanent or
indefinite reductions in the number of workers engaged in producing ORAM's in
1985:

**

Reduction in the
number of workers

Firm
* * *
* * *
* * *
Total

***

***

***
7,478

Hours worked by production and related workers in U.S. establishments
producing unease~ or cased ORAM's increased by 54 percent from 1983 to 1984
but decreased by 24 percent from 1984 to 1985 .· Hours worked by production and
related workers producing only 64K ORAM's at such establishments followed the
same pattern, rising by 60 percent from 1983 to 1984 and falling by 35 percent
from 1984 to 1985. The 1985 levels of hours worked by workers producing all
ORAM's and 64K ORAM's were 17 percent and 4 percent, respectively, higher than
the levels of hours worked in 1983. For those firms producing cased ORAM's,
* * *
Hours worked by workers engaged in the production of 64K ORAM's at
such U.S. establishments * * *

11

Table 14 includes data for

***

Table 15 excludes data for

***
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Table 14.--Average number of production and related workers employed in all
U.S. establishments producing uncased or cased DRAM's, !/ hours worked by
such workers, wages and total compensation paid, and average hourly
compensation paid, 1983-85
Item

1983

Average number of production and
related workers producing-All products
All DRAM' s-·-··
64K DRAM's
Hours worked by production and
related workers producingAll products-·---1,000 hours-· :
All DRAM' s
do--:.
64K DRAM' s-·---·do--:
Wages paid to production and
related wor.kers producingAll products--1,000 dollars-.:
All DRAM' s
do--:
64K DRAM' s
do--:
Total compensation paid 2/ to
production and related workers:
producingAll products--1,000 dollars--:
All DRAM' s
'do--:.
64K DRAM's--------ao--:
Average hourly compensation paid
to production and related
:.
workers producingA11 products-----per hour-:
All DRAM' s-..- - - - - - - n o - . - :
64K DRAM' s
. do-·- :

1984

1985

24,203
8,590
5,521

29,534
1.3, 171
8,741

27 ,018
9,946
5,598

. 50, 226
18,211
11,729 .

62,548
28,074 :
. 18,836

56,017
21,267
.12,159

519,136
165,070
106,029

671, 137
278,544
179,565

668,451
239,861
.121,447

..

•

648,531
199,209
130,479

816,927
290,599
146,820

822,126
333,824
214,955
:

'

.!/ Includes data for

?./

***

·' $12.91
10.94
1L12 ··

,. $13. i4
11. 09
11.41

..

$14.58
13.66
12.08

* * *. * ff *. ·

Source: Compiled from data submi.tted in response to questionnaires. of the
U.S. International Trade Commission .. ·
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Table 15.-~Average number of· production and reJated workers employed in
U.S. establishments with assembly operations producing cased ORAM's, 1/
hours worked by such workers, wages and total compensation paid, and ;verage
hourly compensation paid, 1983-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Both wages paid and total compensation paid to workers producing all
DRAM's at all U.S. establishments increased by almost 70 percent from 1983 to
1984 and declined by less than 15 percent from 1984 to 1985. In 1985, wages
and total compensation paid to such workers were roughly 45 percent higher
than wages and total compensation paid in 1983. Wages and total compensation
paid to workers producing only 64K ORAM's also increased from 1983 to 1984, by
69 percent and 65 percent, respectively, but declined at the faster rate
(relative to the decline for wages and total compensation paid to workers
producing all DRAM's) of 32 percent in 1985. For those firms that perform
assembly operations in the United States, * * *· * * *·
Average hourly compensation paid to production and related workers
producing DRAM's at all U.S. establishments increased steadily from 1983 to
1985, rising by 9 percent from 1983 to 1984 and by 15 percent from 1984 to
1985. For those firms that conduct assembly operations in the United States,
* * * Average hourly compensation paid to workers engaged in the production
of 64K DRAM's at all U.S. establishments increased by 3 percent from 1983 to
1984 and by 6 percent from 1984 to 1985; * * *
Financial experience of U.S. producers
Overall DRAM operations.~Income-and-loss data on the overall DRAM
operations of nine U.S. producers are presented in table 16. Of the nine
producers, six firms (five U.S.-owned and one Japanese-owned) perform wafer
fabrication of DRAM's in the United States (i.e., produce uncased DRAM's) and
three firms (all Japanese-owned) conduct only assembly and/or testing and
marking operations in the United States.
Aggregate net sales of all DRAM 1 s increased by 41 percent from $447.2
million in 1983 to $630.6 million in 1984, and then dropped by 51 percent to
$311.1 million in 1985. * * *
Intracompany or intercompany transfers accounted for 13 percent of total
net sales in 1984 and 14 percent in 1983 and 1985. Such transfers for
U.S.-owned firms ranged between
*
percent of total transfer sales in 1983
and * * * percent in 1984-85. Transfers for Japanese-owned firms, which
accounted for* * * percent of total transfer sales during 1983-85, were
*

* *

* *·

For overall DRAM operations in 1983 the reporting firms sustained an
aggregate operating loss of $60.7 million, equivalent to l3.6 percent of net
sales. In 1984 the responding producers' aggregate operating loss declined to
$10.7 million, or 1.7 percent of net sales, but in 1985, as the price and
demand for DRAM's fell sharply, the reporting firms sustained a record
aggregate operating loss of $335.5 million, which exceeded sales by 8
percent. Net income or loss before income taxes followed a trend similar to
that of operating income or loss.

Table 16.--Income-and-loee experience of U.S. producers on their operations relating to the sale of all DRAM' a, at least some por• ion of
which was produced in their U.S. establishments, by firms, 1983-85
Intra'Research :General,: OperaNet
Net
DepreCash
or '. Total
Coat of.· Cross :
d
:selling,: ting
other
income
elation' flow
Trade
: an
: and
: income :lntereat:
:or (loss):
·
sales • inter-: net
good • profit develop-:adminie-:
or
income
before
and · from
;company; sales
sold
(loss) : ment
:trative : (lose) :expense
(ex- : income
amorti-' opera; sales ;
:expeneea:expenaea:
pense)
taxes
zation : tlons
--------------------------------------------------1,ooo dollars----------~---~-----------------------------~----

Period and
ownership

1983:

: R.. tlo

to net snles
.
'opera-: rre:t.;rnss : tlng : tax
:proflt:lncome' net
:(loss):(loss):lncome
:
:(less,
-----;Pcrcen~-----

---U:-s.-ovaed
firms:

...

:

•• •-------:
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
***
***
***
•••
***
··~
• • ·-------·
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
***
***
•••
***
***
***
••• .....
* Subtotal--:·~~~1n1n1r-:---..1r.1r.;r-,,..-...,..~1r1r1r--:--~-.:1~1s1-o~~-.,~1~1,...-,~~~1~1~1...-~~~,~1~1r-'--~-.,,r1r1r-'--~-,r1r1r-'--~-,,.TiT•-'-~~-,,.~.~.----'~~~.~.~.• *-------;
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
~~•. ...:....~~~.~.~*,-''--~*~•-,~
w•*
.. ....;..-..,•-.,-,,-.....;..~.-:,-·.-~Japaneae-ovned:
firma:

•••
•••
•••
......·-------:
•-------: •••
·------: ...
•••
••• ...
•••
... .•••..
Subtotal--:

•••
•••
•••

1984:
--ir.s.-ovned

.. •-------: ... ... ... ...
.. ·------: ... ... ... ...
......·------:
•••
·------:
•••
•-------: ... ...
...•••••• .•••.....
·------: ••• ••• ...
....·-------:
... ... ... ...•••
•••

•••

•••

•••
***
•••

•••

... •••... ......... .......
••
••

•••

•••
•••

•••

•••
iii

••• •••
(60, 748): 6,462

•••
93,281

•••
4!i, 114

•••
•••
•••

***

•••
•••

2,326

•
•

(64,884): 30,252

•••
iii

(34,632):

•••
17.4

•••

•u

**'

•"""'
••
•••

:(13.6):(14.5j

...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ......
•••
..••. ••••••••• •••••••• •••...•• ••••••••• ...•••••• ••••••...... •...•••• ••••...••••• •••••••• ••••••... •..••••.
.
••• ••• ''*
...••• .•••o••.. ...••• •••...•• ...•• •••••• ...... ... ••• •• ••• .•..

ftr11a:

• • ·-------:

•••
•••

•••
77,647

Iii
Iii
Total--~:382,553 :64,664 :447,217 :369,570
iii

iii

......

•••

666

•••

:

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

• ••

Subtotal--:-~~i"l"i..-~-..,r.1r.1.--1~~1r1r1,....~~-.....ITl~i~~~-.1~1~1~~~~1~1~1.--'--~~1~1~1.--~~~1r1r1..-~~-riTiTl-'-~~TITiTl-'-~~-.4~1~1-'~~~1~1~.,.....-'~~-..,~1~1..-'--~1~i~i.--'---4~1~1.--'---•~•~i..-

Japaneae-ovned:
firms:

•i i i

Subtotal--:
wwa
WWW
111
iii
Total-----:547,ito :83,458 :63o,628 :456,731

• • •-----:

•••

•••

•••

•
(lo, no>:

60,604 :124,02)

173,897

1985:
-u:ll.-owned
firm•:

•i i i

•••

7,362

4,38S

•

•

***

oao

~··

:

***

•

(13, 7o7), 49,406

3S,699

***

"lti.i.

~.:..•

*""*

***

***

•
•••

27.6

•

~*'

•~n

11.71: ( •• 25

:1.,:·

";';(;

•

"'"'··•

·.'.:'.1'

Subtotal--:~~~1n1nar-~-..1r.1r.1.-~~-1rr1r1~~~T1r1T1~~~-.1~1~1~~~~1~1~,..-~~~1~1~1r-~~....,,~1~1r-~~....,.iiri..-~~....,..r1~.~~~-.,,,~,~~~~.~1~;~~~-..t~-i~.~...-~~.~~~.--~-.-1~.~•~~....,-..--

Japaneae--d 1
ftl'IH:

:

.. ·-------: ...••• ...*** ...••• ...••• : ...••• ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...1:•• ... ...

• • •-------:

• • *-------:

***
***

***

***

o••

••e

***
***

•••

••o
***

•••

•••

***
***

***
***

•••

***

•••

***
•••

***
•••

•••

***

ii•
***
***
***
***
Total-----:268,809 :42,282 :311,091 :480,064 :(168,973): 66,351 :100,22S :(33S,549): 15,046 :(10,968):(361,S63):103,176

Subtotal--:
:

Source:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

COllpiled from data aubnitted in reaponae to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commlaalon.

•••
***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***

:(258,387):(~4.3)(!07.~;(llb.2i

l>
I

w

....

'"•l.•t.
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*

*

*

*

*

*

*'

The responding firms reported a negative cash flow from operations of
$34.6 million in 1983 and $258.4 million in 1985, but a positive cash flow
from operations of $35.7 million in 1984.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Mostek, a large producer that ceased DRAM operations in 1985, 1/ reported

***

***

*

*

*

*

AT&T, a large captive producer,

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* * * * * *·

*

*

*

Operations on specific densities of DRAM's.--Aggregate gross profit-andloss data of U.S. producers on their sale of specific densities of cased
DRAM's are presented in table 17. Such data for 64K DRAM's are shown
separately in table 18 on the basis of firm ownership.
16K DRAM's.--Aggregate net sales of 16K DRAM's

* * *· * * *

64K DRAM's.--Aggregate net sales of 64K DRAM's more than doubled
from $227.1 million in 1983 to $496.4 million in 1984, and then dropped by 59
percent to $202.1 million in 1985. During the same period, U.S.-owned firms.
reported * * *, while Japanese-owned firms reported * *· Aggregate gross
profits increased in absolute terms by three and one-half times from $46.9
mi 11 ion in 1983 'to $164. 8 mi 11 ion in 1984, partly due to increased sales and
partly due to a decrease in the cost of goods sold. Gross profit margins
increased from 20.7 percent in 1983 to 33.2 percent in 1984. During the same
period, gross profit margins for U.S.-owned firms * * *· In 1985, producers
reported aggregate gross losses of $46.5 million, equivalent to 23.0 percent
of net sales. They attributed this loss to the.drastic decline in selling
price, as well as to the low volume of sales.

*

***

256K DRAM's.--Aggregate net sales of 256K DRAM's

* * *· * * *·

1/ Mostek's parent company (United Technologies) decided to shut down its
operations in late 1985 because

***
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Table 17.--Gross profit-and-loss experience of 8 U.S. producers on their
operations relating to the sale of DRAM's, at least some portion of which
was produced in their U.S. establishments, by specified densities,
accounting years 1983-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 18.-Gross profit-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their
operations relating to the sale of 64K DRAM's, at least some portion of
which was produced in their U.S. establishments, by firms, accounting years
1983-85
Year and
ownership

Foreign
product
costs

Net
sales

Total
Gross
Domestic
Gross
: cost of
profit
or
:
product ..
goods :profit or
(loss)
costs
(loss)
: sold
ma!'.'.:9in
Percent ·
1~000 dollars

1983:
U.S.-owned
firms:

***
*
** **s.ubtotal-:
*---:
Japanese-owned:
firms:

:

***
***
***
***

* * *----:
** ** *---:
*
Subtotal-:

***
***
***
Total--: 227, ***
103

***
***
***
***
:

***
***
***
***
59,991

***
***
*** ..
*** ..
•.

***
***
***
***
120,189

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

*** ..
***
***
***
46,923

***
. ***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
331,644

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
180, ***
180

***

20.7

1984:
-U.s.-owned
firms:

* * *----:
***
* *Subtotal-:
*

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
Total--:496,415

***
***
***
***
85,591

Japanese-owned:
firms:

***
***
* *Subtotal-:
*

***
*** ..
***
***
***
***
***
***
246,053

.•

164, 771

:

***
***

***

***

33.2

Continued
I.
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Table 18.--Gross profit-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their
operations relating to the sale of 64K DRAM's, at least some portion of
which was produced in their U.S. establishments, by firms, accounting years
1983-85--Continued
Year and
ownership

Net
sales

Gross
Total
Foreign
Domestic
Gross
:profit or
cost of
product
product
goods :profit or
(loss)
(loss)
costs :
costs
sold
margin
Percent
1,000 cfolla~s

1985:
U.S.-owned
firms:

* * *-·----:

***

* * *---:
* * *---·--:

Subtotal-:
Japanese-owned:
Firms:

***

*" * ** **---:
Subtotal·-:

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***
Total-·. ····--·: 202, ***
076

***
***
39,886
***

***
***
208,695
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

248,581

***

***

it-it*

***

***
***

***

***

***

***

(46,505):

(23.0)

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Comjmission.
Overall establishment operations.-Overall establishment data of 10 firms
are presented in table 19. Establishment sales increased by 48 percent from
$1.2 billion ir 1983 to $1.7 billion in 1984, and then declined by 39 percent
to about $1.0 billion in 1985. The trends in margins for overall
establishment gross profits, operating income, and pretax net income are
similar to those for all DRAM operations during 1983-85, but they show much
lower loss margins and higher income margins. Producers reported operating
losses of $9.0 million, or 0.8 percent of net sales, in 1983 and $518.0
million, or 50.1 percent of net sales, in 1985, compared with an aggregate
operating income of $36.0 million during 1984.
·.Research and development.--Seven firms supplied research and development
expenses related to the production of different densities of DRAM's. These
data are presented in the following tabulation.
Research and
d eve l opment expenses: Pre-1983 !/

1983

1984

1985

·,

Under 16K.------16K---------64K---------256K-------------l~---------

OverTotal
lMi---------

!/

* * *·

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
*** ____________
***
*** _:_____________
_
*** ...:.___________
93,508
163,092
182,845

***

-----:5~4-,-3-4_6_.:_
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Table 19.--Income-and-loss experience of 10 U.S. producers!/ on the overall
operations of their establishments within which DRAM's are produced,
accounting years 1983-85
Item

1983

1984

1985

Net salesmillion dollars--:
1,151
1,700
1,034
Cost of goods sold-·
do--:
798
1 136
1 107
..................
Gross profit or (loss)-----do--: ------;....;;...----------"'-"~-"----------"'
353
564
{73)General, selling, and administra- :
-..-...;
......_.....__._
tive expenses--million dollars--:
362
528
445
Operating income or (loss)--do--:
(9):
36
{518)
Interest expense
~o--:
13
13
31
Other income or (expense),
net-·---------do--:
10
12
7
-----~-------------""'""----------Net income or (loss) before
taxes-.----do-~:
(542)
35
(12):
Depreciation and amo~tization
expense included abov~ 11
million dollars--:
65
105
168
_;;;...;;...;;,._
Cash-flow from operations ~/
million dollars-:
·53
140
{374)
As a share of net sales:
Cost of goods sold--per.cent-: .·
69.3
66.8
107.1
Gross profit or ( loss)~o-.- :
(1.1)
30.7
33.2
General, selling, :and
·
administrative expenses
:
percent--:
31.5
31.1
43.0
Operating income or (loss)
percent-:
{0~8):
2.1
. {50.1)
Net income or (loss).before.
income taxes--·
· percent-:
{1.0):
2.1
{52.4)
Number·of firms reporting
ope-ra~ing losses--------· ·,
4
9
Number of firms repor.ting ·
...·.·
net losses
5 ..
.8
6 :

_____ _________

_____

""'"-----_;;...;~'------~_;;_..;.._

!/ These firms are
2/ * * *
31
Cashr· flow
-

*~

~.

____

***

is defined as pretax· net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization expense.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade.Commission.

~
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Research and development expenses for all .DRAM's increased during each
period, from $54.3 million in pre-1983 to $182.8 million in 1985. The
majority of such expenses were incurred for * * * through 1984. In 1985,
* * * percent of total research and development expenses were.for 256K
ORAM's. * * *·
Capital expenditures.~Capital expenditures for all ORAM's produced at
least in part in U.S. establishments, as supplied by nine firms, are presented
by firm ownership in table 20. Such capital expenditures rose by 160 percent
from $216.7 million in 1983 to $563.7 million in 1984, and then dropped by 26
percent to $414.7 million in 1985. The majority of capital expenditures for
all DRAM's were***, although***· Capital expenditures on overall
establishment operations, as provided by 12 firms, showed a similar trend,
increasing by 65 percent from 1983 to 1984 and then declining by 15 percent
from 1984 to 1985.
Investment in property, plant, and eguipment.-·-Nine firms provided data
concerning their investment in productive facilities for all ORAM's, and 13
firms supplied such data used for their establishment operations. As shown in
table 20, their aggregate investment for all ORAM's, valued at cost, increased
from $631.0 million in 1983 to $1.2 billion in 1985. The majority of such
investments were * * *, although * * *· The book value of such investments
followed a trend similar to that of their original cost. Aggregate investment
for their establishment operations, valued at cost, rose from $2.1 billion in
1983 to $3.2 billion in 1985.
Specified· costs of production
In its questionnaire, the Commission requested data on costs relating to
the production of each density of DRAM--from under 16K to over lM--in an
effort both· to identify and separate the costs associated with the basic
production processes and to examine the effects of the learning curve through
at least a portion of a DRAM's life cycle. Production costs were divided
between those associated with wafer fabrication and sorting and those
associated with assembly and final unit t~sting. Among the costs identified
with each of these two basic production stages were raw materials, direct
labor, indirect labor, depreciation and amortization, and other factory
costs. 1/. Firms were asked to report these co·sts of production and the
corresponding quantities of usable cased ORAM's produced.
j

.

.

The Commission received a variety of responses from the 10 firms that
reported both costs and quantities of ORAM's produced. Some firms reported
costs of goods sold, others reported costs of assembly even though these were
not incurred in the United States, and still others included (and did not
separately identify) the cost of uncased ORAM's in the cost of raw materials
of assembly and testing. The reported unit costs of wafer fabrication and
sorting and of assembly and testing for each density of ORAM produced by the
10 firms are presented in tables 21 to 23.

!/ The questionnaire also included research and development costs; however,
most firms responding indicated that these costs were normally not considered
as costs of production.
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Table

20.~All

DRAM's: Capital expenditures and investment in property,
plant, and equipment, by firms, 1983-85
(In thousands of dollars)
Capital
Investment in property, plant,
expenditures
and equipment

Year and
ownership

All

DRAM' s

:Establish-:~----A~l-1--,-D_R_A_M_'_s-:-----=------E~s_t_a_b_l_i_s_hm_e_n_t____
ment

Original
cost

Book
value

Original
cost

Book
value

1983:
U.S.-owned
firms:

* ** *--·-·-:
*---:
* *Subtotal
*--..·--:
- -:

*

***

***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***

~---------""---------------=--------_.;.-------=---------=--------

***

***

Japanese-owned:
firms:

** .** **
***
***
***
***
***
***
.. ***
***
***
***
***
***
* *Subtotal~:___;
*---·-: ___***
***
***'
***
***
***
***
___;._____..;..._***
___--=--------***----=------***----..:.__-------***-----::...-_______***_
~---------""------..,..----=-----------_.;.------------=----------=----------

Total-·- : 216., 709
1984:
U.S.-owned
firms:

590, 853

* * *---:
* * *---·-:
***
Subtotal---:

631,015

***
***
*** :

***

Japanese-owned:
firms: · :

465, 546 : 2,075, 652

***
***

***

1, 56_8, 428

***
***·.

***

* **·-~
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
* * *'--__________
* *Subtotal~=~---***------..:.__
*
*** _______***
"
***
***
*** ..:._________***
***
___--::...-_______***
______:._____***
___-=---------***----=-------***~
~-------~--------!..--------------=-----------___:.

Total--: 563, 719
1985:
U.S.-owned
firms:

* * *c---..
* **·--* Sub
* *·--tot a 1---:

973, 223 : 1, 120, 606

***
***
***
***

*** .
***
***
***

~

881, 944 : 2, 821, 908

***

***

2, 176, 445

***
***
***

***

***

***
***
.
***
***
~-------..;.._--------------=---------_.;.--------------"--------------;.__---------***
***
***
***

Japanese-owned:
firnis:

** ** **
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
*** '
***
***
***
* *Sub*tot a 1---· =~---***
***
***
***
***
_____..:._________***
___--::_________***
______:._________***
***
____:_________***
~~"~"~:.__--------***~---------~-------------!..--------------=----------___:.---------__;_;_---=-----------

Total-~:414,724

824,456 :1,244,730

963,179 :3,208,392

2,392,838

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 21.-'-Specified costs of production of 16K DRAM's, by companies,
accounting years 1983-85 and interim periods ended Dec. 31, 1984, and
Dec. 31, 1985

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 22.~Specified costs of production of 64K DRAM's, by companies,
accounting years 1983-85 and interim periods ended Dec. 31, 1984, and
Dec. 31, 1985

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 23.~Specified costs of production of 256K DRAM's, by companies,
accounting years 1983-85 and interim periods ended Dec. 31, 1984 and
Dec. 31, 1985

*

*

*

*

*

*

Consideration of Alleged Threat of Material Injury
Among the relevant economic factors that may contribute to the threat of
material injury to the domestic industry are the ability of producers in Japan
to increase the level of exports of DRAM's to the United States and the
likelihood that they will do so, any substantial increases in inventories of
imports of Japanese DRAM's in the United States, and any rapid increase in
penetration of the U.S. market by the imports.
The available data concerning the production and capacity of Japanese
producers of DRAM' s are presented in the section of this report enti tied ''The
Industry in Japan." The available data concerning U.S. importers' inventories
of cased DRAM's from Japa'n are presented in table 24.
U.S. importers' y.earend inventories of all cased DRAM' s made from uncased
DRAM's produced and assembled in Japan*** from 1982 to 1983 and*** from
1983 to 1984. From 1984 to 1985, yearend inventories of all cased DRAM's
imported from Japan continued to ·increase, at a more modest rate of 6
percent. U.S. importers' yearend inventories of cased 64K DRAM's, accounting
for * * * percen_t of importers i yearend inventories of al 1 cased DRAM' s in
1982, 74 percent in 1983, 59 percent in 1984, and 44 percent in 1985, more
than tripled from 1982 to 1983, rose by 77 percent. from 1983 to 1984, and fell
by 21 percent from 1984 to 1985. As of December 31, 1984, inventories of
cased 256K DRAM's accounted for*** percent of importers' inventories of all
·cased.DRAM's~ and as of December 31, 1985, inventories of these cased 256K
DRAM's accou~ted for nearly 50 percent of inventories of all cased DRAM's
imported from Japan.
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Table 24.--DRAM's, cased: U.S. imp9rters 1 inventories of DRAM's
produced in Japan, by densities, as of Dec. 31 of 1982-85
(In thousands of units)
Item

1983

1982

Under 16K
16K
64K
256K

***
***
***
***
***
***

lM---

Total

.

1984

***

"'**

1985

'

***
***

***

***

7,793

13,809

***
***

***

10,910
12,124

23,264

24,552

10,471

***

***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
U.S. importers' yearend inventories of uncased DRAM's produced in Japan
and cased DRAM's·made from uncased DRAM's produced in Japan and assembled in a
third country are presented in tables B-5 and 8-6.
A discussion of the level of shipments of cased DRAM's imported from
Japan and the market shares of shipments of cased DRAM's is presented in the
section of this report concerning· the causal relationship between imports sold
·at LTFV and the alleged material injury or threat thereof.
Consideration of the Causal Relationship between Imports
Sold at LTFV and the Alleged Material Injury or Threat Thereof
U.S. imports from Japan
Data on U.S. imports from Japan were compiled from responses to the
questionnaires. Eighteen firms provided usable data. 1/

Commission'~

Table 25 presents U.S. imports from Japan of cased 64K DRAM's. As shown,
imports from Japan of cased 64K DRAM's increased by 40 percent from 1983 to
1984 and dropped by 34 percent from 1984 to 1985. The 1985 level of U.S.
imports from Japan of cased 64K DRAM's was 7 percent lower than the level of
these imports in 1983. In 1983, ***were the*** largest importers of
cased 64K DRAM's from Japan, together accounting for*** percent of total
imports from Japan of cased 64K DRAM's. In 1984, ***accounted for***
percent of total imports from Japan of cased 64K DRAM's. In 1985,
*, the
largest importer of cased 64K DRAM's for that year, and * * *, the second
largest importer, together accounted for * * * percent of imports from Japan
of cased 64K DRAM's.

**

11

* * * of

these imports were of the N-channel MOS type.
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.Table 25.-DRAM's, cased 64K: U.S. imports from Japan,
by importers, 1983-85
(In thousands of units)
Item

1983

** ** **--··------------

* * *Total-·-·

· - - - ·--------·--

***
***
***
82,331

1984

***
***
115, ***
590

1985

***
·>tff
76, ***
322

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 26 presents U.S. shipments of imports from Japan of all cased
DRAM's during 1983-85. 1/ As shown, shipments of imports from Japan of cased
64K DRAM's accounted for over 80 percent of shipments of imports from Japan of
all cased DRAM's in 1983 and 1984. In 1985, the share of shipments of all
cased DRAM's imported from Japan held by shipments of cased 64K DRAM's dropped
to 58 percent, primarily as a result of an increased share accounted for by
shipments of cased 256K DRAM's imported from Japan. The unit values of the
open-market shipments of DRAM imports from Japan are presented in table 27. !/
U.S. market shares of shipments
Table 28 presents the market shares of total apparent U.S. consumption
accounted for by shipments of cased DRAM's on the bases of the country of
origin of the uncased DRAM used to make the product and the country in which
the uncased DRAM was assembled. As shown, shipments of all cased DRAM's made
from uncased DRAM's produced and assembled in Japan (i.e., shipments of
imports from Japan of cased DRAM's) increased steadily, from 24.1 percent in
1983 to 27.4 percent in 1984 and to 35.8 percent in 1985. Shipments of such
imports from Japan of cased 64K DRAM's as a share of total apparent U.S.
consumption of cased 64K DRAM's declined from 35.9 percent in 1983 to 29.6 ·
percent in 1984 but rose to 30.2 percent in 1985. Although the ratios of
shipments of these imports of cased 64K DRAM's to apparent U.S. open-market
consumption of cased 64K DRAM's
(table 29).

***

!/ Imports from Japan of uncased DRAM's and imports of cased DRAM's made
from uncased DRAM's produced in Japan and assembled in a third country prior.
to importation into the United States are not included within the scope of
this investigation. Shipments of these imports are presented in tables B-7
and B-8 and may represent other factors relevant to the consideration of the
causal relationship between the imports subject to the investigation and the
alleged ~terial injury or threat thereof;
!/ The unit values of the open-market shipments of cased DRAM's made from
uncased DRAM's produced in Japan and assembled in a third country are
presented in table B-9.
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Table 26.-DRAM's, cased: U.S. shipments of imports
from Japan, by densities, 1983-85
(In thousands of units)
1984

1983

Item
Under 16K-·-----16K-·
64K
256K--·----

***
***
63,512
***
***
79,460

1~-··----

Total-··--··-----·--

1985

***
***
98,950
***
***
115,698

***
M·M-*
75,540
M·M*

***

129,296

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Tabla 27.---DRAM's, cased: U.S. open-market!/ shipments of cased DRAM's
imported from Japan, by densities, 1983-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table

28.~DRAl'l's, cased:
U.S. market shares of total apparent U.S.
consumption accounted for by shipments l/ of specified DRAl'l's, by
densities, 1983-85

{In eercent}
Item
Made from uncased DRAM' s produced
and assembled in Japan:
Under 16K
16K
64K
256K
1
Average
Made from U.S.-produced uncased
DRAM's and assembled in the
United States:
Under 16K
16K
64K
256K
1
Average
Made from U.S.-produced uncased
DRAl'l's and assembled in third
countries:
Under 16K
16K
64K
256K
1
Average
Made from uncased DRAM's produced
in Japan and assembled in the
United States:
Under 16K
16K
64K
256K
1
Average
Made from uncased DRAM's produced
in Japan and assembled in
third countries:
Under 16K
16K
64K
256K
1
Average
Made from uncased DRAl'I' s produced
and assembled in third
countries:
Under 16K
16K
64K
256K
1
Average

1984

1983

***
***
35.9
***
***
24.1

1985

***
***
-29.6
***
***
27.4

***
***''
30.2
***
***
35.8

***
***
***
***
***

"***
***
18.7

***
***
33.9
***
***
56.8

***
***
31. 7
***
***
39.7

***
***
31.7
***
***
30.3

***

***

***
***
10.0
***
***
***

***
***
7.8
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***
5.8
***
***
***

***
11.2
***
***

***
***

***
***

***

15.9

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

11 Includes intracompany and intercompany transfers.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

***
***
***
***
***
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Table 29.~DRAM's, cased: U.S. market shares of apparent U.S. open-market
consumption accounted for by shipments!/ of .specified DRAM's, by densities,
1983-85

*

*

*

*

*

Shipments of imports from Japan of cased 64K DRAM's as a share· of total
apparent U.S. consumption and as a share of apparent U.S. open-market
consumption of all cased DRAM's are shown in the following tabulation (in
percent):
Ratio to total apparent
U.S. consumption
of all cased DRAM's
1983
1984---···-..-----·----1985---

Ratio to apparent U.S.
open-market consumption
of all cased DRAM's

19.2
23.4
20.9

Unlike the ratio of shipments of imports from Japan of cased 64K DRAM's
to total apparent U.S. consumptfon of cased 64K DRAM's, the ratio of shipments
of cased 64K DRAM's imported from Japan to total apparent U.S. consumption of
all cased DRAM's (and to apparent U.S. open-market consumption of all cased
DRAM's) rose from 1983 to 1984 and then fell from 1984 to 1985. The ratio.of
shipments of cased 64K DRAM's imported from Japan to.total apparent U.S.
consumption on the basis of bits of memory (K-equivalents) is presented in the
following tabulation (in pe~cent):
Ratio t.o total apparent U.S.
consumption of 'al 1 DRA'M' s. on
the basis of· bits of m~mory.
1983~~~~-,--,-~~~~~~

1984
1985~-,-~~~~~~~~~~

29;3
23.6
13.5

Prices
Demand for 64K DRAM's is a derived demand dependent on'the demand for end
products that incorporate such memory de¥ices in their design and fu~ction.
These end products include mini~ micro, and mainframe computers; electronic
business and office equipment; industrial process-control equipment, including
scientific instruments; telecommunications equip~ent; and consumer electronic·
products, including personal computers (PC's).
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In the past decade, demand for computer and electronic products has
exhibited sharp growth punctuated by pauses that mirror the vulnerability of
these products to the ups and downs of business and industrial investment and
the pattern of consumer confidence. !I During 1983 and 1984, the driving
force in creating demand for 64K DRAM's was the growth in the overall level of
economic activity, and particularly the strong surge in demand for personal
computers. This period of strong demand was characterized by firm and rising
prices (in some market segments premium prices), long-term contracts to ensure
supply, double ordering to guarantee adequate supply, allocations from
domestic and import suppliers, and investments by producers to expand
capacity. As the economy began to slow in late 1984, prices softened and
price competition sharpened. Micron, in October, cut its long-term contract
price for 200 ns 64K DRAM's to $1.85 per unit. ZI This period was
characterized by a sharp downturn in demand for OEM products that use 64K
ORAM's, heavy inventory buildups that increased grey-market activity in offers
of low prices, downward price adjustments to long-term contracts, push backs
in scheduled delivery dates, and large cancellations of scheduled
deliveries. 11 By yearend 1984 it was increasingly clear that demand for
personal computers had fallen far short of forecasts and expectations,
resulting in heavy inventories in producers' warehouses. 11
As noted in the "Channels of Distribution" section of this report, DRAM's
are sold through three general channels of distribution: (1) to OEM's and
board stuffers on a contract basis, (2) to distributors, and (3) to
spot-market purchasers (which may include OEM's, board stuffers, and
distributors). These three channels reflect different pricing policies and
different sized purchases and purchasers. ~I In order to compare domestic and
import price trends and measure margins of underselling or overselling by
imports from Japan, the Commission asked U.S. purchasers in each of these
categories to provide price data 61 for their purchases of 150 and 200 ns 64K
DRAM's during September 1984-April 1986. 71 Separate price data were
requested from four categories of OEM's (those that produce (1) office
automation equipment, (2) telecommunications equipment, (3) industrial

!I San Jose Mercury News, "Chips the Struggle to Survive," section D,
June 10, 1985.
ll Micron's petition, p. 11.
11 Electronic News, Jan. 14, 1985, p. 1; Feb. 11, 1985, p. 19; and Mar. 4,
1985, p. 1.
ii See, for example, Fortune, Aug. 5, 1985, "Behind the Fall of Steve Jobs,"
pp. 21-29.
~I For example, long-term contracts generally are subject to price
renegotiations at the purchaser's option. Distributor prices are adjusted on
a "meet competition" basis to enable sales of in-stock product at competitive
prices without a distributor selling below cost and absorbing a loss.
~I The Commission asked firms to report transaction prices that represented
their lowest net delivered purchase price in each of the specified periods.
II Producers and importers of 64K DRAM's were also asked to provide selling
price data for sales to these categories of purchasers. Because the coverage
is better and believed to be more representative, prices reported by
purchasers are discussed in the text of this report. Selling price data
reported by producers and importers are separately presented in appendixes.
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automation equipment, and (4) consumer electronic products (including personal
computers)); two categories of distributors (authorized and independent); and
spot-market purchasers. The following discussion addresses prices paid by
each of these categories of purchasers separately (except spot-market
purchasers, for which inadequate data were received for analysis). However,
some of the categories had fewer responses than others, and the reader should
keep this in mind in assessing the significance of price trends or
underselling/overselling for a particular category. For the entire period
covered (September 1984--April 1986), the shares of total purchases reported by
each category were as follows (in percent): 11
Share of total
reported
purchases of
domestic
products

Item
150 ns 64K DRAM's:
Office automation OEM's~-----------
17.2
6.6
Telecommunication OEM's·--------------Industrial automation OEM's-···------3 .0
20.5
Consumer products OEM's-----------14.0
Authorized distributors-----------Independent distributors--------·--- _b2
63.8
Subtota 1, 150 n.s 64K DRAM 1 s - - - - - - - - 200 ns 64K DRAM's:
Office automation OEM's--------'---------5.9
Telecommunication OEM's-----·
Industrial automation OEM's--------1.4
16.9
Consumer products OEM's-----------Authorized distributors--------...---10.1
Independent distributors------------~ __L.2
Subtota 1, 200 ns ·64K DRAM 1 s
30.2
Grand total
100.0
150 and 200 ns DRAM's:
23.1
Office automation OEM's---------Telecommunication.OEM's--'-----------6.6
4.4
Industrial automation OEM's----------Consumer products OEM's------------- _1L.i
71.5
Subtotal, OEM's---------------24.1
Authorized distributors------------. Independent distributors-------~
28.5
Subtotal, distributors----------Total-------..,--"'------------ 100.0

Share of total
reported
purchases of
imports from
Japan
53.5
2.5
1.3
15.3
7 .1
__§..&

84.7
7.4
.2
.7
4.7
.. 7
~

_!Ll

100.0
60.9
2.7
2.0
20.0
85.6
7.8
~

_lLl.

100:0

11 The total volume reported during this periocf for purchases of domestic
products was 54.6 million units; the total volume reported for purchases of
imports.from Japan was 87.9 million units. Eighty percent of the total
quantity was purchased by OEM's.
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More than 50 firms 1/ responded with usable data on their purchases of
64K DRAM's, providing a data base of almost.4,000 purchases that span the
subject time period. 2/ The Commission asked purchasers to provide, by
months, their lowest net purchase prices for each brand name purchase of
domestic and imported 64K DRAM's (150 and 200 ns) during September 1984-April
1986. Weighted averages of the prices received are presented in absolute
terms and as indexes in tables 30 through 33. 11
Prices of 150 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by office automation OEM's.--The
price trend in factory direct purchases of domestic 64K DRAM's by office
automation OEM's was sharply and steadily downward beginning in January 1985.
Prices decreased 72 index points from a December 1984 level of $3.49 to less
than $1.00 in August 1985. By December 1985, the average price had plummeted
to 79 cents, 78 percent below the $3.61 base-period price (table 30 and
fig. 1). During January~arch 1986, domestic prices rose to $1.06.
Purchases of imports from Japan by this category of OEM reflect a similar
sharp downturn. Prices dipped a bit during September-December 1984, then
plunged 22 index points in January 1985 to $2.51, continued the downturn
through March to $2.25, then slid 20 points to $1.53 in April. The second
quarter 26-point downturn in import prices outpaced the 2-point drop of
domestic prices as the average import price fell to $1.33. Although the
domestic price compensated with a 23-point decline to $1.06 in July, the
average import price dropped 10 more points to 97 cents. During the next 6
months the average import price moved steadily downward to a period low of
73 cents in January 1986, before strengthening 7 points to end the period in
April at 99 cents.

11 Eighty firms were selected from customer lists provided by producers and
importers to receive· purchaser questionnaires. The coverage included most of
the large ·firms known as nc\tional accounts, as well as many smaller firms.
?:_/ As mentioned, this discussion is based on purchase prices reported by
U.S. purchasers. The Commission also collected selling price data from U.S.
producers (f .o.b. plant, net of all discounts and allowances) and importers
(duty-paid, ex-dock, port of entry (or importer warehouse), net of all
discounts and allowances and excluding U.S. inland freight). Weighted
averages of the net selling prices reported by producers and importers are
presented in absolute terms and as indexes in tables C-1 through C-4 and figs.
D-1 through D-7.
!I Domestic price data include purchases of DRAM's from***; import price
data include purchases from * * *. Some of the firms identified as ''domestic''
import 64K DRAM' s from Japan and some of the firms identified as ''import"
produce 64K DRAM's in the United States. Accordingly, it is often difficult
or impossible for a purchaser to determine whether product from a specific
supplier is domestic or imported. This is a problem for the Japanese-owned
firms in particular, as many of them (* * *, for example) report that they do
not distinguish between product imported from Japan· and product produced in
their U.S. facilities in terms of prices. Because of this problem, it is
helpful in· understanding pricing in this market to examine prices separately
for each supplier. Such prices are presented in tables E-1 through E-15.
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Table 30.--64K DRAH's (lSO ns) purchased by OEM's: Weighted-average purchase prices for purchases of domestic p1oducts and
of imports from .Japan, and 1Ddexea of those prices, y by claaaes of ODI'• and by •ontbo, September 1984-April 1986
(Per unit)

Ho nth

Industrial automation OD!
Consumer products OEH
Telecommunication OD!
Office automation OEH
u.s.
Japanese
U.S.
.Japanese
U.S •
.Japanese
U.S.
.Japanese
ve_ightedweightedveightedveighted- : . weightedveightedwightedveighted:averaae £rice:averaae £rice:averaae £rice:averaae erice:averaae £r1ce:averaae £rice:averaae price:average price
: Index;Amount: Inclex;Amount: Index:Amount: I.Ddex:Amount: Index:Amount: Index;Amount: Index:Allount: Index:Amount

1984:
September--:
October---:
November--:
December-:
198S:
.January--:
·February---:
March-----:
April---:
Hay----:

100 ;$3.61
101
3.63
91
3.28
97
3.49
78
73
S4
S8
S3
S2
29
2S
27
22
22
22

2.81
2.6S
l.9S
2.14
1.96
1.87
1.06
.92
.98
.78
.78
.79

100 :$3.SO
3.39
97
96 3.36
94
3.30
72
71
64
44
42
38
28
26
27
24
. 21
21

.June----:
.July---:
August---:
September--:
October---:
November-:
December---:
1986:
.January--:
27
.96
21
February---:
24
2S
.90
March----:
1.06
29
23
April---:
28
:
:
:
!7 Flrat periOd vith data•lOO.

-

Source:

2.51
2;49
2.2s
1.53
1.47
1.33
.97
.92
·.96
.84
.1S
.74
.73

.es

.82
.99

100 :$4.11
101
4.lS
82
3.37
100 4.13
63
61
59
46
4S
4S
4S
4S
22
22
22

-:

2.S7
2.Sl
2.43
1.91
1.8S
1.8S
l.8S
l.8S
.90
.90
.90

-

- : l.S9-

39
39

100 :$3.80
94
3.S9
94
3.S9
9S 3.62

l.S9

:
:

-:

73
64
44
42
33
31
23
23
24
19
21
21
18
20
22
28

I

2.78
2.4S
1.69
l.S9
1.26
1.16
.86
.87
.90
.72
.78
.79
.70
.1S
.82
1.06

100 :$3. 73
109
4.0S
107 4.00
90 3.37
73
62
49
41
34
40
20

2.72
2.64
2.33
1.84
l.S3
l.2S
l.SO
.1S

20
21
20

.1S
.80
.1s

24
24
29

.90
.90
1.09

71

-:

-

-

100 :$3.73
101
3.76
100 3.72
97 : 3.62

:

$3.69
3.76
3.68
3.37

66
68
S3
40
34
26
24
23
21
19
19
19

2.4S
2.Sl
l.9S

21
22
23
30

.77
.83
.as
1.11

2.6S
64
2.40
46 : 1.71
40 1.48
3S 1.29
32 1.20
.86
23
.86
23
24
.88
21
.77
20
.76
20
.1S

S1
60
62
47
41
34
31
30
26
24
21
22

19
20
21

31
28

71

:

100 :$2.99 : 100
2.49 :- 102
83
2.67 :- 99
89
91
104
3.12

-

.71

.76
.19
:

1. 71

1.80
1.84
1.41
1.23
1.03
.92
.91
.78
~.72

t.63
.66

- : .94-

:

.es

-:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnairea of the U.S. International Trade Comaiaaion.

1.48

1.27
l.OS
.87
.84
.76
.72
.71

.70
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Table 31.--64K DllAH'• (200 na) purchaaed by ODl'a: Weighted-average purchaae price• for purchaaea of d0111eetic products and
of import• from Japan, and indese• of thoae pricea, lJ by claaaea of OEK'• and by aontha, September 1984-April 1986

Month

(Per unit)
Industrial autoaation OEM
Off ice autOll8tion OEM
Telecommunication OEM
Co-er products OEH
D.S.
Japanese
Japanese
Japanese
b.s.
U.S.
Japanese
weighted"'weightedweightedweightedweightedwiightedwightedweighted:averese 2rice:avera5e 2rice:avere5e 2rice:evera5e 2rice:avera5e 2rice:avera5e 2rice1avera5e 2rice:averaae price
•
•
•
•
•
•
I
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
' lndez;Amount; lndez;Amount; lndez;Amount 1 lndez;Amount; lndez;Amount; lndez;.A:aount; lndez;Allount; lndez;Amount

U.s.

1984:
:
September--:
October-.--:
November--:
December--:
1985:
January--:
February--:
Karch---:
April---:
Kay---:
June----:
July---:
August--:
September--:
October--:
November--:
December--:
1986:
January--:
February---:
Karch---:
April---:
I

!7

:

100 :$3.44
107
3.67
107
3.68
105
3.61
82
73
56
47
35
32
28
25
21
21
21

2.83
2.51
1.92
1.61
1.20
1.10
.97
.86
.72
.72
.12
.72

19
26
31

.67
.89
1.07

21

- ::

-

I

I
I

:
:

100 :$3.54
94
3.31
96
3.40
93
3.29
84
70
58
45
ll:44
~ 31
22
24
23
21
22
21

2.96
2.48
2.05
1.60
1.57
1.08
.78
.84
.81
.75
.77
.75

23
22
22
32

.83
.78
.77

1.13

I

--- -- -- -- - - - - - - - --- -- - - - --- - -- - - -- --- --- - -- --- - - - - - - -

:

I

:

I

103

:
:

:

:

103
103

I

47

I
I

39

:
:
:

-

I

:
:

:
:
:

I

100 :$3.70

:
:

:
:

:

3.65

:
:

I

:

101

3.73

71

2.63
2.56
2.52
2.40
1.27
1.00
1.15
.95
.90

I

100 :$3.54
3.50
99
94
3.32
96
3.39

100 :$3.06
106 3.23
99
3.05
82 I 2.51

I

-

:
I

:
:
:

:

:
:

I

:
:

I

:
:

:

:

69
68
65
34
27
31
26
24

I

28

:
:

:

-

I

:

I

-

3.65
3.65 :
1.65
1.38

-

'2.5

0.90

I

-

I

I

I
I
I

I

:

:

:

:
:
:
:

:
:

-

77

64
64

:

I

:

:

I

:
:
:
:

:
I

:

I

I

:
:
:

:

:

I

-

:

1.05

3.03
2.83
2.71
2.27
2.25

86
80

'16
131
16

I

33
18
28

I

I

I

:

.55
1.10
.55

47
35
42
30
37
24
24

17

I

I

I

:
:
:

19

1.17
.64
1.00

1.44
1.06
1.30
0.92
l.lJ
.75
.75

.52
.57

:

:

36
36

:

1.10
1.10

:
:
:
I

:
:

First perlOd vlth data•lOO.

Source:

100
102
99
102

$:;,42
3.49
3.38
3.48

101
73
53
45
39
33
26
25
24
24
24
24

3.49
2.50
1.81
1.55
1.30
1.12
.90
.85
.82
.82
.82
.82

25
23
23
33

.86
.78
.78
1.12

·I

I

I

100 :$3.54

I

:
:

---- :
--

Compiled from data aulaitted in reeponae to queationnairea of the U.S. International Trade Colllllliaaion.
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Table 32.--64K DRAH'a (150 na) purcbaaed by dietributor• and • • •: Weighted-average purcheae prices for purchases of
domestic product• and of iaporta fro11 Jppan, and indezeli of those prices, l.J by claaeea of diatributora and by aontba,
September 1984-ffarch 1986
(Pet unit)
Independent distributor•
All diatributors
Authorized diatributors
u.s.
Japanese
.:
Japanese
U.S.
Japanese
U.S.
U.S.
Japanese
weightedweightedweighted·eeightedweightedweightedweightedweighted:averase 2rice:averase 2rice:averase 2rice:avera1e 2rice:avera~e 2rice:overage price:average price:average price

•••

Month

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

100 :$3.01
88 2.64
91
2.74
61 1.85

.

.

.

.

: Index'.Amount'. lndez'.Amount'. lndez'.Azaount'. lndez'.Amount'. lndez'.Amount'. lndex'.Amount'. ljldez'.Amount'. lndez'.Amount
1984:
September--:
October---:
November--:
Decl!ll!,ber---:
1985: f
:
January--:
February---:
Karch---:
April---:

,.,

Hay-----:

June----:
July----:
August---:
September--:
October--:
November---:
December
1986:
January--:
February---:
Karch---:

!f

100 ;$2.64
86
2.28
83
2.18
69
2.36
59 1.56
48 : ·1.26
29
.76
26
.69
24
.64
19
.51
.44
17
14
.38
15
.41
. 15
,40
19
.50
20
.54

Plnt pe:lod

Source:

26
31
37

V1~h

.68
.82
.99

100 :$3.10
88
2.73
85
2.65
67
2.07

100 :$2.62
2.25
86
83 2.18
90 2.36

50
38
29

1.54
1.18
.89
25.79
21
.66
19
.58
15
.48
~14
.43
14 : .45
14
.44
17
.54
20
.61
22
23
23

.68
.70
,72

1.57
1,26

60
48
28
26
25
20
18
15
15

26

Ji

I

38

I

.73

15

18
20

I

I

.67
.66
.52
.46
.39
,40
.40
.47
.53
,69
.82
.99

I

I
I

100 :$3.23
90 2.91
78 2. lil
·70 2.27

100 :$3.07
2.44
79
2.50
81

-

47
42
29
25
16
12
10
12
14
12
19
25

1.44
1.29
• 89
.76

21

2.03
1.27
.69
.81
• 69
.57
.65
.64
.59
.66
.60
.67

19
18
23

.62
.59
.75

22
26

.67
.81

63
39
27
25
21
18
20·
20
18
20
19

I

-

44
37
·30
25
20
20

•so

.38
• 32
.36
.44
.37
.57
.76

I

ll

I
I

-:

13
13
13
18
20
26
29
23

I
I

1.32
1.11
,91
.76
.61
.61
.39
.40
.39
.40
,54
.60
.78
.86
.69

•••
•••
***
•••
•••

...

***

•••
•••
•••
•••
I
I

***
***
*** ·:
***
***
***
***
***

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

data!100.

Coapiled frOD data aubaitted in. r!aponae to queationnairea of the U.S. International Trade Coaaiaaion.

•••
•••
••
••••

•••
***
•••

•••
•••
•••
•••

***

•••

***
***
***

•••

***
***

***

•••
***
•••
•••
***
•••
***
•••
•••
***
•••
•••
•••
***

•••
•••
***
***
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TabJe 33.-64 DRAH'a (200 ns) purchased by distributors: Weighted-average purchase prices of
domestic products and of imports from Japan, and indexes of those prices, !/ by classes of
distributors sud by months, September 1984-Harch 1986
(P.er unit)
All distributors
Month

Authorized distributors

Independent distributors

U.S.
Japanese
U.S.
Japanese
U.S.
Japanese
weightedweightedweighted- : weightedweightedweighted:average price:average price:average price:average price:average price:average price

.

.

.

.

'

.

. .
.
'100 :$3.20

.

.

.

: Index'.Amount'. Index'.Amount: Index:Amount: Index'.Amount: Index'.Amount: Index'.AiDount
1984:
September--:
Octobe~--:

November--:
December---:
198S:
January----:
February--:
March-----:

100 :$2.93
89
2.60
80
2.36
69
2.03

S2
32

April----:

2S
22

S3
41
32
26
26
lS

l.S2
.9S
.72
.72
.64

2S

May
-:
June-----:
July------:
August----:
September--:
October---:
November---:
December
1986:
January---:
February---:

100 :$2.93
94
2.77
84
2.47
64
1.87

.sa

20

15

.43
.42
.29
.43

14
10
lS
17
33
23
38

:

32

.97

2S

.67
1.12

31
34

.91
1.00
:

-

86
77

so

2.91
2. 76
2.47
1.61 :
l.SS
.91

100 :$3.10
as 2.64
72
2.23
S6
l.7S
36
42
23
18
16

.89
.72
1.10
.78

22

.71

21
17
29

.68
.5S
.93

lS

22
.6S
.36
39.: 1.15 :· 32

1.16
1.02

24
26

23
22
17
14
lS
23
2S
33

:

1.60
.93
.72

91

48
28
23
28
22
34
24

2S
- 2S

.so

.44
.S6
.38
.42
.74

:

SS

.7S
.77
.43

lS
19
13
14

-. - . !7 First period with data•IOO.
Hare~----:

l.S6
1.20
.93

17

.so

100 :$2.91
89
2.S8
2.38
82
70
2.03

-:

~74

.68
.64
.49
.42
.43
.68
.73
.97

-:

-:

.7S

1.12
1.30
.71
.57

.49
.33
.34

11
11

-:
.25

8
11

-

.35

.47
:

-:

-:

.76

.so :···

100
94
76
63

$2.89
2.73
2.19
1.83

S4
37
3S
26
17

l.SS

1.07
1.02
.76

.so

14
13
14
22

.33
.39
.38
.40
.37
.42
.63

21
'21

.60
.61

11

13
13

-:

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International
Trade Commission.
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figure 1.-64K DRAM's (150 ns) purchased by office automation OEM's: Weightedaverage purchase prices for domestic products and for imports from·Japan, by
months, September 1984-March 1986.
Dollars
per unit
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Prices of 150 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by telecommunication OEM's.-Factory direct purchase prices of 64K DRAM's by telecommunication OEM's
started at a higher average base price than did purchases by office automation
OEM's, but also trended downward sharply. Domestic prices fell from a peak of
$4.15 in October 1984 to a period low of 90 cents during September-November
1985, representing a decline of 78 percent from the base-period price of $4.11
(table 30 and fig. 2). The largest single downturn occurred in January 1985
when the index fell 37 points as the price dropped from $4.13 to $2.57. In
September 1985, the price slid 23 points to the 90-cent period low. In
February-March 1986, prices showed marked improvement to a level of $1.59.
Purchase prices by this category of OEM of 64K DRAM's imported from Japan
reflect a steady but even sharper downward trend than domestic prices. From
the period high of $3.80 (September 1984), the import price fell to a low of
70 cents in January 1986, 82 percent below the base-period level. Two very
steep declines marked the subject period--a drop of 22 index points in January
1985 as the price fell from $3.62 to $2.78, and another drop of 20 index
points in March 1985 as the average price fell from $2.45 to $1.69. From the
period low of 70 cents in January 1986, import prices recovered appreciably to
$1.06 in April.
Prices of 150 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by industrial automation OEM's.-Domestic prices for this OEM category of purchasers showed an increase to a
peak of $4.05 in October 1984 that held fairly steady until December (table 30
and fig. 3). At that point, a sharp downturn began that extended through
August 1985, before prices leveled off at a period low of 75 cents. The
largest single price drop occurred in August 1985, when the price fell 20
index points from $1.50 to 75 cents.
Purchase prices for 64K DRAM's imported from Japan by this category of
OEM's reflect a similar steep downward trend to a period low of 71 cents in
January 1986, a level 81 percent below the base~period price of $3.73. A drop
of 26 index points in January 1985 and another of 18 points in March 1985
marked the steepest declines of the period.
Prices of 150 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by consumer products OEM's.-Factory direct purchases of domestic 64K DRAM's by this purchaser group also
trended sharply downward from the lowest OEM base-period average of $2.99 to
the lowest absolute price level (63 cents in November 1985) of any of the OEM
categories (table 30 and fig. 4). The average price fell from a peak of $3.12
in December 1984 to $1.71 in January 1985, a decline of 47 index points.
Another sharp drop occurred in April 1985, when the index fell 15 points as
the price slid in a single month from $1.84 to $1.41. The downward trend
continued to the period low of 63 cents in November 1985, a level 79 percent
below the $2.99 base-period price.
The price trend for imports by this category of OEM purchaser reflects a
similar steep downward trend of 81 percent from a higher base-period price of
$3.69 to a period low of 70 cents in December 1985. In 1986, prices climbed
to $1.11 by April, representing a gain of 11 index points. The sharpest
downturns occurred in January, March, and April 1985, when prices plunged by
25, 15, and 13 points, respectively.
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Figure 2.-64K DRAM's\(1.50 ns) purchased by telecommunication OEM's: Weightedaverage purchase prices for domestic products·and for imports fl"'om·Japan, .by
months, September 1984-March 1986.
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Figure 3.--64K DRAM's (150 ns) purchased by industrial automation OEM's:
Weighted-average purchase prices for domestic products and for imports from
Japan, by months, September 1984-April 1986.
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Figure 4.~64K DRAM's (150 ns) purchased by consumer products OEM's: Weightedaverage purchase prices for domestic products and for imports from Japan, by
months, September 1984-April 1986.
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Prices of .200 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by office automation OEM's.~
Domestic prices for these 64K DRAM's purchased by this category of OEM
purchasers reflect a temporary upward trend during October-December 1984 that
peaked at $3.68 in November, 7 percent above the base-period price of $3.44
(table 31). Again, the price trend turned sharply downward in January 1985,
sliding 23 index points as the price fell to $2.83. Prices continued this
steep decline in February-March to $1.92. By July, the price was below $1.00,
anJ it reached a period low of 67 cents in January 1986. Prices strengthened
in the February-March period, climbing to $1.07.
Imported 64K DRAM's show a steady but irregular downward trend in price
that began in October 1984 and continued to a low of 75 cents in October
1985. Prices then held fairly steady into 1986., The sharpest price drops
occurred in February and April 1985, when the index fell 14 and 13 points,
respectively.
Prices of 200 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by telecommunication OEM's.-Scattered purchases of DRAM' s imported from Japan provide a ·sketchy pattern
that shows the price dropping from $3.54 in September 1984 to $1.65 in March
1985, $1.39 in April 1985, and 90 cents in October 1985, a level 75 percent
below the base-period price. No data on purchases of domestic 200 ns 64K
DRAM's by this category of OEM were received (table 31).
Prices of 200 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by industrial automation OEM's.~
Prices of 64K DRAM's purchased by this category of OEM exhibit the same steep
slide in January 1985 as previously noted, falling 30 index points to $2.63
from a plateau level of $3.73 in December 1984. In May 1985 the average price
plummeted to $1.27 from the April level of $2.40, and it reached a low of 90
cents in September. Prices then turned up by 4 index points to a final
reported level of $1.05 in November 1995 (table 31).
Import prices for these DRAM's reflect a steady downward trend. The
steepest decline occurred in April 1985, when the price tumbled 13 points to
$2 .. 27. An irregular pattern marks the period October 1985-March 1986. :A
period low of 55 cents in October appears again in December, in contrast to
average prices of $1.00 or more in November, January, and March.
Prices of 200 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by consumer products OEM's.~
Domestic prices for 64K DRAM's purchased by this category of OEM fell from a
period high of $3. 23 in October 1984 to a period low of 52 cents in No.vember
1985. At 57 cents, the average price at yearend 1985 was 81 percent below the
base-period price of $3.06. By February-March 1986 the price·had almost
doubled to $1.10 (table 31).
Imports from Japan reflect a price pattern that plateaued during
September 1984-January 1995 at an average price of roughly $3.47, then fell 28
index points to $2.50 in February 1985. The downward trend in price continued
to 82 cents in September 1985, a price that held through December. A period
low of 78 cents marks the February-March 1986 period. In April the price was
$1.12.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Distribut:9r prices.-· As noted previously, the Commission requested
purchase price data from both authorized and independent distrib.utors.
Although these two channels of distribution purchase their product very
differently, they compete vigorously against each other for sales to the same
end-user customers. Authorized distributors are vendors of either domestic
DRAM's or imported brands, but not both. Sharing shelf space is frowned on
not only by domestic (U.S. brand name) producers but also by Japanese (brand
name) suppliers. In contrast, independent distributors may buy from any
available sources, domestic or offshore. Some independent distributors are
stocking distributors; others are more brokers than distributors, although
they usually take title to the goods, even if they are presold, to avoid
disclosure of the source of the DRAM's. Producers, importers, and authorized
distributors label the ·independent distributors as the grey-market dimension
of competition. Industry estimates put the number of grey-market vendors as
high as 300. A witness at the hearing stated that he could identify at least
20 in the Maryland/Virginia area alone. !/ Among the largest of these
independent distributors are ·If
These firms have offices in Japan and the
Far East.

**

In order to compare overall and discrete purchase prices in the two
distributor channels of distribution, tables 32 and 33 present
weighted-average net purchase prices for all distributors, authorized
distributors, and independent distributors.
.
Prices of 150 ns 64K DRAM' s purchased by all distributors .-The
domestic price of $2.64 in September 1984, the base period, was almost
15 percent below the import price of $3.10. Domestic prices declined steadily
over the next 11 months to a low of 38 cents in August 1985, 86 per6ent below
the initial pri~e level. At that point prices climbed slowly up to 99 cents
in March 1986 (table 32 and fig. 5).
The trend in import prices also was steadily downward to an August 1985
low of 43 cents; prices held at about that level through October, then moved
up month by ·month to 72 cents in March 1986.
Prices of 150 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by authorized distributors.Excluding the weight of purchase prices of domestic DRAM's by independent
distributors for a net weighted-average price series for authorized
distributors did not significantly change either the trend or the absolute
price level.of domestic prices. Import prices, however, were generaily higher
for authorized distributors. The import price fell steadily from $3.23 in
September 1984 to a period low of 57 cents in June 1985. The sharpest monthly
decline was a 24-point index drop in February 1985 as the price slid from
$2.03 to $1.27. From June 1985 through February 1986 the import price moved

11

* * * provided

this insight to Commission staff after the Apr. 30 hearing.
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Figure s.~64K DRAM's (lSO ns) purchased by all distributors: Weightedaverage purchase prices for domestic products and for imports from Japan, by
months, September 1984-f'larch 1986.
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irregularly up and down (by 2 to 3 index points); it then jumped to 75 cents
in March 1986 (table 32 and fig. 6).
Prices of 150 ns 64K DRAM' s purchased by independent distributo.rs . A steep drop in 1984 marked the domestic price trend in sales to independent
distributors. The average price fell 53 percent from $3.07 in September 1984
to $1.44 in January 1985, lost 13 index points in March to reach 89 cents,
then declined month by month to hit a low of 32 cents in July, 90 percent
below the base-period level. From August through October 1985 the price
ranged from 36 c~nts to 44 cents; it then climbed sharply upward to 81 cents
in February 1986, 16 index points above the period low (table 32 and fig. 7}.
The import price decline was even steeper in late 1984 than was the
domestic price drop. ·Import prices fell 56 percent between September 1984 and
January 1985, or from $3.01 to $1.32. Prices fell to a low of 39 cents in
July 1985, and held at 39 to 40 cents through October. An upward trend began
in November, and continued to a high of 86 cents in February 1986; prices then
fell to 69 cents in March.
Prices of 200 ns 64K DRAM' s purchased by all distributors .-·--In
September 1984 the average price for these domestic and imported DRAM's was
the same, $2.93. By January 1985 domestic prices had dropped 48 percent to
$1.52; in February they fell 20 index points to 95 cents. The downward trend
continued through September 1985 to a period low of 2~ cents. Prices
recovered month by month during October-February to end the period at $1.12, a
level 62 percent below the base-period price (table 33).
The same steep price decline marked the import price trend as prices
dropped 47 percent to $1.56 in January 1985, slid to 93 cents in March, then
fell irregularly to a period low of 38 cents in October 1985, 87 percent below
the base--period price of $2.93. During the next 4 months prices climbed to an
average of $1.00 in February 1986.
Prices of 200 ns 64K DRAM' s purchased by. authorized distributors.--Absent the weights of domestic prices of these DRAM's sold to independent
distributors, the price trend of sales to authorized distributors shows almost
an identical trend to that for all distributors. The period low, however,
appears in August 1985 at 42 cents, and the upward trend that followed was
sharper to end the period at $1.15 in February 1986 (table 33).
Again, import prices were generally higher for authorized distributors
than for independent distributors. From a base-period price of $3.20, the
price of imports from Japan fell by almost one-half to $1.61 in January 1985,
and lost 22 additional index points by March to hit 91 cents. Average prices
were irregular from April through December 1985, ranging from a high of $1.10
in July to a low of 55 cents in November. In January 1986, import prices rose
to $1.16; they then fell back to $1.02 in February.
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Figure 6.~64K DRAM's (lSO ns) purchased by authorized distributors: Weightedaverage purchase prices for domestic products and for imports from 3apan, by
months, September 1984-March 1986.
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Figure 7.~64K DRAM's (150 ns) purchased by independent distributors:
Weighted-average purchase prices for domestic products and for imports from
3apan, by months, September 1984~rch 1986.
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Prices of 200 ns 64K DRAM' s purchased by independent distributors.The price trend for purchases of domestic 64K DRAM's by independent
distributors reflects the same steep downturn from September 1984 to January
1985, when the average price fell 64 percent from $3.10 to $1.12. Thereafter,
the price declined to a low of 25 cents in September, then moved upward to a
February 1986 recovery high of 80 cents, still 74 percent below the
base-period price level (table 33).
Import prices followed a similar downward trend, with a 46-percent drop
to $1.55 in January 1985 from the September 1984 price of $2.89. The decline
continued through June 1985 to 33 cents; prices then rose irregularly to 61
cents in February 1986.
Margins of underselling/overselling
Monthly comparisons of the weighted-average net purchase prices for the
two representative 64K DRAM devices (tables 30 through 33) provided the basis
for the margins of underselling or overselling presented in tables 34 through
37. The margins of underselling or overselling by imports from Japan are
shown in dollars and as a percentage. Margins based on monthly comparisons
were possible for most months of the subject period and are presented by class
of customer. in general, there is a pattern of mostly underselling by imports
in purchases by office automation, telecommunication, and ind~strial
automation OEM's, and a pattern of mostly overselling by imports in purchases
by consumer products OEM's and both,categori~s of distributors. !/
150 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by office automation OEM's.--Nineteen
month-by-month comparisons of weighted-average prices reveal that the imported
Japanese product purchased by this OEM category· of purchasers undersold
domestic DRAM' s in 15 instances, by ma'rgins that ranged fr~m 2 .0 to 2.9. 2
percent or from 2 cents to 55 cents per unit (table 34). The highest margins
of underselling occurred in the April-June 1985' period, a time in which the
price.trend analysis shows'steep declines in the prices of DR~M's imported
from Japan. In July 1985, the weighted-average. domestic price fell sharply
and the margin of underselling narrowed. The four scattered instances of
overselling by the imported produ~t reflect margins of 0.2 to 15.7 percent, or
from less than 0. 5 to ,30 cents per device. '!:_/

!/ T,hese general pattern·s of ·underselling/overselling also hold true for the
selling price data presented in appendix C. In addition to sales to OEM's and
distributors, producers and importers also provided selling price data for
sales to subcontractors and spot-market purchasers. For 150 ns 64K DRAM's
(table C-3), overselling by imports from Japan was reported in 15 of 19
periods in sales to subcontractors and in 13 of 18 periods for spot-market
sales. For 200 ns 64K DRAM's (table C-4), overselling by imports from Japan
was reported in 10 of 16 periods in sales to subcontractors and in 10 of 18
periods for spot-market sales. ·specific margins of underselling/overselling
· are presented in tables C-3 and C-4.
'!:_/ Comparisons of weighted-average selling prices calculated from price data
submitted by producers and importers for sales to office automation OEM's
(table C-1) show 14 examples of underselling by imported DRAM's from Japan.
Margins ranged from 0.7 to 29.8 percent or from 2 to 36 cents. Overselling
margins ranged from 20.4 to 72.5 percent or from 21 cents to $1.06.
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Table 34.~· 64K DRAM's (150 ns) purchased by OEM's: Average margins by which
imports of Japanese ORAM's undersold or oversold!/ U.S.-produced DRAM's, ~/
by classes of OEM's and by months, September 1984-March 1986

Month

Off ice
automation OEM:

.

.

(Per unit)
Telecommuni- :
Industrial
cation OEM :automation OEM

.
.

.

.

.

Consumer
products OEM

Amount'Percent' Amount'Percent'
.
. Amount'Percent' Amount'Percent

.

1984:
September--: $0. ll
3.12
6.58
Oc to be r-·······-···- :
.24
November-·--··-: -.08
-2.30
December-·. ······---:
.19
5.32
1985:
January--··-····-·----:
.28
10.68
February···-·--··-:
.14
6.04
March-..-·-···············--·-·-·: -.30 :-15.71
Apr i l ·,-······-·-·-..·--- :
.57
28.50
May-·---·······-:
.44
25.00
.55
29.25
June-··-----·-·--:
July--····-··--·······. ·-·-·-· :
.09
8.88
August----..·-··--: -.00
-.25
September-···········-:
.02
2.00
-7 .01
October--'-: -.05
November--·-···--:
.03
4.34
5.70
December-·-···--:
.04
1986:
January---·-:
.23
23.96
February-···--··:
.05
5.74
22.38
March-···-------- :
.24

$0. 32
.56
-.22
.51

7.67 :$-0.00
13.55
.29
-6.43
.27
12.35
-.25

-.21
.06
.74
. 32
. 59
.69
.99
.98
-.00
.18
.12

-8.21
2.39
30. 32
16.55
31.69
37.40
53.68
53.01
-.43
20.46
13.60

.84

52.98
48.38

. 77

-0.05 :$-0.70
7.13
-1. 28
6.84
-1.01
-.25
-7.44

.07
.24
.62
.36
.25
.05
.64

2.66
9.07
26.54
19.48
15.99
3.71
42.87
-.11 :-14.25
-.02
.04
-.00

-3.09
5.32
-.16

-.74
-.71
-.11
-.07
-.04
-.02
.06
.07
.02
-.00
-.08
-.04

.19
.14
. 30

21.64
15.57
27.65

.11
.00

-23.41
-51. 36
-37.67
-7.97
-43.61
-39.25
-6.00
-4.92
-3.27
-1.75
6.05
8.00
3 .11
-.64
-12.07
-6.62
11.99
.28

1/ Overse 11 ing is shown with a negative (-) sign.

?._I Margins are calculated from unrounded weighted-average prices.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 35.--··64K DRAM' s (200 ns) purchased by OEM's: Average margins· by which
imports of Japanese DRAM' s undersold· or oversold 1/ U .'S. -produced DRAM' s, ·'!:./
by classes of OEM's and by months, September 1984:March 1986

Month

Off ice
automation ··oEM:

(Per unit)
Telecommuni- :
Industrial
cation OEM :automation OEM

_____ _________________

Consumer
products o~

Amount'.Percent'.
Amount:Percent~ Amount'.Percent'. ~mount:Percent
.,
o

I

1984:
September·····----: $-0. 10
Oc to be r-·- ··········-······ :
. 35
November···-·..··-····-:
. 27
December--······ . ·-·····:
. 32
1985:
January--··············-···-··: - 13
February··············-·-:
.03
Ma re h-················· ·····--·---· : -'- 13
Apr i 1--·-··················-····- :
.01
May--·-·······················--·····: - .. 37
June····-·-·-······--·· ..·-··--:
.02
July-·····---···········--···:
19
August-··········-..·····--:
.02
September-······-········: -.09
October--···-·····-·-···-: -.02
November-··········---·... : -·.05
December··-·····-: -- . 03
1986:
January····---···-··..··-·-: - 15
February--····..······-····:
12
March--·-····--···--··-:
.31

-2.93
9.59
7.41
8.81

o

o

I

~=.:

$0.16

...:

.34

-4.74
1 . 36
-6.93
.61
:-30.44
1:57
19.57
2.86
:-12.41
-3 .38
-6'.65
-4.53

o

4.36 :$--·0.35:: ..:..11. 55
-.26
-8 .13
-10.81
-. 33
9·,20
-.97
,.-38.76

.-.:,40
-.27
-.19
.12
-.99

:-15:24
:-10.37
: --7 .. 71
5 .15
:--77.85

-.05

-4.76

-2.04 :-1.41. 57
-1. 44 :-'-136.04
-.50
-38.72
-.63
-67.81
-.17
-14.81
-50.00
-.37
-.15
-20.00

-. 31
-.26

-59.04
·-45. 87

.31
. 31

28.64
28 '.,64

:-22.50
13 .00
: 28.79

--------'------'--~

__ ___
_._

_,______

! / Overselling is shown with a negative (-) sign;
~/Margins

---------

are calculated from unrounded weighted-average prices.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in respon·se to questionnaires of· the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 36 . ..:...-64K DRAM's (150 ns) purchased by distributors: Average margins by
which imports of Japanese DRAM's undersold or oversold.!/ U.S.-produced
DRAM's, ~/ by classes of distributors and by months, September 1984-March
1986

Month

All
distributors

.

.

.

.

(Per unit)
Authorized
distributors

.

.

.

.

Independent
distributors

.
.

.

Authorized vs.
independent 3/

Amount:Percent: Amount:Percent: Amount:Percent: Amount:Percent
1984:
September....··--: $-0. 46
October--..................... : -.45
November·-··---: -.46
December-·····. --_....... :
.29
1985:
January-·-...................... :
.02
February--..- - :
.08
March-··········-········-·-: -.13
Apri !-·--·-·-·-····--- : -.10
May--". --........._._: -.02
June·--····-·-·-··-·-- : -.08
July-· . ··-····-···. ··---..-: -.04
August-..-·-···-..····---: -.05
September--..--...... : -.04
October--··--··--: -.04
November-..........·--·-·: -.04
December··---.,.--: -.07
1986:
January--:
.00
February-----... :
.12
March------: · .26

:-17.25 :$-0.60 :-22.92
:-19.54
-.66 :-29.36
:-21. 24
-. 33 :-14.91
12.33
.10
4.03
1.33
6.70
:-17.71
:-14.71
: -2.48
:-15.65
; --8. 76
:-12.32
:-10.59
:-10.39
; -8.74
:-13.06

..

.15
14.61
26.74·

..

-.45
-.01
-.15
-. 14
-.04
~.06

-.19
-.25
-.19
-.26
-.13
-.13

:-28.81
: -1.02
:-21.13
:-21:27
: -5.'91
:-10.82
:-40.77
:.:..62 .9i
:-47.29
:-65;41
:-26.89
:-25.02

.06 : 9;33 :
.23· 28.50
23;97
.24

$0.06
-.20
-. 24

.

2.00 :$-0. 39
-.39
-8.27
-9.41
-.55
. 52

-14. 82·
-17.22
-25.24
21. 83

.12
8.42
.17
13.52
-.02
-2.28
-.00
-. 39
-.10 :-20.57
-.23 :-59.56
-.07 :-21.83
-8.01
-.03
.05 .. 10.44
-7 .16
-.03
.03
5.59
.16
21.03

.26
.14
-.18
-.09
.05
-.10
.07
-.00
.00
-.00
-.07
-.06

16.40
11.49
-24.80
-14.01
7. 34
-19. 10
15.01
-. 31
.69
-. 31
-13.91
-12.01

-.11 :-16.99

-.09
-.04
.29

-13. 37
.... 4. 88
29.80

-.06

-7 .28

.!/ Overselling is shown with a negative (-) sign.·
~/ Margins are calculated from unrounded weighted-average prices.
'j/ These margins are based on comparisons.of authorized distributors'
domestic purchase prices for 64K DRAM's and!independent distributors' purchase
prices for 64K DRAM's imported from Japan (table' 32).
Source: Compiled from data submitted in·
U.S. International Trade Commission.

respon~e

to questionnaires of the
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Table 37.-64·K DRAM's (200 ns) purchased by distributors: Average margins by
which imports of Japanese DRAM's undersold or oversold 1/ U.S.-produced
DRAM's, ~/by classes of distributors and by months, September 1984-March
1986

Month

------

All
distributors

.
.

.
.

{Per unit}
Authorized
distributors

.
.

.
.

Independent
distributors

.
.

.

Authorized vs.
inde~endent 3/

Amount'Percent'
.
. Amount:Percent: Amount'Percent
.
. Amount'Percent'

1984:
September-----: $-0. 00
October-··. ·······----: -- . 18
November--·----: -.11
December-·········-·-....... :
.17
1985:
January--············. ······-: -.04
February·-·-·····--·-: -.26
M&rch-··-···················--: -.21
Apri 1---..- - - : -.03
May--···-·-······--: -.13
June-··-· . -···--:
.15
Ju l y-·-·--··-·····-··-- : -.08
August-·----·--: -.02
September---··-······-·: -.27
October. ·. ·-·--·---:
.05
November--·-..·····--·-·:
.08
December--..·---·-:
.23
1986:
January------: -.24
February-...............-.:
.11
March------:

.

:

-0.10 :$-0.29 :-10.06
-6.78
-.33 :-12.91
-4.55
-. 37 :--15.66
8.17
-.44 :-21. 62

$0.21
-.08
.04
-.08

6.76
-3.19
1. 58
-4.46

$0.02
-.15
.19
.21

0.69
-5. 82
8. 16
10.17

:-37.98
: 17.99
:--43.80
:-33.15
: -2.88
. 53
:-13.57

.05
-.13
-.29
-.03
.18
. 31

-.15 :-58 .11
-6.65
-.02
.04
9.36

.05
.04
.30
. 30
. 34

3.33
-14.23
-40.56
-3.69
25.96
48. 13
21. 74
11.30
8.48
45.02
41.94
34.87

21.00
23.75

.05
. 54

7.99
46.88

-2.30
:-27.09
:-28.51
: -3.78
:-19.44
: 25.43
:-17.97
: -4.95
:-92.28
12.50
15.55
23.54

-.00
-.62
-.19
-.01
-.22
-.08
-.61
-. 36
-·. 28
-.00
-.18
.04

-.27
:-66. 37
:-26.62
: -1.40
:-32.42
:-12.86
:122.95
:-84.56
:-64.36
-.49
24.30
4.24

-.43
.23
-. 31
-.19
-.01
.00
-.05

:-35.81
10.17

-.51 :-77. 86
10.78
.12

.16
.19

.11

11

Overselling is shown with a negative (-) sign.
are calculated from unrounded weighted-average prices.
11 These margins are based on comparisons of authorized distributors'
domestic purchase prices tor 64K DRAM's and independent distributors' purchase
prices for 64K DRAM's imported from Japan (table 33).
~/Margins

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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150 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by telecommunication OEM's.-Price data on
purchases by this category of OEM enabled 17 monthly comparisons of weightedaverage domestic and import prices. In 14 of these comparisons the DRAM's
imported from Japan undersold the domestic product. The margins of
underselling ranged from 2.4 to 53.7 percent, or from 6 cents to 99 cents per
device (table 34). Again, the highest margins occurred during the period of
March through August 1985, but high margins reappear in February-March 1986.
The three instances of overselling by the Japanese DRAM's show margins of 0.4
to 8.2 percent, or from less than 0.5 to 21 cents per unit. J/
150 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by industrial automation OEM'~.--Eighteen
monthly comparisons of weighted-average prices were possible for purchases by
this OEM category of purchasers of 64K DRAM's. Thirteen of these comparisons
reveal underselling by the imported product from Japan. The margins ranged
from 2.7 to 42.9 percent, or from 7 to 64 cents per device. Margins in the
five scattered instances of overselling ranged from 0.1 to 14.2 percent, or
from less than 0.5 to 11 cents per DRAM (table 34). ll
150 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by consumer products OEM's.--Comparisons of
18 monthly weighted-average prices of DRAM's purchased by this category of
purchaser show a strikingly different pattern. The weighted-average price of
DRAM's imported from Japan was above the domestic price in 13 of the 18
months. Margins ranged from 0.6 to 51.4 percent, or from less than 0.5 cents
to $1:28 (table 34). The largest margins of overselling by the Japanese
products occurred in the September 1984-February 1985 period. It is during
this period that the Micron price cut, the fall off in demand, and the
increase in supply of 64K DRAM's exerted downward price pressure throughout
the market and caused prices to be renegotiated on backlog shipments of 64K
DRAM's from prior contracts. Producers, importers, and OEM purchasers have
indicated that the highly competitive consumer end-product market, especially
in a down market, makes the derived demand for 64K DRAM's by this OEM category
very price sensitive. Moreover, the volume of 64K DRAM's sold to this market
segment is very high. 11

J/ Ten of 19 comparisons of producer/importer weighted-average prices for
sales to telecommunication OEM's (table C-1) show underselling by Japanese
imported DRAM's at margins that ranged from 0.1 to 48.8 percent, or from less
than 0.5 to 85 cents. Overselling margins ranged from 3.7 to 33.0 percent, or
from 14 to 78 cents.
ll Eleven of 18 comparisons of weighted-average producer and importer prices
for sales to industrial automation OEM's (table C-1) reflect underselling by
margins that ranged from 4.8 to 67.8 percent, or from 4 cents to $1.69.
Overselling margins ranged from 6.8 to 53.l percent, or from 24 cents to $1.30.
3/ The personal computer and computer game manufacturers are among the
la;:gest key accounts for 64K DRAM's. As such, they are in a position to
exercise a considerable amount of "monopsonist power" in negotiating or
renegotiating price. Their volume provides a very attractive base load for
production and utilization of capacity, especially in a down market.
Moreover, these OEM's had very large inventory overhangs during this time
period, adding to their strong negotiating position for honoring existent
contracts only at renegotiated prices.
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The price trend data indicates that domestic producers opted to
renegotiate prices to these OEM customers to lo~er ~evels about 3 to ~ months
before importers of the Japanese product. In January 1985 the price 9f
imported Japanese DRAM's fell sharply, as did the domestic price. By 'March,
however, the Japanese price was within 11 cents o~ the domestic price. From
April through December 1985 the price spread between the domestic and:imported
Japanese DRAM's had narrowed to a range of 2 to 8 cents. The five instances
of underselling by imported DRAM' s from Japan show margins that ranged from
0.3 to 12 percent, or from less than 0.5 to 11 cents per.device .. 11
200 ns 64K DRAM' s purchased by office automation OEM's. _.:..·Nineteen .
comparisons of weighted-average prices of the above DRAM's purchased by this
category of OEM reveal a mixed pattern of underselling and overselling. In 10
scattered months the imported DRAM's from Japan undersold the domestic DRAM's,
by margins that ranged from 0.6 to 28.8 percent, or from 1 to 31 cents per
DRAM (table 35).
Imported Japanese DRAM's oversold domestic DRAM's in 9 months, by margins
that ranged from 2.9 to 30.4 percent, or from 10 to_ 37 cents per device. The
price trend data indicate that the price of Japanese. DRAM's dropped to 10
percent below the domestic price'during October-December 1984 from a slightly
higher (3 percent) base price. In 1985, the spread between dome~tic and
import prices was narrow (1 to 5 cents), except for 3 or 4 scattered months in
which the spread ranged between 9 and 37 cents on the.side of overselling\and
one month when the underselling margin wa~ 9 cents .. ~/
200 ns 64K DRAM' s purchased by telecommunication OEM's .-No con~parisons
were possible because purchasers did not submit any prices for domestic 64K
DRAM's.
200 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by industrial automation OEM's.--:-Eight
comparisons of monthly weighted-average prices for purchases of these 64K
DRAM's by industrial automation OEM's show a mixed pattern of underselling and
overselling by imported DRAM's from Japan. In five instances the imported
DRAM's were priced above the domestic DRAM's, by margins of 4.8 to 77.9
percent, or from 5 to 99 cents per device. In three comparis9ns the imported
DRAM's undersold the domestic DRAM's, by margins that ranged from 4.4 to 9.2
percent, or from 16 to 34 cents per unit (table 35).

11 Thirteen of 17 comparisons of weighted-average producer and importer
prices for sales to consumer products OEM's (table ~-1) showed margins of
overselling by imported DRAM's from Japan. These margins ranged from 3.0 to
83.2 percent, or from 5 cents to $1.41. Underselling margin.s ranged from 1.9
to 17.4 percent, or from 1 to 15 cents.
~/ Nine of 18 comparisons of weighted-average domestic producer. and importer
prices for sales to office automation OEM's (table C-2) showed underselling.
The underselling margins ranged from 1.6 to 34.3 percent, or from 1 ·to 50
cents. Overselling margins by imported DRAM's fro~ Japa~ ranged from 2.0 to
35.6 percent, or from 5 to 29 cents.
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200 n·s 64K DRAM' s purchased by consumer products OEM's .-Thirteen of 15
month-by-month comparisons of weighted-average purchase prices for DRAM's by
this OEM category of purchasers indicate overselling by the product imported
from Japan. The margins range from 8.1 to 141.6 percent, or from 26 cents to
$2.04 per device. The price trend data show that the Japanese price held
steady during the period September 1984 through January 1985 at roughly $3.45
per DRAM. The domestic price held at the $3.00 level through SeptemberNovember 1984, then dropped sharply to less than one-half that level as
domestic producers renegotiated prices with these OEM's as market prices
fell. The Japanese weighted-average prices also declined sharply, but on a
month-·to-·month basis held at higher levels than the domestic prices until
February-March 1986. During that period the imported DRAM's from Japan
undersold the domestic DRAM's by a margin of 28.6 percent, or 31 cents per
device (table 35). !/

*

*

*

*

*

*

150 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by all distributors. £/--Month-by-month
comparisons of weighted-average prices paid by all distributors are possible
for 19 months of the subject time period. During roughly two-thirds of the
time period (13 months) imported DRAM prices were above domestic prices, by
margins that ranged from 2.5 to 21.2 percent, or from 2 to 46 cents. Six
comparisons reflect margins of underselling; 3 of these. occurred in the
December 1984-February 1985 period and 3 in the January-March 1986 period.
Margins ranged from 0.2 to 26.7 percent, or from less than 0.5 to 26 ~ents per
DRAM (table 36). 11

!/ Seven month-by-month comparisons of weighted-average producer and
importer prices for sales to consumer products OEM's (table C-2) all reflected
overselling by imported DRAM's from Japan. Margins ranged from 0.5 to 46.6
percent, or from 1 to 89 cents.
~/ The policy of price protection to distributors, implemented by producers
and importers with authorization in specific in~t~nces for distributors to·
"ship from stock and debit" the vendor for the difference between the or~ginal
"buy price'' and the authorized meet competition price casts a shadow on the
comparisons of these prices. To the extent that respondent firms may w.ell
have reported buy prices rather than adjusted ship.from stock and debit
prices, the data comparisons would be flawed. In the preliminary
investigation, Hitachi submitted unadjusted buy prices without so noting. · One·
key distributor, Marshall, initially submitted buy prices in its fin~l
investigation questionnaire response but Marshall revised its data at staff
request. It is not possible to verify distributors purchase price data
against producer and importer price data because the problem of tracing price
adjustments to meet competition is common to both sellers and purchasers;
11 Sixteen of 19 comparisons of weighted-average domestic producer and
importer prices for sales to distributors (table C-3) show~d .overselling. The
overselling margins ranged from 3.6 to 93.3 percent, or from 2 to 40 cents.
Underselling margins by imported DRAM's from Japan ranged from 1.2 to 22.4
percent, or from 1 to 15 cents.
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150 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by authorized distributors.-Fifteen of 19
monthly comparisons of weighted-average prices of DRAM's purchased by this
category of distributors show that imported Japanese DRAM's were priced above
the domestic DRAM's. Margins of overselling ranged from 1.0 to 65.4 percent,
or from 1 to 26 cents. The four comparisons that reflect underselling had
margins that ranged from 4.0 to 28.5 percent, or from 10 to 23 cents. Three
of the four instances of underselling occurred in the January~arch 1986
period (table 36).
150 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by independent distributors.-Weightedaverage price data for purchases of these DRAM's by independent distributors
enabled 17 month-by-month comparisons. Eleven of these comparisons show
margins of overselling by the imported Japanese product, which ranged from 0.4
to 59.6 percent or from less than 0.5 to 23 cents. In six instances imported
Japanese DRAM's were purchased at lower prices than domestic DRAM's. The
margins of underselling ranged from 2.0 to 21.0 percent, or from 6 to 16 cents
per unit (table 36).
150 ns 64K domestic DRAM's purchased. by authorized distributors and
imported Japanese DRAM's purchased by independent distributors.~This
comparison is made to obtain a perspective of the so-called grey-market import
dimension of price competition against authorized distributors purchasing
domestic 64K DRAM's. In 12 comparisons there was overselling by the imported
DRAM's; the margins ranged from 0.3 to 25.2 percent, or from less than 0.5 to
55 cents. In the remaining 7 comparisons the imported Japanese DRAM's
undersold the domestic DRAM's, by margins that ranged from 0.7 to 29.8
percent, or from less.than 0.5 to 29.cents (t~ble 36 and fig. 8) .
. 200 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by ail distributors.---Of the 19
month-by--month comparisons of thes~ weighted-average prices., 13 indicate
overselling by imported Japanese DRAM's, by margins that ranged from 0.1 to
92.3 percent, or from less th~n 0.5 to 27 cents. The other 6 show that
imported DRAM' s from Japa·n undersold ·the domestic product. Margins of
underse 11,ing ranged from 8 2 to 23, 5 percent or from 17 to 23 cents
(table' 37). "J/ ·
·
.
·
o

I

200 ns 64K DRAM's purchased by authorized distributors.-In 16 of 19
poss ibie comparisons imports overso.ld domestic p,roducts in purchases by
authorized distributor~. , Oversell.ing margins ranged from 0. 3 to 122. 9 percent
or from less than 0. 5 to 61 cents.· .The other 3 comparisons ref iect
unders~lling by the DRAM' s imported from Japan.. The margins ranged fr.om 4. 2
to 24.3 percent or from 4 to 18 'Cents. Ali 3 instances occurred within the
last 4 months of the subject time period (table 37).

!/ Fourteen of 19 comparisons of weighted-average domestic producer and
importer prices for sales to distributors (table C-3) showed overselling. The
overselling margins ranged from 1.7 to 96.4 percent, or from 1 cent to $1.05 .
. Underselling margins by imported DRAM's from Japan ranged from 2.8 to 27.0
percent,· or from 2 to 26 cents.
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Figure 8.~64K DRAM's (lSO ns): Weighted-average purchase prices for purchases
of domestic products by authorized distributors and for purchases of imports
from Japan by independent distributors, by months, September 1984-f'larch 1986.
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

3

200 ns 64K DRAM' s purchased by independent distribut-ors'.':.:.:.:..sixteen
month-by-month comparisons of weighted-average prices· of DRAM''s purchiiised by
independent distributors show-a mixed pattern o~ uride~selling ·~n6 ove~ielling
by imports from Japan (table 37). In 9 months the imported product oversold .
domestic DRAM's, by margins that ranged from 2.9 to 58.1 percent, or from 1-to
15 cents. In the other 7 months imported DRAM's undersold domestic DRAM~s~·by ..
margins that ranged from 0.5 to 23.8 percent, or from less than 0.5 to 19
cents per DRAM.
20Q_ ns 64K domestic DRAM's purchased by authorized distributors and
im.2orted Japanese DRAM's purchased by independent distributors.~Fourteen or
the 18 month-by-·month comparisons of purchases by these firms reveal
underselling by the Japanese DRAM's; The margins of underselling ranged from
0.7 to 48.1 percent, or f~om 2 td 31 cents. In the four instances 9f
.
overselling, the margins ranged from 3.7 to 40.6 percent, or from 3 to 29
cents (table 37).
·
i
:-•

.,

U.S. producers were requested in the Commission's questionnaires to
provide specific instances of lost sales of 64K DRAM's to imports of these
products from Japan. This section presents, separately, the:~esults of the
Commission's inquiries into these allegations during the .prelimin~ry and final
investigations.
PreliminarL.iJ:lvestigation.-* * * named * * *, ' * *, as the purchaser
involved in an alleged lost sale of*** 64K ORA~'~ in*** 1985. * * *'s
quote of * * * allegedly was rejected in favor.of a Japanese product offered
at*** per unit. ***stated that the sale-in question was lost to***·
* * *· explained that, in prior months· (* * *), grey-market brokers selling the
Japanese product wer.e setting the price. After that--as early as ***and
* **-U.S. manufacturers began to meet these low prices. ***was very
competitive for a while, but then lost out, * * * said. In * * *, Japanese
64K DRAM' s were offered at the * * * .range and * * * was at or a 1i ttle .below
that range. The Koreans. were * * * percent b.elow '*
*· .·
named
*--as
key brokers in the grey market. !/

*

*.*

* *.*

Commenting on the current market (i.e., fall 1985), ***stated that he
recently placed an order with*** for*** 64K DRAM's at*** per unit.
In June, he bought an*** quantity of 64K DRAM's from*** at***· He
can't buy Japanese uni ts currently at ·that
*
The J~panese 64tf·DRAM'' s ·he··
has bought were not purchased direct from Japanese producers· but through the
broker intermediaries. Although*** sees the 64K DRAM as a commodity
product, some of the firm's customers prefer the Japanese product.

* '* .· .
f

• ,·.

••

•

!/ * * * is a * * * distributor that goes to Japan "with dollars" and, says
* * *, buys heavily at the end of the month when Japanese DRAM producers
unload unsold inventory at reputedly below-cost prices. * * *, based in
Japan, has entree to the large Japanese producers of DRAM's, and has strong
financial backing in Japan. * * * stocks heavily and, * * * says, can fill
orders of*** Japanese DRAM's at any time. * * *·
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Two other alleged lost sales involved * * *· * * * alleged that it lost
***orders for*** 64K DRAM's, respectively, in*** 1985. * * *'s April
price of * * * allegedly was rejected in competition with a quote of * * * per
unit for Japanese units. In***, the Japanese DRAM's were allegedly offered
at*** and * * *'s bid was refused. ***confirmed the facts as alleged.
He stated that * * * wanted a long-term contract to supply a * * * quantity on
scheduled delivery. Offer prices for units made by ***were priced lower on
the ·spot market, sold through what * * * called "wholesalers." !/ He said
these vendors were not distributors in the accepted definition. Distributor
prices were higher than prices in this "spot market." ***decided not to
buy on a contract basis but to "buy spot from Japanese sources at lower
prices."
* * * identified*** in an alleged lost sale of*** 64K DRAM's in
* * * 1985. * * *'s quote of*** per unit was rejected in favor of Japanese
DRAM's offered at***· ***explained the facts concerning this
transaction. In * * *, he thought the * * * price level would hold for some
time so he considered a long-term {l year) contract with*** for a scheduled
delivery of * * * per month. As prices spiraled downward, he was offered very
attractive prices for Japanese product from vendors in the so-called grey
market. * * * named * * * as "nonauthorized distributor sources" of * * *·
* * * in particular has given excellent terms, delivery, and quality product
to the firm. Most of** *'s purchases beginning in*** have been in this
spot market. The volume involved amounts to about * * * per month. ~/
Another alleged lost sale involved the alleged purchase of * * * 64K
DRAM's in*** 1985 by***· * * *'s quote of*** per unit allegedly was
rejected in favor of Japanese product offered at * * *· * * * confirmed
buying Japanese 64K DRAM's, as well as Korean product from***· The latter,
he asserts, bought at low price, was very poor quality. He paid ***for
* * * 64K DRAM's and bought*** per month. ***has also bought***
DRAM's through distributors, but not direct. His firm also buys from***,
said***, and is "still negotiating with***·"
***was named in an alleged lost contract sale for*** 64K DRAM's in
* 1985. * * *'s offer price of*** ~llegedly lost out to a competing
bid of * * * per unit for Japanese product. * * * stated that only recently
(i.e.,_*** 1985) had a Japanese source,***, offered a lower price than
that of * * *· * * * had been purchasing from * * *, buying * * * per month
at * * * each. * * * quoted * * * and * * *was considering ·that offer. He
also had approached***, but that vendor was unable to beat** *'s price on
64K, although it did quote better prices on*** and on 256K. * * *'s price
for 256K DRAM's was*** percent below** *'s quote on a recent purchase by

**

***
11 ***named several ***wholesalers: * * *

v

* * *·
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* * * identified * * * in an alleged instance of a lost sale for* * *
64K DRAM's in*** 1985. * * *'s quote to this*** firm allegedly was
***per unit and was undercut by a*** offer for Japanese DRAM's. * * *
confirmed the facts as alleged. He is trying to be competitive and "shops for
the best prices." His sources for the lower priced Japanese DRAM's are local
distributors and grey-market sources. The products are manufactured by***
***was cited in an alleged lost sale of*** 64K DRAM's in***
1985. * * * alleged that its offer price of * * * was rejected in favor of a
competing bid of*** for Japanese DRAM's. ***explained that***· The
foreign (Japanese) vendor for this purchase supplied the 64K DRAM's from
* * *· So this supply could not be classed as imports into the U.S. market.
* * * noted that the Japanese price could have come from a U.S. source or
direct from offshore. * * * does not know how the product was shipped for
export to the * * * purchaser.

*

Final investigation.--** * was named by
* * in an alleged lost sale
for*** 64K DRAM's in*** 1985. * * *'s bid of*** per unit lost out to
a Japanese offer price of * * *· * * * recalled that * * * and * * * other
qualified vendors submitted bids for that contract. They included * * *· It
was * * *, however, who won the contract with a bid of "* * *" per device,
based on an estimated annual requirement of*** 64K DRAM's. ***only
released purchase orders for * * * over the year. * * * noted that he also
buys Japanese DRAM's. * * *
***characterized** *'s DRAM's as "very
good quality."
***cited*** in an alleged lost sale of*** 64K DRAM's in***
1985. * * *'s offer price of*** per unit was rejected in favor of a
competing quote of*** per device for Japanese DRAM's. ***stated that
***had not purchased Japanese DRAM's until*** 1985. The bid in question
went to*** a~*·** for scheduled deliveries beginning in***· * * *
noted that by * * * 198.5, Japanese as well as domestic 64K DRAM' s could be
purchased for * * *· and in later months, * * *·
* * * was identified by * * * in an alleged lost sale for part of an
estimated annual requirement of*** 64K DRAM's. ***allegedly lost out on
its offer price of * * * to a competing bid of*** for crapanese product in
* * * 1984. ***traced the pattern of purchasing and confirmed buying some
Japanese 64K DRAM's. During the cited time period, ***was negotiating with
* * *
However, * * *· * * *· As a result, ~ts anticipated volume
requirement was in some question. * * * ultimately issued a purchase order to
***in•*** 1984 after*** dropped its price to***· This was the
first time** *'s offer price was competitive·against Japanese quotes. In
early 1985, the prices were reviewed on a monthly basis. At that time,
* * *'s price was*** per unit. ***had an offer price of*** from the
***factory representative and bought*** 64K DRAM's in*** 1985. * * *
needed the reduced price, said * * *
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During the first 6 months of 1985, ***percent of** *'s purchases of
64K DRAM's were domestic. ***was the primary source, with a shipment
volume of about*** units. * * *'s price fell from*** in*** to***
in***· ***has switched to 256K and is purchasing from*·.** through
* * *'s purchasing office in Japan. Consequently, its demand for 64K DRAM's
has declined sharply. ***are in the process of qualifying their
·
256K DRAM's with***
Lost revenue
U.S. producers were also requested to provide specific instances in which
they had to reduce prices in order to avoid losing sales to competitors
selling 64K DRAM's imported from Japan.
Preliminary investigation.--* * * was named in an alleged instance of
lost revenue involving the purchase of*** 64K DRAM's in*** 1984 after
* * * allegedly reduced its price from * * * to * * * per unit in competing
with the lower priced Japanese product. * * * confirmed the facts as alleged
but noted that the renegotiated price was actually * * *· The contract was
renegotiated at** *'s option because of the sharp downturn in prices. * * *
buys 64K DRAM's from*** Japanese firms 11 as well as from***· With
lower prices offered for Japanese DRAM's, ***told*** the contract should
be renegotiated. ***reduced its price and ***continued to honor the
contract. Currently, competition. is keen and prices are even lower, * * *
noted. In*** 1985, ***bought*** 64K DRAM's from*** at*** per
unit after shopping the market. A Japanese source quoted * * *, and * * * was
offered a Korean product priced in the * * * range. According to***, there
is no appreciable quality differential among the 64K DRAM's ***purchases
from its qualified vendors. * * *
The firm is gearing up to use 256K DRAM's
and has a target date in * * * 1986 for the switchover. Lost revenue in this
instance amounted to * * *·
Another allegation of lost revenue named * * * as purchaser of * * *
64K DRAM's in*** 1984 after*** reduced its price from*** to*** per
unit to save the sale. * * * confirmed the allegation. * * * had a contract
for * * * or for the total amount of the remaining commi tmen't (* * *). · * *
explained that as market prices dropped she was offered much lower prices by
her approved Japanese sources so she had to go back to * * * and ask for a
reevaluation of the contract price. * * * reduced the price to***· * * *
noted ~hat since then, Japanese prices from all the * * * sources have dropped
further and recently are as low as * * * per unit. ll Nevertheless, * * * is. ·
honoring the*** contract price as a matter of policy. It will pay off, ~h~

*

11

***

ll ***buys 64K DRAM's from***·

* * * is currently a "candidate".
have offered lower prices than * * *with no minimum quantity stated.

All
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adds, in long-term benefits. ***has had no quality problems with***
DRAM's. Lost revenue in this transaction amounted to***
* * * cited * * * in an instance of lost revenue. This allegation
involved a contract sale for*** 64K DRAM's (200 ns) in*** 1984 after
* * * reduced its offer price from * * * to * * * per unit in order to meet
lower Japanese price quotes. At that time, ***had lower price offers from
Japanese vendors and other U.S. producers. ll He called * * *, requesting
that they reevaluate their price. As a result, the contract price was cut to
* * *, as alleged. Later, as prices dropped, * * * reduced its contract price
to * * * per unit and then to * * * to cover the remaining contract through
* * * 1985. * * * emphasized that, among vendors, * * * has been "very
competitive and aggressive in their pricing." As a result of the first price
reduction, the lost revenue amounted to * * *·
* * * named * * * in an allegation of lost revenue that involved a * * *
contract sale for * * * 64K DRAMS (200 ns) in * * * 1984. * * * alleged that
it reduced its initial offer price of * * * to * * * per unit in the face of a
lower price quoted by Japanese vendors. ***acknowledged that*** did
decide to "go with***" in this instance rather than the Japanese vendors.
The decision was made by * * *· * * * explained that * * * did reduce its
first offer price as alleged. Typically, contracts with U.S. producers are
for 1 year, and price can be renegotiated. * * *
Commenting on quality,
* * * stated that "after qualification as an approved vendor, price is the key
consideration." l:_/ Lost revenue totaled***
* * * was identified as a purchaser involved in an alleged instance of
lost revenue·, again in * * * 1984. 'l/ This contract sale for * * * 64K DRAM' s
was made after*** allegedly reduced its initial offer·price of*** to
* * * per unit to meet the offer price for imports from Japan. ***affirmed
the facts as alleged. The contract was for delivery of*** per month.and
was renegotiable as to price. *·**buys 64K DRAM's direct from***, but
buys the Japanese product through distributors that offer the imported units.
* * *
* * * emphasized that his firm must be able to compete with other
* * *
The market price has continued downward, ***noted. Recently, he
made a spot purchase of*** 64K DRAM's from*** at*** per unit. * * *
buys Japanese 64K DRAM's from several distributors that he classed as handling
so-called grey-market products, among them * * *· a large-volume firm well
known for its low prices. i/ Finally,·**·* stated that he can buy 64K DRAM's
in lots of * * * from many sources at * * * per unit. The lost revenue
involved in this contract amounted to * * *

1/ ***buys 64K DRAM's from***
l:_/ ***buys 64K DRAM's from***

11
1/

* * * buys

* '* *

* * *·

* *

*
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* * * named * * * in another alleged instance of lost revenue related to
a contract sale of*** 64K DRAM's (150 ns) in*** 1984. ***alleged
that it reduced its initial offer price from * * * to * * * per unit in
competition with Japanese product offered at prices as low as * * * per unit.
* * * confirmed the facts as alleged. The contract price was renegotiated
downward on two occasions~-first, to * * * after * * * units were shipped, and
again, in * * * 1985, to * * * per unit because of lower price offers that
included quotes on Japanese product. * * * also receives offers from
grey-market brokers whose prices are "quite a bit lower on 64K DRAM's coming
from Japan directly." ***does not buy from brokers. !/ She noted that
* * * matched the import prices being quoted at the time of price
renegotiation. The lost revenue attributable to the first cut in price
amounted to * * *·
Another alleged instance of lost revenue cited * * *· £! This contract
sale for*** 64K DRAM's {200 ns) in*** 1984 called for delivery of***
units per month. * * * received the order after allegedly reducing its
initial quote of * * * per unit to * * * to meet Japanese competition. * * *
confirmed the facts but stated that it is unclear whether Japanese or U.S.
producers were leading or following the price down. 11 This is a very
difficult question, he says. He believes that the brokers (grey market) with
the japanese product set the pric~ le~el, es~ecially on the downside of the
market. * * * * * * stated that ~hey buy ~ commodity product, but he thinks
that the Japanese DRAM's have "a bit better reliability." 'His approved·
sources are***· In late** ·*.1985, ***was paying*** for 64K DRAM's
and*** for 256K DRAM's. The lost revenue on this contract amounted to
* * * per month.

*

as the purchaser
The * * * lost revenue allegation by * * * cited * *
involved in a long-term contract sale for 64K DRAM's, 200 ns, scheduled for
initial monthly shipment in * * * 1.984. This was a fixed contract (with no
price renegotiation clause) drawn.at a time in 1984 (***)that made the
contract price quite attractive to * * *
The * * * contract called for about
* * * per month through * * * 1984 and ·continuing into 1985. The alleged
value of the contract on a monthly bads was*'** based on a .monthly·delivery
of*** at a price of*** per unit. lhe accepted value amounted to*·*·*
based on an alleged price reduction to* *'*·per unit in the face of Japanese
competition quoting * * * per unit. * **was one of the negotiators on this
contract. He acknowledged that * * * had such a 'long-term contract with * *: ·*
and that it had been renegotiated periodically on price and on scheduled
delivery quantities. * * *'s annu.al forecast of needed ."on order" supply of
***did not materialize, said***· * * *·" * * * iminediately cut its· ·
orders, said * * *, and aware of the * *
quarter downtrend ·in 64K DRAM ·
prices, began renegotiating the contract prices. ***had shipped * * * .
*
stated
* * * orders in * * *, * * * in * * *, but only * * * in * ~ *··

*

* *

!/ Approved vendors that supply * * * include * * *·
1:,1

* * *·

'!I * * * commented that * **was very sensitive about price· leadership.
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that the price was renegotiated down in * * * to * * * !/ for the * * * and
* * * shipment of * * * per month. In * * * the price was renegotiated to
***and covered accelerated shipments. * * * stated that*** agreed to
accept a quantity of the units in * * *with the caveat that
* * keep in
step with the market. At that time, said * * *, the Japanese price was at the
* * * level; it dropped a bit below that price in * * *· The final price for
delivery by * * * of * * * (in * * *) was negotiated at * *
At that time,
***had a large number of 64K DRAM's in storage. In previous months, * * *
had bought Japanese DRAM's through***· According to***, * * * "is in
competition" with the domestic * * *· * * * has good relations with all the
major Japanese producers. ***believes that the 64K DRAM's were purchased
from * * * early in 1985 at a price of about * * * per unit.
*
noted that
* * * "hammered down" the * * * price to * * *, and subsequently lower, by
using the leverage of Korean offer prices as well as Japanese prices. * * *
added'that, in his view, the biggest problem was Korea's entry with lower
prices. l:I.

*

*·

* *

***described the Japanese produce~s' structure as two tier. The
top-ranked producers, ·for example· * * *:. sell to the large computer companies
at prices similar to * * *· The second tier, he says, citing * * * as
examples, sell to board stuffers.and assemblers. These Japanese firms are
more aggressive in selling to those kinds of customers. * * * recalled that
early in the fall of 1~84., the top tier pricing was at about * * * and the
second tier was seeking sales at about * * *
It was at this point, said·
* * *, that * * * quoted * * * to * * *
The lost revenue associated with the
first price cut by * * * amounted to * * * of the scheduled * * * and * * *
shipments of * * * per month.
***was named by*** as the purchaser of*** 64K DRAM's after***
allegedly reduced its price from * * * to * * * per unit because of competing
offer prices for Japanese units. ***recalled that the*** contraGt
called for about * * * on a scheduled delivery of * * * per month. The price
was renegotiated down for * * * of that contract. The price reductions were
periodic, dropping ffrst to * * *~·then to * * *', and finally to a low of
* * * per unit. * * * never finished out the total contract because * * * has
switched to 256K DRAM circuitry for their products. 11 According to * * *,
after * * *' s first round price drop to * * *, * * * did .lead the price down
with their offer prices to***· ***lagged in the spiral. ***adds
that "to this date those (latter) companies have not equaled the Japanese
price levels" in quotes received by ~ * *· Lost' revenue from these
renegotiated prices totaled ***over a*** delivery period.

*

!/ According to * * *, the price was to be * * if the invoice was paid
within * * *, * * * if paid in * * *, and * * * if receipt of payment ran the
full net * * * period.
~/ In*** 1985 ***bought a spot order of Korean 64K DRAM's at*** per
unit. * * * offered * * * a price of * * * in
* * 1985.
'!/***acknowledged that*** had a heavy inventory of 64K DRAM's in
stock. Although the usage now is minimal for these memory devices, he
emphasized that at current market prices he "would not off-load this excess
inventory now held," but would opt to work it off rather than take a heavy
loss.

*
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Another alleged instance of lost revenue by * * * cited * * * as the
purchasing firm. ***allegedly contracted for*** 64K DRAM's after
renegotiating the original contact price from * * * down from * * * to * * *
per unit in competing with lower offer prices on imported units from Japan.
***acknowledged the facts as alleged. * * *
The firm uses about * * *
64K DRAM's per month. !/ * * * shops the market for best prices. The last
time * * * polled the market, earlier in the year, the "Japanese came in with
real low prices" in the * * * range. * * *, asked by * * * to renegotiate the
contract price, came down reasonably close to the Japanese price with an offer
price of * * *, so * * * continued his contract. * * * noted that service and
product quality from * * *were good. ll
* * * was named as purchaser in a lost revenue allegation involving a
contract for*** 64K DRAM's drawn in*** 1984. The price allegedly was
renegotiated downward beginning in * * * 1985 in competition with Japanese
prices to a low of * * *· * * * confirmed the periodic drop in price to a
level of * * * as a reflection of competing market prices including Japanese
offers. ***buys from an approved vendor list that includes * * *· There
has been some field failure with*** 64K DRAM's; ***does not have that
problem with the * * * product.
* * * renegotiated the * * * price down in * * * to * * *, in * * * to
* * *, in * * * to * * *, and in * * * to * * *· The lost revenue as a result
of this price reduction pattern amounts to * * * over the * * * delivery
schedule through * * * 1985.
* * * identified * * * in an alleged instance of lost revenue in a sale
for*** 64K DRAM's, 150 ns, in*** 1984. 11 lhe price was allegedly
reduced from * * * to * * * because of competing offer prices for the Japanese
product. * * * confirmed that the long-term contract was renegotiated both on
price and to reduce "on order" quantity. After*** cut its price to***,
vendor prices were reduced all over the industry, said * * *· Prices kept
spiraling down. "Even after*** backed off , 11 he emphasized, "the offer
prices continued to drop." Based on both Japanese and other U.S. producer
prices, !/***asked*** for a renegotiated price. * * *, as alleged,

!/ * *

has not yet switched over to 256K DRAM 1 s and noted that it would
never altogether stop using 64K DRAM's.
?/ * * * stated that, for a long time, people (end users) wouldn't buy * * *
DRAM's because of market talk that the product was poor quality. * * *
He
views'the * * * DRAM's as "high quality product." ***gets more yield of
quality dice per wafer than other producers, he says.

~./

~./

M·

* * *·

***of the Japanese and U.S.-based producers are approved vendors for

***
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dropped the price to * * * per unit. * * * added that since then the firm has
cut its order for 64K DRAM's for two reasons. One reason is that the firm has
converted the majority of its ***to 256K DRAM's. 11 * * * is using
Japanese 256K DRAM's but also buys some from***· Another reason is that
overall demand for the end products is down. Lost revenue to * * *
attributable to the price reduction on the * *
delivered amounted to * * *

*

Final investigation.--* * * was named in two alleged examples of lost
revenue; both referred to bid negotiations that began in*** 1984.
* *
allegedly reduced its price to a low of * * * per device on estimated annual
volume requirements of*** 64K DRAM's for a 150 ns device and to the same
level on a contract for*** 64K DRAM's for a 200 ns device. * * *'s offer
prices in late 1983 or early 1984 were at a respective level of * * * and
* * * for these two 64K DRAM devices. * * * confirmed the ***offer price
of * * * in * * * 1985 for product to be delivered in * *
and * * *· ·He
provided the Commission with a profile of * * *'s purchase order releases
which showed, by brand name, that in***, * * * reduced its offer price from
* * * to * * * in facing competition from * * *at * * *, and then to * * *,
matching** *'s offer price for***·· * * * in*** quoted*** against
* * *'s offer price of*** per unit. * * *'s share of** *'s release
volume in*** fell from*** to***, while** *'s increased from***
to * * *· ~I According to * * *, * * * of the * * * product came from Japan.
He could not recall ever seeing a packaged***· DRAM "in an Am~rican box."

*

*

* * * named * * * in an instance of alleged lost revenue that involved
price negotiations in * * * 1985 for an estimated volume of scheduled
deliveries that would total*** 64K DRAM's. ***alleged that it reduce~
its price from * * * to * * * per unit to meet Japanese competition from
*· * *
acknowledged the price reduction as alleged. He added, ~owever,
*
that the quantity requirement was reduced for the * * * quarter and * * *
quarter supply that was negotiated with***· ***also buys DRAM's and at
that time had roughly * * * DRAM's in inventory. The word came from a
corporate source to use that inventory. * * * "bought" this inventory over a
number of months at a transfer price of*** a device .. This cut the volume
purchased from * * * at * * * to * * *
* * * noted that the Japanese "were
always 10 percent under the market," but, he added, "they (Japanese) never
left any extra margin on the table." * * *'s day-to-day knowledge of pricing
levels comes from the international arena. Currently, 64K DRAM's are priced
at * * * in Japan with the yen at 175 to the d.ollar.

*

*

11 According to***, the only reason the crossover from 64K to 256K DRAM's
has not been made by more firms was because 64K DRAM prices continued to
spiral down. Still, the price for 256K DRAM's is more than four times the 64K
price. As a result, he states, the 256K crossover has been set back at least
6 months.
~I See memorandum to the Commission No. INV-1-160, dated Aug. 2, 1985.
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* * * was named by * * * in an instance of lost revenue on an order
negotiated in*** for anticipated volume of*** 64K DRAM's for scheduled
delivery in 1985. * * * allegedly reduced its offer price from * * * to *
*
in the face of lower priced competing Japanese offers. ***acknowledged
that * * * lowered its prices beginning in late 1984 from * * * in * * * 1984
to * * * late in 1984 as prices spiraled down. * * * had * * * approved
vendors who shared * * *' s 64K DRAM volume requirements. JJ In * * * 1985,
* * * reduced its price to * * * against a * * * price of * * * per unit.
* * *'s volume was ***compared to*** for***· ***noted that during
this time period he scheduled renegotiations of price because he had numerous
offers from brokers and distributors for imported Japanese DRAM's at low
prices. * * * shipped the product to*** through*** 1985, then***
***had a backlog of scheduled shipments at that time.

*

*
*

* * was cited by * * * in one instance of alleged lost revenue and by
* * * in another. * * * alleged that it reduced its price from * * * to * * *
in -M·
* 1984 to meet competing quotes from Japanese suppliers for an order of
* * * 64K DRAM's . .***alleged that it reduced its offer price from*** to
* * * in negotiating a contract in * * * for delivery monthly through * * *
1985. ***checked * * *'s records on both allegations. October is the
normal time to negotiate delivery of a product beginning in January. Periodic
negotiations with * * * resulted in prices tha~ fell from * * * per device in
* * * 1984 to * * * in * * * 1985~ * * * in * * * and * * *; *
* in * * *;
and * * * in * * *
As for * * *, * * * said the * * * price in * * * 1984
and * * * 1985 was *
*, down from a former price. In * * *, the * * * price
was reduced to * * *; it then fell to *
* in * * *· As for import
competition, she emphasized that there were brokers as well as Japanese firms
vying for a share of** *'s volume at this time. Brokers, especially, were
offering imported Japanese DRAM's at attractive prices. These offer prices
were the catalyst for negotiating lower prices from * * * and * * *

*

*

*

* * * identified * * * in four instances of alleged lbst revenue
beginning in * * * 1984 that involved a contract "for an estimated volume
requirement of*** 64K DRAM's for stheduied del~very beginning in 1985.
* * * alleged that it reduced its offer price in * * * from * * * to * * * in
competing against Japanese offer prices for imported DRAM.' s. * * * alleged
that it reduced its price in * * * from * * * to * * *~ in * * * to * * *, and
in * *
to * * *· The * * * price was for * * * 64K DRAM's, the * * * price
related to***, and the*** price covered a volume of*** 64K DRAM's.
* * * confirmed the price reduction pattern as alleged. * * * in*** had
bids from*** qualified vendors of 64K DRAM's-* * *· * * *'s annual volume
amoun~s tb foughly * * *.64K DRAM's. ***splits this volume amting th~
qualified suppliers. Japanese vendors shipped about*** 64K DRAM's to***
in 1985. * * *, and, to a lesser extent, * * * split this volume. * * *was
* * *· * * *during late 1984 and early 1985 was renegotiating. price every
***weeks. In***, the negotiations are for annual requirements but the

*

!/Qualified 64K DRAM's include those produced by***
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price negotiated often is effective for the first quarter of the new year. In
this case * * * proposed offering the lower price for backlog shipments from
* * * through * * *· In exchange, * * *wanted a guaranteed order for * * *
to be delivered in***· ***was the price leader at that time. * * *
noted that he has a policy of asking the Japanese for a price and then
bringing in * * * for a bid response. In the end, he says, all * * * final
bidders will be within*** percent of each other's prices. ***added that
after * * *, the Japanese began to drop the price very fast and * * *was the
·follower. ***were the last to reduce their offer prices. ***were the
leaders. For***, ***was paid for*** product, then the price went
down to***· ***said that the 64K DRAM's of all qualified vendors are
substitutes, so if the price spread between vendors is too broad, i.e., not
within the acceptable range, he "redivides the pie in favor of the lower
priced vendor." All suppliers were at the * * * price level but * * *
received most of the volume. Recently, * * * has decided to limit the number
of vendors used and has cut*** from its approved supplier list.
* * * identified * * * in an instance in wh"ich a price reduction was
needed to prevent an order being awarded to a Japanese supplier. The claim
was confirmed by * * * who reported that, in * * * 1985, one of the Japanese
qualified suppliers (* * *) had offered to supply * * * for * * * each. * * *
said that * * * had called regarding the order and was informed that a
Japanese supplier had offered the lowest price. * * * agreed to match the
offered price of the Japanese supplier and was given the order. * * * had
previously offered to supply the devices for * * * per unit.
* * * was identified by * * * as an instance of lost revenue. * * *
reported that in * * * 1985 it had reduced its unit prices from * * * to * * *
to obtain an order from * * * for * * *· * * *disagreed with the claim,
citing that market conditions had driven prices down and that ***was
selling 64K DRAM's to** *'s competitors, including***, at lower prices.
***reported that as part of** *'s corporate agreement, ***had agreed
to adjust its prices voluntarily as market prices declined. When * * * failed
to notify * * * after the severe price decline in * * * 1984, * * * contacted
***and * * * subsequently agreed to lower its prices. At the time the
order was placed with * * *, a Japanese supplier, * * *, had offered to supply
the order for*** per unit. According to***, * * *'s willingness to
accept a higher offered price related to an agreement in which * * * gives
***access to~** prior to giving access to these products to** *'s
competitors. * * * also indicated that he was aware of prices being offered
by * * * ~nd other suppliers in the grey market and how they influenced market
prices. He indicated, however, that*** does not make large purchases from
these suppliers.
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Exchange rates
Table 38 presents nominal- and real-exchange-rate indexes for U.S.
dollars per Japanese yen. The real-exchange-rate index represents the nominal
index adjusted for differences in the relative inflation rates between the
United States and Japan. As shown in the table, the nominal value of the
Japanese yen depreciated relative to the U.S. dollar by 1.2 percent between
January-March 1983 and July-September 1985. The real-exchange-rate index
shows that the Japanese yen actually depreciated by 5.6 percent during that
period. Between July-September 1985 and January-March 1986, the nominal value
of the Japanese yen appreciated relative to the U.S. dollar by 27.0 percent
and the real value of the Japanese yen appreciated by 23.4 percent.
Table 38 .--Indexes of nominal and real exchange rates between the U.S. dollar
and the Japanese yen, by quarters, January 1983-March 1986

Period

(January-Ma·rch 1983=100)
Nominalexchangerate index

..
1983:
January-March--·---Apri 1-June-------------:
July-September--·-October-December--·----·--·---1984:
January-March---Apri 1-June-·----·Ju ly-SeptemberOctober-December---------1985:
January-March-·-·--------Apri 1-June--------------:
July-September !/-----·-----October-December
1986:
January-March-----

Realexchangerate index
100.0
99.2
97.2
100.6

100.0
98.0
95.2
97.4

102.1
102.7
96.8
95.8

97.9
97.8
93.2
92.2

91. 5
94.0
98.8
113.8

88.5
90.2
94.4
105.7

125.5

JJ 116.5

!/ In September 1985, the United States and its major trading partners
agreed to intervene in foreign-exchange markets to reduce the value of the
dollar. Between July 1985 and March 1986, the yen had appreciated by
approximately 23 percent in real terms relative to the dollar. Producers of
DRAM's in early 1986 adjusted prices upward by roughly an equivalent amount.
~/ Derived from Japanese producer price data for January and February only.
Source:
May 1986.

International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,
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Federal Register

I

Vol. &l. No. 20 / Thunday. January 30. 1886
POil l'UlrnCER .,OllMAT10N CONTACT:

L)"nn Featherstone (202-523-0242).
Office or Investigations. U.S.
lntemational Trade Commiuion, 701 E
Street NW., Waahinglon. DC 20C36.
Hearing·impaired individuals are
advised that information on thia matter
can be obtained by contacting the
Commi11ion'1 TDD tenninal on 202-7~
0002.
SUPPLElllNTARY .,ORMATION: ·

,

,
I

i
:

,
.

./Joclrground.-Thi1 lnve1tigation la
being in1tituted a1 • re1ult or an
affirmative preliminary determination
by the Department of Commerce that
imports or Mk DRAM'1 from Japan are
being sold ln the United States at le11
than fair value within the meaning of
aect.ion 731 of the act (H U.S.C. 1873).
The inveatigation wu iequeated in a
11nwest1pt1on No:n,-TA-m Cflhal>J
petition filed on June M.1885. by Micron
Technology, Inc., of Bo'-e. m. ln
Import lnYNtlgaUona; MK l)rnamlc
re1ponae to that petition the
Random Acceu llemor, Componenta Commi11ion conducted a preliminary
(DRAM'•) From ...,.n
antidumping investigation and, on the
basis of information developed during
AGENCY: International Trade
. the coune of that investigation,
Commi11ion.
determined that there was a reaaonable
ACTION: Institution of a final
indication that an industry in the United
antidumping i~vestlaation and
States WH materially injured by reason
•cheduJing or a hearing to be held in
or imports or the·aubject merchandise
connection with the investigation.
(50 FR 32778, Aug. 14, 1885).
Participation in the investigation.8UllMARY: The Commi11ion hereby Sivea ·
Persona wi1bing to participate in this
notice or the institution of final
investigation a1 parties must file an
antidumping inveetlaation No. 731-TAentry of eppearance with the Secretary
270 (Final) under Hction 735(b) of the
to the Commi11ion. aa provided in
Tariff Act of 1830 (18 U.S.C. t873d(b)) to
I ZOUJ of the Comrii.l11ion•1 ruin (18
determine whether an industry in the
CFR ZDUt). not later than twenty-one
United Statea Ja materially injured. or is
(21) days after the publication or this
threatened with material injury. or the
notice In the Federal Register·. Any entry
establishment of an industry in the
of appearance filed after this date will
United States ia materially retarded. by
be refened to the Chairwoman. who will
reason of imports from Japan of 641<
determine whether to accept the late
dynamic random ecceu memory
entry for aood cause ahown by the
components (DRAM'a) of the N-channel
person deairiDa to1ile the entry.
metal oxide semiconductor type,
Service Jist.-Jlunuant to I 201.ll(d)
provided for in Item 687.7' of the Tariff
of the Commi11ion•1 rules (18 CFR
Schedules or the United States, which
ZOUJ(d)), the Secretary will prepare 1
have been found by the Department or
service list containina the names and
Commerce. in a preliminary
addre11es or alJ persons. or their
determination. to be sold in the United
States at le11 than fair value (LTFV) (50
repreaentativea. who are parties to this
FR 50649. Dec. n. 1985). Commerce has
inveatigation upon the expiration of the
extended its investigation and will make period for falina entries or appearance.
Its final LTFV determination on or
In accordance with II 201.18(c) and
before April Z3. 1986 (51 FR 234. )an. 3,
Z0'7.3 of the nalea (18 CFR Z01.1e(c) and
1886). The Commi11ion will make its
207.3). each document filed by a party to
final injury determination by June 6.
the inveatisation must be served on all
1986 (see sections 735(a) and 735(b) of
other parties to the investigaUon (as
the act (18 U.S.C. 1973d(a) and
.
identified by the aervice lilt), and a
1873d(b))).
.
certificate of arvice must accoi:npany
For further information concerning the the document. ne Secretary will not
conduct of this investiaation. hearing
accept a document for filing without a
procedures. and nales or senereJ
certificate of aervice.
application, consult the Commi11ion'1.
Stoff teport-A public version or the
prehearing ataff report in this
Rules of Practice and Procedure. Part
investigation will be placed in the public
Jl11. 1ubpart1 A and C (18 CF'R Pert 207).
and Part 201. 1ubpart1 A throqh E (18 · record on April 15. 1886. pursuant to
I Z0'7.Zl of the CommiHion·s nales (18
CFR Part 201).
CFR Z0'7.Zl ).
UFICTIVE DAft: December 21. 1885.

I

Notices

Heori"6.-The Commi11ion will hold

a heafina in COMection with this

invntiaati•n begiMins at 10:00 a.m. on
April IO. 191&. at the U.S. International
Trade Conlni11ion Buildina. 701 E Street
NW •• Wa1~inaton. DC. Requeits to
appear at the hearing should be filed in
writing with the Secretary to the
Commission not later than the cloie or
busine11 (5:15 p.m.) on April 11.1886. All
persona desiring to appear at the
hearina and make oral presentations
ahould file prehearing brief1 and attend
a prehearing conference to be held at
1:30 a.m. April 15. 1986. in room 117 or
the U.S. International Trade
Commi11ion BulJding. The deadline for
filing prehearing briefs la April 25, 1986.
Testimony at the public bearing 11
IOVemed by I 207.23 or the
Commi11ion·1 rulea (19 CFR 207.%3). 11iis
rule requires that testimony be limited to
a nonconfidential awnmary and analysis
of material contained in prehearing
briefs and to information not available
at the time the prehearing brief was
aubmltted. Any written materials
aubmitted at the hearing must be filed in
· •ccordance with the procedures
described below and any confidential
materials must be aubmitted at least
three (3) worltina day1 prior to the
hearing (lee I 201.6(b)(2) or the
Commi11ion'1 rules (18 CFR 201.6(b)(2))).
Written •ubmiuions.-AJJ legal
argumenta. economic analyses, and
factual materials relevant to the public
hearing ahouJd be Included in prebearing
briefs in accordani:e with I 207.22 or the
Commil1ion'1 nalea (19 CFR 207.22).
Posthearing briefs must conform with
the provisions of aection 207.M (18 CFR
Z0'7.zt) and must be aubmitted not later
than the close of buaine11 on Ma)' 7,
1986. In addition. any person who has
not entered 8D appearance as 1 part)· to
the investigation may aubmit a written
atatement or information pertinent to the
•ubject of the investigation on or before
May7.1886.
A •lifted oriainaJ and fourteen (14)
copies or each 1ubmi11ion mull be filed
with the Secretary to the Commi11ion in
.accordance with I 201.8 of the
Commiuion•1 rules (18 CFR 201.8). All
written nbmfafom except for
confidential bualne11 data will be
available for public inapection during
nplu buineu llowa (B:CS a.m. to &:ts
p.m.) In the Office of the Secretary to the
Commi11ion.
Any bu1ine11 information for ..,.·hich
confidential treatment la desired must
be aubmitted 1eparately. The envelope
and all pages or auch aubmissions must
be dearly labeled "Confidential
Busine11 lnformaiion." Confidential
aubmiasiona and requests for
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confidential treatmenl mual confonn
with the requirementa of I 201.8 of the
Commi11ion'1 Mee (19 CFR ZOU).
Authority: 'nai1 lnve1ti(l1tion It beiniz
conducted under 1u1horil)· of thr T1rill Acl of
1930. title VU. Thi• notice 11 publi1hed
punu1n1 to I '1117.ZO or the Commi .. ion·1
rulea (111 CFR '1117.ZOJ.
b1ued: J1nual") 22. 1986
By order of the Commiuion.

ICennelh R. M11on.
Sf'!crelal)-.
IFR Doc. •1960 Fi.led 1-28-1(;; 1:45 em)
9IUJlllG CODI ftlO
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CALENDAR OF .PUBLIC HEARING
Subject:

64K Dynamic Random Access Memory
Components (DRAM's) from Japan

Inv. No.:

731-TA-270 (Final)

Date/time:

April 30, 1986; 10:00 a.m.

Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States
International Trade Commission's hearing on the subject investigation.
Sessions were held in the Commission's Hearing Room, at 701 E Street, NW,
Washington, DC.
Government appearance
Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Competition
Washington, DC
Benjamin Cohen, Attorney, Division of International Antitrust
Dr. John Woodbury, Deputy Assistant Director, Bureau of Economics
Dr. Sarah Goodfriend, Economist, Bureau of Economics
In support of the imposition
of antidumping duties
Micron Technology, Inc.
Boise, Idaho
Larry L. Grant, Vice President and General Counsel
Juan A. Benitez, President and Chief Operating Officer
Leslie A. Gill, Vice President, Finance and Treasurer
Quick, Finan & Associates
Washington, DC
William F. Finan, Principal
Covington & Burling-Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf ofMotorola, Inc.
Steve Sparks, Director, MOS Memory Marketing, MOS Memory Group
)
Harvey M. Applebaum
0. Thomas Johnson, Jr.)---OF COUNSEL
Sonya D. Winner
)
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC·HEARING--Continued
In support of the imposition
of. antidumping duties~Continued
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue~ounsel
Washington, DC
on behalf ofTexas Instruments, Inc.
Thomas F. Cul len-·OF · COUNSEL
Dewe·y, Ballan.tine, :Bl.lshby, · Pa'lmer·
Washington, DC
on behalf: of,.:::....··...• ,... ·~
. ,, ·«

·....

& Wood~ounsel.
0

,,

:

,

Intel Corp.
·,

. . ., .

:..

••

,~

:

"<t

4,.:

. R. Mic_hael· Gadbaw),_.:...-OF COUNSEL
Rosemary E·' Gwynn) · '

In opposition to the imposition
of antidumping duties
.

~

.

Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering~ounsel
Washington, DC
on behalf ofOki Electric Industry Co., Ltd:
Jim Griffin, Vice":P:resident of Integrated Circuit ·Engineering
John D. Greenwald--OF COUNSEL
Coudert Brothers-Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf of-

<. ~ \._. ,. ;

•

·, '

.

,.;

...

.,,

NEC Corp.
NEC Electronics, Inc.
John Marek, General Manager of the Memory Products Division,
NEC Electronics, Inc.
Michael J. Calvey)--OF COUNSEL
Mark D. Herlach )
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC

HEARIN~ontinued

In oppositions to the imposition
of antidumping duties--Continued
Metzger, Shadyac & Schwarz--Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf ofHitachi, Ltd.
Hitachi America, Ltd.
Hitachi Semiconductor (America), Inc.
Nissei Sangyo America, Ltd.
Dr. Kenneth Elzinga, Professor of Economics·, University of
Virginia
William Scharrenberg, MOS Marketing Manager for Hitachi
Patrick walsh, President of Technology Sales
Carl W. Schwarz
)
William H. Barrett )---OF COUNSEL
Paul J. Pantano, Jr.)
Fenwick, Davis & West--Counsel
Washington, DC
Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld-Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf ofFujitsu, Ltd.
Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.
James Kane, MOS Marketing Manager
Donald R. Davis
)
Ronald S. Poelman )
L. Daniel O'Neill )--OF COUNSEL, Fenwick, David
David L. Teichmann)
Richard R. Rivers )
warren E. Connelly).--OF COUNSEL, Akin, Gump
Valerie A. Slater )
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING--Continued
In oppositions to the imposition
of antidumping duties-Continued
Mudge, Rose, Guthrie, Alexander & Ferdon·-Counsel
Washington, DC
on beha 1f of·Toshiba Corp.
Toshiba America, Inc.
Dav_ id A. Vaughan
)
David P. Houlihan )_·-OF COUNSEL
Robert D. Bannerman)
Jeffrey S. Neeley )

Baker & McKenzie·-Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf of·Mitsubishi Electric Corp.
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.
William D. Outman, II)_OF
COUNSEL
Temple Jordan
)
Phoenix Electrics, Inc.
Baltimore, Maryland
Robert Stevenson, President
Clearpoint, Inc.
Hopkinton, Massachusetts
Charles C .. Snell, Director

~f
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Flnal Del1rmlnatlon.;
We have determined that 641< DRAMa
from J1p1n IN being. or are likely lo be:
1old In th1 United Statu at leu than fair
value, 11 proYide&ln aectlon 735(a) of
the Tertrr Act ol 1'30. 11 amended (19
U.S.C. 1873(1)) (thA Act). We made fair
'v1lue comp1rt1ona on 1lmo11all1alea or
the da11 or kind of merchandiae lo the
United S1a111 by the re1pondenls during
the period of lnvealisalion. We excluded
from our fair value comperl1on1 U.S.
11111 of certain Mk DRAM• 1old in
lnllpdhcant quanliliee. The weighted·
average ma11in1 •re 1hown in the
"8uapen1lon of Uquidation" eeclion or
thl1 no!lce.

Ca• Hlator,
On June 24. 1985. we received 11
petition from Micron Technology. lnr.. on
beh1lr of the domeelic merchant
menuracturera of Mk DRAM1. In
compll1nce with the filin1 requirements
of I 353.38 of the Commerce Regula lions
·111 CFR 353.38), the petition 1llescd that
lmporl1 of Mk DRAM1 From Japan are
IA-111-IOJJ
beln1. or are likely to be. 1old In the
United Stat11 at 1111 than fair velue
MK Dynamic Rendom Acc:e11 Memory within the meenlng of eectlon 731 of the
Act. ind th1t theae lmporto are
Componenta (14K DRAM'1) From
111atettally lnlurt111. or are threatening
.lepan: Flnel Detennlnetton ot 8eln at
m1terial lnlury to a United Stales
Lna Than Fair Yehle
lndmtry. The petition el10.allesed thol
Nlel of the 1ublecl merchandlee were
AQINCY: lntem1tlonal Tr1de
belftl made In the home merkel at leu
AdrnlnJ1tr1tlon/lmport Admlnl1lr1tlon/
than the coat of production. Art'er '
Commerce.
rnlewlftl the petition. we determined
~Notice.
that It cont1lned 1ufficlent srounds upon
which to Initiate an 1ntldumplng duty
IUllllAltY: We have determined that MK
lnv11t111tlon. We notified the ITC of our
DRAM• from J•p•n lrt belnt. or IN
action and lnltl1ted auch 1n
·
llkelr to be. 1old In the United St1tn 1t
lnvnt11atlon on Jul)' 15, 1985 (50 FE
leH thin f1lr Yl)ue, and blYt notl0ed
. .58J. On Auau•t a. 1815. the rrc
the U.8. lnt1m1tlon1I Trade
detennlned that there 111 re11on1ble
Comml11lon (ITC) of our d1tennln1tlon.
Indication that Import• of Mk DRAM1
Wt h1v1 1lao directed th1 U.S. Cu1tom1
from l•pan ara materially lnlurln9. or
Se"lca to continue to 1u1pend the
art lhNatenlns 1Mlerial lnlur, to. a U.S.
llquld1tlon of •JI tntrfea of MK DRAM•
lndu1try (IO FR SZ778).
from J1p1n th1t an tntend. or
On Ausu1t 11, we presented
wlthdrlwn from WINhOUH, for
antldumplftl duly qu11Uonnarie1 lo NEC
con1umptlon. on or aher December u.
Corporation (NEC), Hitachi Lid.
1885 ind to nqulrt 1 ca1h dtpoalt or
(HUachlJ, Old Electric lndu1try Co. Lid.
bond for 11ch tntr; In an 1mount equ1I
(Oki) and Mit1ubl1hl Electric
to the 11tlm1ted dumplftl ma11ln 11
Corporation (Mil1ubl1hlJ. Reepondents
deacribed In the ''8u1pen1lon or
were nquealed to an1wer the
Uquld1Uon" HCllon or thl1 notice.
que1tlonnaln In IO d111a. However. al
""CTIVI DAft: April ZI. 11a
tha reque1ta of the comp1nl11 and the
Jap1neH Mlnllby of lntemationo1 Tr11lhi
POii PUllTHlll . .OlllllATIOM CONVACT:
and lndutlrJ, we panted two
John Brtnkm1M. Kann Beckett. or Plul
utenalona of tlmt for rnponu
.
Thren. Office of lnn1U11Uon1, Import
1ubm1..1ona af two wHkl end Olli week
Admlnlatntlon. lntem1tlon1I Trade
rnpectlvtlJ. Wt received Incomplete
Admlnl1tr1tlon. U.S. Departnmat'of rnponae1 from the companlee on
Commerce. Hth Street and Con1tltutlon
October 10-11. 181.5. In lettera dated
Avenue. N.W., W11hlftllon. DC a .
Novtmber I. lZ. and U. the Department
telephone: (ZOZ) 377-3985. S77-ao50, or
nqueated 1uprlemental lnronnalion
177-3983.
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from each or the respondents.
A~ditional information was submitted
by the respondents on November 21,
1985.

.

On December 11. 1985, we published a
preliminary determination that 641<:
DRAMs from Japan were beins sold at
less than fair value in the United States
(50 FR 50649).

After the preliminary detennination,
all of the respondents in thi11
investigation requested an extension of
the rmal determination date until not
later than April 23, 1986. The
respondents were qualified to make
1uch a request since they accounted for
a slgnificant proportion of exporta of the
merchandise to the United States. If ·
exporters who account for a significant
proportion of exports or the
merchandise under investigation
properly request an extension after an
affirmative preliminary determination,
we are required, absent c:c>mpellins
reason11 to the contrary, to arant the
request Accordingly, we sranted the
request and postponed our fim1l
determination on January 3, 1986 (51 FR
234).

•

Between January 10 1md March Z2,
1986. we verified the' information
provided by respondents at their
facilities in Japan and the United Stale1. ·
On March 10, 1986, we held a hearlna to
provide all interested parties with an ·
opportunity to comment on the
Jnvestigation.
·
Products Under lnvut.igaitiua
The products covered by this
investigation are all 641C dynamic
random access memory componenta of
·
the N-channel metal oxide
1emiconductor type (MIC DRAM•) from
Japan. This merchandiae la cunently
provided for In item 687.7441 of the
Tariff Schedule• of lhe United Stale•
Annutatt!d. We Investigated 1alea of MK
DRAMs durins the period Janua,Y l
through June 30. 1985.
··
Fair Value Compariaoaa
To determine whether 1alea of the
aubjccl merchandise in the United
States were made at le1t1 than fair value,
we compared the United State• price to
the foreign m;trket vulue for all
companies. We used data provided in
their i'esponaes, as explained In the
"Foreign Market Value" section of thi1
notice, except where otherwise noted.
We used date of shipnuml as the date.
uf sule aa that waa the tarsi dale on
whic.:h a bindlna commitment to lell the
subject merchandiae can be •aid to have
occurred. aa explained more fuUy In the
comm~nt section of thia notice. All
compuniea pruvided ahipment dates for
U.S. aalea. Hitachi, Mitaubishl. and OlrJ

where there were insufficient sales
above the coat.of production, as defined
In section '7S(b) •f the Act.
When forelp lnarket value was
b&1ed on home attrket pricea. we
calculated a fore'8 market value for
each product sroup for each month of
the period of Investigation, due to sharp
declines la monthly prices. Where
foreign market value waa baaed on
constructed value, we uaed a quarterly
conatructed value for each product
sroup.
Since the production of MK DRAMs
Ualt"' States Price
waa not at the developmental atage but
For certain Hitachi 1alea we111ed the
rather at a mature otase of production,
purchase price of the aubject
the Depa~nt uaed quarterly costs as
merchandJae to represent United State•
the baaia for the constructed value. The
price; H provided in section '72(b) of
Department cona•dered the aipificant
the Act, 1ince the mercbandiae, waa 1old chaqea in coat from quarter lo quarter,
to unrelated purchasers prior to Ila
the lensth or time for production, and
Importation into the United States. For
the averase Inventory l\vel of MK
other Hitachi 1al11 and aalea by all
DRAM1 in order to appropriately match
other respondents, we used exporter'•
the aalee data to the coat data. We
1alea price (ESP} ~o represent United
. · C:onduded that the average costs of
Sta~es price, In accordance wltla aection
manufacturtna incurred in the quarter
'72(c) of the Act, a1 the merchandise
procedins the aale most accurately
waa ~old after the time of Importation.
the coata of the product aold.
We calculated purchaae price and ESP reOected
Aecordirisly, the Departmen.t based ill
ba1ed on the packed, duty.paid. C.l.F.
colt of production on the averqe
price• to unrelated purchasers In the
manufacturina coat for the prior quarter
· United States.
and general expenaea for the quarter in
For purchaae price, we made
which
the eale took place.
deductions for foreign inJand freight and
ln1urance, air freight, mariDe luurance.
Coal of Ploduclioa
brokerase charge• in Japan and the
In determJnins the cost of production
United States. and U.S. ·duty. For ESP.
for
the rnpondenta, the Department
where appropriate, we made deducllona
relied
on the 1ubmiDSlona. when veritaed
for brokerase charges in J11pan and the
United States. foreisn Inland freiabt and and appropriately valued. and adjusted
data when certain costs nece11ary
lmurance. air &eisht and luurance. U.S. 1uch
for the production of MK DRAM• were
duty. U.S. &eisht and lnaurance.
· nof verified. not lnduded; or not
coDUPluiont to unrelated parties, U.S.
Hllina expen1ea incurred in the l,J.S. and appropriately quantified or valued.
The Department analyzed induatr)'
)apail. credit expenaea, warranties,
,
adverti1lna. royalties. and poit·ahlpment practice1 of accounUna for the
equipment UHd to produce MK DRAM&
price adjuatmenta in the U.S. markeL M
and conduded that the acceleraled
Oki ~d no U.S. 1hort-term borrowln&
method of depreciaUon based on a flvewe Uled the U.S. prime rate for the first
year uaeful Ure wa1 appropriate. In
and aecond quarter of 1985 u the beat
nachlas this conduaion, the
inforinallan available in calculattna
Department conalde~d the
Oki'' U.S. credit ex~nae.
·.
characterlatlc:o of the Industry which
Foreign Markee Value
lhow npid chansea In manufacturing
1•
•
The petitioner allesed that aales in tl)e technoloBY and 11 relatively brief market
life for the BOK DRAM integrated
home market by all the napondent1
circuita.
'
were at price• below the ~t of
The DepDJtment induded, ao part uf
prodµclna the men:handiae. · ·
the depreciation cpeDN, additional
In accordance with aectlon '73(a) of
the Act, for all companies. we calcuJated deprec:ietloa wbich waa expensed when
a oompanr utilized the equipment in
· foreip market value baaed on bome
exce11 of nonnal production hoW'll and
market pricea when there were ·
1ufficlent bome market Nlea at or abov·a when 1uch expdDle wu reOected on its
ncorda.
.
the coat of production to deteimine
The Department's method of
Ionian market value. We uaed
c:onalructed value a1 the bali1 for
accounlina fur reaearch and
calcuJalion foreip market ftlue where
development (RAD) expenses
encompaaaed the hiatoric R&D for WK
there were DO 18181 of 1uch or limilar
DRAMI 11l10Qlted over the market life uf
merchandiae in the honie market or
provided shipment dates for home
market aaJea as well. NEC provided only
order dates for ll1 home market 11lea.
However, examination of individual
NEC home market aalea 1howed that the
average lenath of time between order
and •hipmeat Jn the home market was
1ubstantially JeBS than 30 days.
Ther,rore, we detennined that NEC'1
home market order date was a
reasonable Indication of ahipment date,
and we used that as beat Information
available.
I
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the product, which waa considered part
or She cost or m11nuFacturing, and a
proportional share or the current
product line R&D and general R&D.
which were considered to be part or the
1eneral expenses.
NEC·
Tbe Following adjustments were made
to the cost or production information
presented in NEC'a reaponae:
For the coat of manufacturing:
t. An amount, ba1ed on '"best
lnfonnatlon available" for productapecific reaearcb and development w111
included becau1e the aubmltted costa of
manufacturing did not iJ:aclude productapeclftc research and development.
I. Special depreciation which wa1
reported in the reapondent'1 ftnancial
statements, but omitted from their
reaponae, waa added to lhe coat of
manufacture.
·
a. Certain manufacturing co1t1 which
were double-counted for one product
we·re nMaed.
For the 1eneral expenses:
i:-General and administrative
expenaea were reviaed because the
responai did not fully allocate 1eneral
expenses Incurred by the re1pondenl'1
1ub1ldiariea to the MK DRAMa.
I. Interest expenaea were revised
becau1e the submitted expenaea did not
Include an appropriate allocation of
credit expenaea attributable to aale1 of
MKDRAMa.
Hiladal
The following adiuatment1 were made
to the coat al production infonnation
preaented ID Hjtachl'1 reapon1e:1
For Iba coat of manufacturins:
1. Retirement expenae1 which were
recorded oa the company 1ecorda. but
whlcb were not included in the
1ubmltted co1la, were included for the
final determination.
Z. "Beat information available'" waa
developed for &be depreciation axpenae1
which were adiuated from duet to five
JH!" for the reaponae on an lnccmect .
bu11.
.
.
a. Overhead coala incurred by .
maufacturiq 1ubaldiuie1 were
lnduded in tbe coaJ of manufacturlq.
not tbe 1eneral expenaea, aa pruantad
in the 1ubmia1ion.
t. Product-line RAD wa1 reclaaaiBed
u aeneral expemea.
For the aeneral expenaea:
t. "'Beat tnfonnatioa available" wu
developed for product-line RM> bec:auae
the allocation metbodolou did not
appropriatel1 allocate 1ucb coala cm a
reaaouble baaia.
Z. CertalD beadquarten pneral and
admlnlatrative axpenaaa excluded fnma
&ha 1ubmla1loD ware Included.
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3. lndirecl aellins expen1ee related to
the aalea 1ub1idiariea were included
ln1tead of the amount in the aubmisaion.
4. Financial expenaea were
recalculated to exclude investment
income and to include credit expenses
•ttributable to aalea or MK DRAMs.
I. Rebate expenses were excluded.
Mitaublabl
Tlwi followina adju11tment1 were mude
lo the coat of production information
preaented iD Millubi1hi'1 response:
For the coat of manufacturins:
t. The co1ta of certain aubcontractora
were adjuated to reDect the co1t1 ahown
OD the reapondent'1 recorcb.
· ·
J. Royalty paymenta on patenta
.
related to the production of MK DRAMa
were recluaified from seneral expena11
to coal of manufacturins.
a. Depreciation expenae wa1
readjuted lo reftect the re1pondenfa
method uaed iD the ordinary coune or
buiDeaa, and which the Department
accepted a1 the method to be uaed for
calculatins the coat of production .
inltead of the adjuated method uaed for
the preparation of the reaponae.
For tbe pneral expen1e1:
t. A proportional 1bare of the
corporate iDtereat expenae and the
credit expen1e1 attributable to aale1 or
MK DR.AMI were Included.
I. Corporate advertiaina whicb ~H
Included ID tbe company recoida but not ·
included ill &be aubmiuloa waa
JDcluded.
a. Home market 1ellinl expen1e1 were
uaed imtead of the amount in the
aubmi11ioa.
Old
The ,ollowma adjuatmenta were made
lo the c:o.t of production information
preaenaed in Old'1 n1ponae:
For ~ coat of manufacturing:
1. Depreciation expenae waa
.
readJUfled to reOect the niapondent'a
method ued in the ordinary COW'le or
buainel1, wbicb lhe Department ·
accepted u the metllod.to be uaed for
calc.U.ting Iha coat of production.
lmtead of the adju1ted melhod uaed for
the prepantlon of the rupon1e.
I. 'nfe difference n•ulllna from
correc&ly c:alculating Iha material
~ bJ u.m, materiala conaum&id.
not matarlala puichaaed. waa lDcluded.
a. 'J'lte mlacaJQllation of the material
varian~ waa GGITICted and the re1ulta
were lacluded.
t. A alx-tDODtb favorable Labor
variance wu proportionately ·
reallocated to the relevant quartera.
I. Tba field varianc:e wu nalaled
beca1&aa I.be Daputment did not accept
Iha credit adJuatment made by the
company to It• March yield variance for
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reentering rete1t devicea into
production.
,
8. Royaltr exp~e was added.
1. Historic product-1peciric Rall woa
included. becauae lhe reapondent had
not included thi1 co1t in its calculations.
Thi• RlD amount for the period or
investigation waa divided between the
MIC DRAM aalea and royalty Income.
The amount applicable to MK DRAMs
wa1 included.
For the general expenaes:
t. Home market aelling expenses were
uaed inatead of the allocated 1elling
expen1e1 included in the 1ubmi11lon.
2. General and admlni1trative
expenee1 were revieed to renect en
allocation baaed on coat of 1alea r11thcr
than ••lee revenuee.
S. lntereet expenae waa revised to
reOect an allocation baaed on coat or
aalea rather than ules revenues and to
. -include an appropriate allocation or
.credit e?tpen1e1 attributable lo aales of
MKDRAM1 ..
t. Royalty income was not used to
offaet intere1t expense.
l.·''Best information available" was
developed for product-line RAD because
1uch amount had not been included in
tbe 1ubmi11ioil.
Price to PriC8 Compariaon1
For each company examined. we
found aufficleol ·1a1ea above the cost of
production for certain product sroupa to
allow use of Jaome market pricee lo
cletennine foreign market value in
accordance with 1ectioo '73(a)(t)(AJ or
the Act. We uaed home market prices
for identical merchandise aold in the
United Stales aa the ba1ia for foreign
market value. We calculated the home
market price OD the ba1l1 of the F.O.B.
price to unrelated purchaaera. When we
compared purchaae price to foreign
market value. we made deductions.
wbete appropriate, for foreisn inland
freight and inauranca. diecounta and
rebalea. We alao made adjuatments.
where appropriate. for differences in
circwnltanca1 of aale for credit terms. in
accordance with I 353.15 of our
replaUona. On purdia1e price sales by
Hitachi. we ottaet coaunlaaiona paid on
U.S. aalea wttb lndllect telling expenses
in tbe home market. in accordance with
I 353.tS(c) of our raplationa.
When we compaftd ESP with foreign
market value. we made deductions.
where appropriate, for foreip inland
freight and inluram:e. advertising. credit
expenaa. dincl 1ellin1 axpenae1.
dllcounla. rebatea. and comroiaaion1.
We alao Ul8d Indirect aelliq expensu
bl lhe Isome market to offaet United
Slalea aellina expenaea. In accordance
with I 353.tl(cl of our reaul11lionL
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For both purchase price and ESP, in
order to adjust for differences in packing
be1w1:1:n iht: lwo marl.eta, we deducted
home market packing costs and added
U.S. packing costs to the home market
prices.
We disallowtid deductions for inland
frci&: .. ~ .............. l i.t .. chi and its
subsidiaries, becau11e we considered this
expeni;e an intra-comp1iny transfer and
included it in the coi;t or production. We
also disallowed technical servicing
expenses incurred by Hitachi since
these could not be til!d to· particular
sale~ during the period of investigation.
ConslNcted Value
In accordance with section nl(e) of
the Act, we calculated foreign market
value based on constructed value when
there were not sufficient home market
sales above the cost of production of
auch or similar merchandise for the
purpose of comparison. For conalNcted
value. the Department used the coat of
all materials, fabrication, general
expenses, and profit based on the
·· respondents submissions, revised, as
detailed under the ."Cost of Production"
aection of this notice. Actual general
expenses were used, since in all cases,
auch expenses exceeded the statutory
minimum of 10 percent of materials and
fabrication. Only one respondent
provided verifiable profit data. This
figure exceeded the eight percent
statutory minimum for profit. Since the
other respondents were unable to
provide verifiable profit data, we used
the beat information available for them. ·
which was the verified profit of the one
firm which provided an adequate profit"
submission. We made adjustments
under I 353.15 of the regulation• for
differences in credit and royalties
between the two markets.
.
Where the.re were comml11lona In one
market and not in the other. we offset
the commi11iona with Indirect selling
expenses in the other market. We also
used indirec' 1elling expense• in the
home market to offset United States
selling expenses. in accordance with
I 353.15(c.:) of our regulations.
·· ·
Cunency Conver11ion
In calculating foreign market value,
we made currency convenlon1 from
Japanese yen to U.S. dollan in ·
accordance with I 353.56(a) of our
regulations. using the certified daily
exchange rates for comparisons ·
involving purchase price. For ESP
comparisons. we used the official
exchange rate for the date of aale. which
·
we determined was the date of
shipment. since the uae of that exchange
rate is consistent with aection 815 of the
Trade and Tariff Act of 198C (198C Acl).

We followed section 615 of the 1984 Act
rather than I 353.56(a)(2) of our
regulations because the later law
supersedes that section or the
regulations.
Verification
We verified the information u11ed in
making our final determination in
accordance with section n6(a) of the
Act. We used standard verification·
procedures. includins examination of
relevant sales and financial record• of
e~ch company.
Respondenla' Commenla
Halachi Comment l: Hitachi claim•
that the constNcted value ued by the
Department for Ila preliminary
determination included adjustmenll
which were not appropriate and which
thould not be uaed for the final
detennination. These adjustments
Included: (1) Changing Hitachi'•
.. ·
depreciation expense: (2) enoneously . .
lncludins product-apecific RAD; and (l)
reviaing Hitachi's reported general
expenses which encompassed the
1eneral RlD. lnlereat expeDte, and
telling, senenil and administrative
expenset (SGlA).
·
· DOD Response: The Department
reviewed the respondent'• 1ubmillion.
For the preliminary determination. in
those areas where co1t1 did not appear
to be appropt;iately 1taled, the
Department adjusted theae costs by
uing "best information available." The
adjustmenla were described In the
Department'• preliminary determination
notice. For the fmal determination, the
Department uaed the reapondent'• ·
Information when auch data was
verified, appropriately quantified and
. ·
valued, a• noted In the "Cott of
Production" 1ection of thi• notice.
: Hitachi Comment 2: Hitachi 1late1
that since the allocation method uaed to
calculate producl·speclfic RID w 81
verified, the Department should accept
ill 1ubmilled amount for RlD.
1 DOD Response: The Department
accepted the methodology 111ed by
Hitachi for calculalins producl-apeclfic
R•D co1t1. However. the company'•
method of calculatins product-line RlD
for the product was unacceptable, and
"besl lnformation available" wa1 uted
Jfr thi• amount.
·
. Hitachi Comment 3: Hitachi alates
that ll was justified in not providing
ftve-year yield experience.
· DOC Responae: The information
requeated by the verifier ahould have
been provided. The Department
requested the five-year yield experience
to allow II lo review more fully the
cunenl yield and hi1toric RlD
Information.
·

Hitachi Comment 4: Hitachi claims
that its right lo a hearing was
compromised 'y the Department's
failure to provfde a timely constructed
value verifica.on report.
DOC RBsponse: The Department
afforded adequate time for ell parties to
comment on the constructed value
verification report prior to the final
determination.
Hitachi Comments: Hitachi argues
that Motorola's cost model for 641< ·
DRAMs 11 based on fundamentally
fallacious a11umption11 and ahould not
be considered by the Department in
reviewing Hitachi'• actual costo.
DOC Response: The Department
conaidert and analyzes all information
presented by the petitioners,
re1pondenta. and interested parties. The
Department notea that the underlying
. a1iwnption1 of the coal model preaented
by Motorola were reviewed by the
Department apecifically when analyzing
the relevance of the individual coat
elementa of the model.
Hitachi Comment ti: Hitachi points oul
that ~e petitioner'• 1ugeation to "lag"
·.production coala to tales prices ia not
valid. because there la no atalutory
basis for doinB so and there Is no
Justification for'artificially fixing costa
at the lnltial 1taa~ of the production
proceaa.
DOC llesponae: The Department
concluded that a quarterly las between
aalet and coal ·of manufacturina was
appropriate. By establishing this las. the
Department la not artifict~lly fixing
co1ll at the lnitiahtaae of production
proce11 but rather matchina the cost
Incurred to the 1ale1. Such an approach
la jullfied by 1ection nl(e)(l) of the
Act. which providea that conslNcted
value 1bould be based on costs "al a
time precedina the date of exportation of
the merc:hancliae under consideration
which would ordinarily permit the
production of that particular
merchandise in the ordinary courae of
bualne11."
·
·
Hitachi Comment 1: Hitachi argues
that It used the appropriate aale dates in
both markets when it reported a) the
date of thipment ••date of eale for U.S.··
1&le1 and b) the date that purchase
orden were entered Into Hitachi's
central computer 01 the date of eale for
home market ulea. With respect lo the
U.S. date of ule, Hitachi argues that.
under U.S. law. a mere offer to purchase
11 not a contract:
a contract requires an acceptance as
well, Therefore, It is not until a legally
recognized acceptance ta given that a
price is "confirmed" between parties to
a contract. Acceptances can come In
11everal different fonn1. including actual
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performtmce in accord11ni:e with the
~rms of the offer. e.g .. by shipment or
goods in the case of a Hies contract.
Since Hitachi does not normally
acknowledge purch11se orders. Its
normal acceptance or an order occurs
when the order is actually shipped. ·
Thus. dale or shipmrnt appropriately
defines Hitachi's date or sale for
purposes of sales in the United States.
By contrast. Hitachi arsues that, In
Japan. in certain situations. an offer is
autom11lically deemed accepted if it Is
not promptly rejected. Hitachi cited
Article 509 of Japanese Commercial law
on this point. Thus. Hit11chi arsuea that it
is 11ppropriate to report Japanese tales
by reference to the date the order was
entered into the company'• centr1tl
computer. which is normally 1oon a{jer
the order is received. since thi1 11 a
rational basis for determining when a
particular prii:e h111 been "confirmed."
DOC RL·sponse: In seneral. the
!
contract type or analysia 1et forth by
: Hitachi would be relevant in
d~terminins when a "sale" occur• for
purposes or the antidumpins law1. Here,
however, the Department has
determined that, in thia particular
industry. und during the time period
investigated. neither party to a purchase
order intended it to be a "binding
asreement" or treated ii as 1uch. Thia
Witl true for both the U.S. and homemarket trans11ctions. The Department
reached this conclusion baaed on the
!
faclthat during the time-period
investigated. there were 1isnincant
cancellations of 64K DRAMs orden by
both parties. without any aanction1 or
penalties whatsoever, and frequent price
revisions to reflect rapidly declinins
market pricca. Such cancellation1 and
revisions occurred even afler 1hipment
of the gouds in question. Thus, the
Department used date or shipm~nt for
home-m11rket Hies 1ince that wa1 the
earliest point. in the transaction at which
any 1ort of binding commitment may be
Inferred. The Department determined
that ii would be inappropriate, in these
circumstances. to use the last preshipment ch11nge entered into the
computer as the baaia for the date or
aale since. as counsel for Mitaubi1hi
notes. it is only with the benefit of
hindsight that one could aay that a
p11rticular pre-shipment computer entry
bears any reli.ttionship to the tran1action
that the parties ultimately asree to.
Similarly. the Department also u1ed the
date or shipment for U.S. 1ale1. The
basis for this determination ii outlined
in the DOC Response to Domeatic
P11rties' Comment 13.
Hitachi Comment B: Hitachi contend•
that Motorol11'1 challenses to Hitachi'•
1

reported capital costs are misdirected
because Hitachi'• depreciation expenses
were not understated. as Motorola
1ussested.
DOC Response: The Department
agrees. However. since Hitachi'a
restatement of depreclatioh from a
three- to five-year useful lire was not
correctly calculated, the Department
uaed the "best Information available."
Hitachi restated depreciation by using
only the remainins undepreciated aaaet1
and extendins thi1 balance, Instead of
recalculating the depreciation from the
original date or purcha1e and using the
full purchase price 81 of that date.
Hitachi Comment 9: Hitachi point• out
that Motorola'• all~gation that product·
1peciflc RID w&1 underatated from
"early write-off•" or seneral expenaes la
not true becau1e Hitachi included
:
historic product-1pecific RID.
DOC Response: The Department .
agrees. The Department'• methodology . .
includes capturins hiatoric RID for the
product under investigation and ·
allocatins 1uch RID to all 64K DRAM•
1old.
Hitachi Comment 10: Hitachi claim•
that it• method of allocation or certain
1eneral expenses on a 1&lea reven.ue
basi1 1hould not be chansed because
thi1 is a long-standina practice or the .
Department. The Department 1hould not
uae i corporitte 1verase baaed on the
consolidated financial 1tatementa. as
1usseated by Motorola, to all~cate theae
seneral expen1ea.
.
DOC Response: The Department used
the basic methodolosy u1ed by Hil1tchi,
which Included variou1 allocation
methods for difrerent experiae1 and
which senerally followed Ila internal
budseting procedure• for allocatins
1eneral expen1e1. The Department
adju1ted seneral expen1e by includina
for the final determination certain
amounts for seneral corporate expense
which were excluded by Hitachi in it1
c:alcula tion1.
Hitachi Comment II: Hitachi'•
variable manufacturuis co1t1 were not
understated.
DOC Response: We adjuated Hitachi'•
variable manufacturins COlll to include
certain coats, 1uch 81 retirement pension
expen1e. which were excluded by ·
Hitachi ln 111 1ubrnl11ion.
Hitachi Comment 12: Hitachi cl11im1
that the Department'• verification
report. which 1tates that the comp11ny
did not provide historic production data
for all three micron family producta and
for 64K DRAM1. or another allocation
baal1 for product-line RID, ii correct.
However, the Department'• reque1t for
thi1 information at the verification w&1
untimely. Additionally. Hitachi arauea
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that the Department 1hould use as its
b11i1 the ratio oUMK DRAMs wafors
1tage of
u1ed in the pilot
development co~pared to totcil wafers
expended for all~roduct1 at that stage.
DOC Re1pon1e: Hitachi'• computation
of product-line RID did not present the
information reque1ted by the
Department In lt1 questionnaire and did
not preaent data nece11ary for use in the
Department'• methodology. The data
nfened to in the verification report was
nquested durins the Initial 1tase of
verification.
Hilachi Comment 13: Hitachi claims
that the expen1e1 deducted from its
SCIA included buaine11 tax and an
"extraordinary expense;"
DOC Response: The Department
con1idered the bualneH tax 1imilar tu
an income tax and therefore did not
include thi1 amount in SCIA. The
Department reviewed th.e oature or the
"extraordinary expenae" and did not
concur with the re1pondent'1
characterization and, therefore, included
tbi1 amount in Ill SGIA calcul11tions.
.Hitachi Comment 14: The
Department'• verification report noted a
difference between the amount of
bu1ine11 tax nOected in the MOF report
compared to the amount deducted from
1eneral expenae in the re1pon11. Hitachi
claim• that thl1 difference repreaent1
expenae1 involved in offshore consumer
product manufacturins operations.
DOC Response: The Department was
not provided with an explanation for
thl1 difference during verification.
Therefore, the Department did not have
a verified ba1i1 to account for this
difference when makins Ila.final·
determine lion.
Mitsubishi Comment I: The
Department inappropriately relied on
petitioner'• data in a11e11ins a "beat
infonnation available" nte a.sainat
Mitaubi1hi in the preliminary
determination.
DOC Response: We di1&gree. In
a11e11ins a "be1t information available"
nte asain1t Mitaubi1hl at the
preliminary determination. the
Department acted In accordance with its
resulallona, 18 c.F.R. I 353.Sl(b).
Miuubi.Jti Comment 2: The
Department arnd In nquirlns
Mit1ubi1hi to Include aale1 of model
ANP-ZO in Ill home market aalea
n1pon1e beQtuae they were not made
"in the uaual wholeNle quantitiea and
In the ordinary course of trade for home
conaumption."
DOC Response: In the caae of the
Mit1ubl1hl ANP-ZO, we found the
product to be aold in the home market
through the aame chaMel1 of trade 1t1
other Mit1ubi1hi MK DRAM products
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subject to the in\'estit1ation and in the
usual wholesale quantities. Sinl;e the
ANP-20 is "auch or similar"
merchandise ti. that seld in the United
States, we have included ANP-20 home
market sales in our calculation of
foreign market value.
Milsub1~hi Comment 3: Where, as
here, the purchase prict: of the
commodity subject to an investigiltion ia
regularly subject to adjustment in light
of market conditions, the Department
should. as a general principle, determine
the date of aale in light of the
circumstancea in the relevant market.
While Mitsubishi argues that date of
shipment is the appropri.ite date or sale
in the U.S. market, it asserts that date or
shipment may not be the appropriate
basis in the Japanese context. Instead, it
1uueat1 that date ohale in the
homemarket 1hould be b111ed OD tlie
order/confirmation date.
DOC Response: The Department haa
u1ed date of 1hipment as the date of sale
for both U;S. and Japanese 1ale1. See
DOC Responses to Hitachi'• Comment 7,
and Domestic Parties' Comment 13.
Mitsubishi Comme11t 4: All home
market advertisins expen~ei claimed by
Mitsubishi'qualify as direct selling .
expenses for which allowance ah"uJd be .
made •• a difference in circumstance• of
aale.
·
DOC Response: W~ 11gree. Thv
Dep11rtment verified the adjustment
claimed by Mitsubishi for home market
advertisina expenies and found that the
adjustment qualified as a direct aellina
expense 1ince the adverli:iing was
aimed at end-users of 841< DRAM
produc\s 1old by Mitsubishi.
Mitsubishi Comment 5: While the
declinins balance method of ·
depreciation is µled by Mitsubishi for lti
nonnal financial accountms. for
purposes of this investigation. they
claim that they should be allowed to use
a straight-line method with a five-year
estimated useful life. Mitsubishi arguea
that the declining balanee method doea
not approprhi1ely reflect the coat of the
product under invesligation.
DOC R~poni;e: We diaasi-ee. St:e the
..Cost or PrOduction" section of this
notice for a description of the ·
Department's methodoloay for
determinina depreciation.
Mitsubishi Comment B: Mitsubishi's
allocation of factory overhead on the
basis of no.or apace utilization should be
accepted. since ii i1 the metboJ used (or
its internal coat accounlins.
DOC Response: The Department
reviewed the charges included in the
plant overhHd. These charae• included
auch items aa the depreciation of the
plant. maintenance. h.i.alins and liahlins.
The llepartmvnt asreea that allocation

provide reliable data on J11panesc
by floor 1pace of 1uch charaea. in this
pricing and production costs lo justify
case, was a reaaonable basis on which
the iniliation of an,invesligation c.f co11t
to attribute these cosla to the producis
of produ.ction and further, that the
manufactured in the plant. .
Mitsubishi Comment 1: Mitsubishi
preliminal'J detenpination did not
contends that while direct material costs conlain an indicat(on that the
and subcontractor costs are not
.
Department had i.Ddependenlly
associated with individual departmental developed prtcins and cost data tu
cost centers. reconciliation of these
luslify a co1t of production
coats waa accomplished at verificatiun
inveslisation.
through examination of detailed
NEC notes that both the courts and
aubledser accounta organized by
the Department have repeatedly
vendor.
affirmed the principle that the
DOC Response: The Department
antldumpins law embodies a strong
performed·allemalive verification
preference for use or actual home
procedures which indicated that the
market aale1 data rather than
costs reported in the response were
constructed value and that the
reasonably stated for material costa, but Department's regulations call for the u:;e
that the subcontractor c01ts in the
of actu11l 1alea dala Crom third counlriea
response did not refiect the company'•
piior to the use of constructed value.
records. The Department used the costa
NEC argues that absent o finding that
as reflected ori Mitaubishi'a records for
the:condiliona eel forth in 19 CFR
the aubcontroctor coal.
353.7(a) were considered and aatiz1fied
Mitsubi•hi Comment B: Mitsubishi
· · wllh respect lo NEC. the Department
that any attempt to recar· 1ure
.·.has no·lesat baais to use infonnation
· historic Jl•D ii both lmpractica and in
other than actual home market lilles
contravention of senerally accepted
data In il1 analysis.
accountins principles. They alio note;
DOC Response: Not only did the
however, that the use or current
petition
allege below-cost sales in the.
semiconductor reiated Jli:D would.
home market and provide aubstantial
overstate RID inaamuch .as· most of the
support for thia allegation, but the
·Jl•i> dlirina the period of inve11isation
Department'• review, based on verifieJ
was devoted lo the development of one
1ubmi11ions of the respondents, has·
and four megabit DRAMs.
concluded that the petition was conel:t
DOC Response: The Deputment'a
·in lt1 aaaerlions. While the anlidumping
politlon Ii in acaord with Intemalional
law does embody a strong.preference.
Generally Accepted Accountlna
for the use of actual home market sales
Standard #9 which provides that RaD
data, it also directa that home marl.el
auociated with apedfic marketable
roducta and production proc:eaaea shall 1ale1 that are below cost of production
may not be used to establish foreign
capitalized and amortized over a .
market value where they: (1) Have been
reasonable basil.
over an extended period which .
made
The· Department cannot attribute cost
permit recovery of all coat.a within a
lnclirred for another product .to the one
reasonable period of time in the normal
under lnveatlsatlon and. a~ditlonally; ,
course of trade. Section 773(b). and 19
must capture all coats nece1181')' for the
. cFa353.7.
manufacturiq of the product' wider .
Consistent with our standard practice.
inveetisatlon In its coat of production
we disresarded below-cost sales where
caleulatiori.
'
· ·
· they con11ituted more than 10 percent of
Mitaubishi CommeriU: Mitsubishi
· total home market 1alea of such or · .
arsue• that a royalty pa)'.m~nt for
aimilar merchandise over the six monlh
: techn.oloay •cquired (Qr the·production
perJod of inveatisation. We us~d aboveof MK DRAMa 1hould be c:anaidered a
cost home market Hies for purposes of
"aellins". expense. not a "coat of .
makins our fair value comparisons. · .
produl.1ion" expense, aini:e such coat• .
where they accoun~ed for more thdu 10
are aCc:ruecl on 181es rather than on ·
percent of home market 1ale1. Where
production quulitiei.
. ·
le11 than 10 percent of the home market
DOC Pmition: Since the ·1acbnology
181H were above COii, we determined ·.
acquµ-ed w.al neceoaary for production
of 84K DRAMS. the Department included that aucb 1alea. were insufficient to form
an adequate basis for determinalion of
auch coats in manUfacturina. The
method used for determinina the amount foreisn market value. In such situations.
the Department used constructed v~lue
paid under. th.e contract la not the
to determine foreign markel valut?, in
nlevant consideration for determinini
accordance with the Acl; the
its claa1ificatlon in the coat of
reaulation1. 11nd the legislative hislot)'
production calculation.
(Section 773(h}. 19 CFR 353.7 and S. Rep.
NEC Comment l: In obfectins to the
No. ~249, 811th Cons. 1st Setts. 9~Y6
. Department'a use of constructed value.
(1879)).
NEC aruae• that the petition clid not

•rsue•
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NEC's Comment 2: NEC argue1 that
NEC Comment 4: NEC claim• that
the constructed value used by the
interest expenaes attributable io sales or
Department for its preliminary
841<: DRAMs were correctly reported.
determination included adjustments
DOC Response: Submitted interest
expenses did not include an appropriate
which were not appropriate and which
· allocation of credit expenses
should not be used for the final.
determination. These adjustments
attributable to the product under
included. among others. the double
· investigation. The Department added
counting of die costs and the use of
credit expenses related to the home
market aales. The Department
general corporate averages for.the
.. decreased the amount of corporate
interest and the general expenses.·
DOC Position: For the preliminary ..:. interest expenses attributed to the
determination. H explained in the
product ·to account for the proportional
1hare related to the account1 receivable.
Notice, the Department adju1ted coat
10 that the interest related to the home
elements when it appeared 1uch co1ta
may not have been appropriately 1tated. market credit expense wa1 not double·
For example. the Department note1 that
counted.
the total coat or manufacturing
Oki Comment 1: Oki daims that the
presented in the response did not appear .. depreciation renected in It• ~ancla,l
lo include the total cost of fabrication.
1latement1 wa1 a re1ult of tax law1 and
The Department reasoned·that ii the
1hould not be used for·the Department'•
fabrication were included, the COit of
final determination ..
essembly would have been only 30
DOC liesponse: The Department
percent of the total cost1. In view of the
reviewed Oki'1 method1 of accountins
Department'• knowledge of the
for depreciation. uaed in the 'ordinary
course of busine11. Uke other · · .
production proceas. other fact1
pr~11ented in the respc)nae, and lackina
companle1. Oki'1 metfaod nOected
an explanation in the response. the
ordinary·indu1try practlcei a~d
manufacturing costs presented did not·
followed the Department'• methodology
appear to be reHonable. Accordingly,
for detennining depreciatron. Therefore,
the Department a.djusted the total per
the Departme'1l uaed lhi1 amount. See
the "Cost of Production" 11ction of thia
unit costs by the amount of the die. For
other adjustments made by the .
notice ...
Department. 1imilar incon1i~tenc~ea
. Oki Commtmt Z: Oki- contend• that the
were present. For the final
·
. coat of production re1ult~na from one ot
determination. the adjuatrilent1 made ·by lt1 plant• which wa1 recently· put into
operation 1hould be adjulted lo,. the
the Department are described under Iha
co1t1 related to·1tart-up.
·· ·
·
"Coat of Production" 1eclion of thi1
notice.
·
· · DOC Responae: We agree: The
NEC Comment: Respondent a111ue1
Department adju't'd 'the .c:off of :
that the Department erred in adju1lina
producli~n for only thoH i:o1t1 '. ·
pre11nted by Oki which were directly ·
NEC'• manulacturins c;o1t1 by makin8
addition1 for product-apecific RAD
relat'd to the itart-up operation• ·or lh•t
because these RID co1t1 were Included
plant. ·
.
in the manufacturing co1l1 aubmilled in
· Oki Comment 3: Oki a111ue1 that a . ·
the 1upplemental.responae. Further,.they credit for royalty income from licenains
argue that the adjµslment: (1) Ignored
of 841<: QRAM techiiol~SY mu1t bit
NEC's statement that no product- ·
allowed against. the· co1t ol production.
1pecil!~ R&D co1t1 were incuR'ed durins
DOC /l~sponse: The royalty income
the period: and (2) i1 incon1i1tent with
from the licen1in1.of MK DRAM
tedlnology Wal !l re1ult of the'
the Department'• past approach of .
expenditures for. the 84K DRAM
considering such expenaea a ,part of the
manufacturing co1t1 only where R&D
re1Barch and development. The royalty
expenses can be "identified directly
income wH n!)t directly related to the
production of MK DllAM1 during the
with the product under investisalion or
to the area in which the product 11
period of inve1ti9atlon. Th~refore, the .
Department allocate~ the product·
manufactured." (Cell.Site Transceiven
from Japan (Final). 49 FR 43080, 43083:
1pecllic re1earch and development
Oct. 26. 1984).
expenses lor the period of lnve1tigation
DOC Response: The Department'•
between the IK IC DRAMs pf9duced by
questionnaire reque1ted information on
Oki and·theTOyalty income.
Oki Comment 4: Oki 1tate1 that
historic product-specific R&p. Neither
NEC'1 original re1pon1e. nor It•
'
hi1toric Hmiconductor RaD cannot
supplemental response. provided
reasonably be allocated to 1peciflc .
product• and should not be lnduded In
verifiable information on 1hl1 point. The
Department's treatmenl'of historic RAD
Oki'1 Mk DRAM'co1t of production.
In thi1 case i1 con1l1tent with prior
DOC Response: The alloelitlon of .
dctermination1.
hi1lortc RaD.that th, Department
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requiree i1 producl-1pecific R&D for 64K
DRAMs. The Department does not
require allocation historic product·
line RAD for Us calculation. II does.
however. require $1 allocalion of those
product-line R.O lixpen1e1 which are
current. The Department included
historic RID for 84K DRAMs. based on
the "best Information available".
Oki Comment 5: Oki claims that the·
R&D expenses for MK DRAMs were
expensed when the company was selling
84K DRAM• at a profit between 1982tBIK and therefore 1hould not be
allocated to the period of investigation.
DOC Position: Historic costs
nece11ary to manufacture the product
under inve1tigation caMot be
dl1proportionately 1hifted and
attributed to a period when the
company wa1 sellina the product at a
profit. ·
·Oki Comment 8: Oki 1tates that the
· p.ercentase the Department included BB
.. "beat Information available" In the
conatructed value calculation for R&D in
the preliminary determination ii higher
than the actual RlD ca111 under any
reasonable method of computation.
DOC Response: Although the
Department, in Ill quealionnaire.
·requested the respondent• to include ·
both hiaforic product-1pecific RlD and
current product-line R&D in their
·calculaUon1. Oki did not include· such
amount1. Therefore, the Department
used "be1t Information available" for ila
preliminary determination. and for this
final determination. For the product-line
·a1D. the Depilrtment used data based
on the experience of the Japanese .
1emiconduclor industry. which was
obtained from publi~ sources.
Oki Comment 1: The Department
aJlould not iccept the domeatic
induatry'a argument that Oki'• SGiA
c:o1t1 1bould be discarded because thty
are below the·corporateaverage and
claims the Department should not use
thi1 "ave~ase" a1 it did In it• preliminary
·
determination.
. DOC Resp~nse: The Department
reviewed Oki'a seneral and
admlni1traUve expen1e1 as reported in
their 1ubml11ion and uaed thi1 amount,
adjusted to. COil or ...... allocation
bHl1, for lt1 final detennlnation.
OAi Comment I: Oki allesea that the
dome1lic indUltry'a proposals regarding
the calculaUon of fixed costs (i.e ..
attributfna a pro rata 1hare of capital
and R&D to MK.DRAM• on the baaia of
average indu1try expenditures during a
9iven period) are: (1) Largely confused
and (2) illegal. to the extent that they ar~
clear.
·
DOC Re1ponse: The Department used
the re1pondent1' actu1l co1t1. when

or
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verified and appropriately quantified
and valued. It did not base its
calculation for the respondent's cost or
production on industry-wide atatistics,
except when such data may have been
used as "best information available."
OAi Comment 9: Oki contends that the
Department did not have a valid basis
for questioning its claims for adjusting
the yield variance which resulted wben
Oki reentered previously "rejected"
devices into the production proce11
during the month of March. Oki notes
that the company did not maintain
records which traced the retested
devices back to "failure" at the initial
test.
DOC Response: The Department
questioned this claim because the
amount of these reentered devices was a
disproportionately large percentage of
the total production during the relevant
quarter. The Department note• that,
accepting the fact these devices were
reentered, it does not agree with Oki
that the positive effects of the yield
variance should have been recognized
hy the company during the month of
March. aince these devices were atill
incomplete and were atill in the
production proce11.
Oki Comment 10: Oki claim• that the
quantity of production differences cited
·by the Department at varioua points in
the verification report are almost
entirely the creation of the Department'a
inconaistent manner of handling the
production quantity. · ·
· . ·.
DOC Respon1e: The Department'•
verification report notea variou~ ·
discrepancies in quantity throughout
Oki'a verification documenta,
1ubmi11ion1, and ac:Counting recorda.
For example. while the re1pon1e liated
untested device• and "atacked" devices
as two. die. a verification exhibit which
aummarized the responae correctly did
not include unteated devicea and ··
counted "atacked" devicea 11 two, but
· the original company recorda counted
"atacked" devices •• one die. The
company did not explain Ill reaaon for
the incon1i1tenl manner in which ii
treated the production quan~ty
throughout the investigation.
Oki Comme11111: Oki allegea.
contrary lo the verification report. that
the verification exhibits related to the
quantity of retest items uf finillhed MK
DRAMs recancile with ont! another. The
company elate& that the difference
between the retest itema on the11e two
exhibit• could be reconciled by
accounting for quantity of reteat item• or
two unrelated producta and the
unfinished Mk DRAM1 devicea.
DOC Response: The Department.
when attempting to reconcile the reteat
exhibit& considered only Mk DRAM•

quantitiea on these exhibits. One exhibit
apparently Includes unfinished pieces;
however, the incomplete units were not
apecifically identified. Therefore, the
Department's position remains
unchanged regarding the reconciliation
of these reteat items.
.
Oki Comment 12: Oki claims, contrary
to the verification report, that the
production account, which measures
quantity, and the production account.
which measures costs, include the aame
period or time ..
DOC Response: When tbia question
arose during verification. the verifier•
requested and received documentation
from the company officials concerning
thia difference in time period. From this
documentation we were able to
reconcile the period for the production
quantities with the period for the coat.
However, the results of this
reconciliation had a de minimis impact
on the per unit coat. Therefore. no
adjustment was made to the cost.
Oki Comment 13: Oki points out that
the verification report notea that
material purchases were used instead of
material consumed for a material .
variance aod states that the difference
resulting from· this methodology is ·
:
insignificant.
DOC R~sponse: The Oepartment uaed
the results of this variance calculated
with the materials coniumed, not with
the material• purchased.
··
Oki Comment 14: Oki objects to the
Department raising ita eoncern for an
unreaolved verification i11ue regardins
Oki'• determination that a variance was
considered a favorable, not an
unfavorable variance, when the actual
labor boura exceeded ltandard houra
during the period or inveatiialion.. ..
DOC Response: The. DepartJrient
raised ill concern 10 that, prior to final
determination. the reapoodent and
petitioner could provide additional
comment• on this i11ue. Oki provided an
explanation in Ila commenll to the
verification.
Oki Comrirnent 15: Oki atatea that the
werification report ia "ialmoat" corred
reaarding depreciation when it atatea
that .a "double-cleclining·balance"
method waa used by the c:O~pany.
. DOC /Wspome: In ill verification
report, the Department stated that Oki
uaed the double-declining bal1ADce .
method for depreciution. Thia method
would hllVe resulted In an effe:ctive rate
which la Wilhin ODB percent Of the rate
or depreci~tion actually used by the
company in detennlning coata for ill
financial 1t11tement..
OIU Comment lB: Oki claima that
there.la.an err.or in the Department'•
verification "port concerning two
aemiconductor equipment atudies

provided by the company. Oki states
· that, contrary to the Department's
characte~zalioo, one of the studies
renects a four-year average life of the
asaell In aervic• not the average useful
life.
DOC Reipon1e: The company
provided the atudiea during verifii;Jtion.
However. one study was not fully
translated. Therefore. in the
Departmenl'1 report it notes that
apparently the one study represents 11
four-year uaeful life. but is not
·
conclusive as to this fact.
OIU Commenl 17: Oki points out that
the verification report notes that R&D
and SG&A was allocated based on sale:;
· and this is true. However. Oki claims
that the sale basis ·can easily be
eonverted to the cost of sales basis, if
the Department doet not accept the
aalea·baaia.
. DOC Response: The Department
converted the ~IA expenses to ii cust :>f
1ale1 basia.
Oki Co1D111enl JS: Oki concludei; that
the verification report is almost corTect
in stating all non-operating expenses
and income were included in Okra
aubmiasion. and that the Department's
major concem appeara to be combining
these amounts. not the individual items
Included ill the amounts.
DOC Response: The Department was
concerned with the individual item11 ·
included iD non-operating income, e.g ..
divide~d income an~ n>yalty income. to
determine if these ilema were related to
the production of 64K DRAMs and
whether they ahould be taken as an
offaet to the coal of production of tHK
DRAMs. We concluded that such
· income aa the dividend income and
• royalty income were not related tu the
production of 64K DRAMs and.
· therefore, these offsets were not
reflected in the COSt Of production Ulit:J
for the final detennination.
OIU Comment 19: Oki claims that the
difference cited in.the verification reporr
concerning the material variances is in
tnar becauae ii did not consider the
mat~rial apecification change variance.
Oki describes the material variance as
composed of two parta: (1) Standard .to
actual coot variance: and (2) the original
.atandurd coat lo the revi1ed stand<1rd
coat bccauae of material 1pecificatiori
change variance.
DOC &aponie: The Dc:partm~nt
· recomputed the atundurd coat to 11duJl
co11t variance which did not reconcile tu
Oki'• atandard cuat to actual cost
· wariance. The Department was not .
commenting on the material specific
chanse variance. which has no bearin~
on the variance under review by the ·
Department.
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Oki Comment 2tJ: O•:i claims that lie
basis for allocation of indirect
department expenses to 641< DRAMi le
reasonable and its amortization or aix·
month varhmce to the month• wllhin
that six month• ill also reasonable.
DOC Response: The Department. after
review of the company'• methods,
determi11ed ,.,P., these allocationa
adequateiy re1u:ctt:a Ule cost which
ahould be attributed to the 64k DRAMs.
Oki Comment 21: Oki arauee that the
Department incorrectly disregarded
certain below coat home market aalee,
aa they did not meet the requirement of
being in 1ubstantial quantitiea over an
extended period of time and Doi at
prices permittin& recovery of all coatJ in
a reuonable time in the normal course
of businese.
.
DOC Response: See DOC responae to
NEC Comment 1.
·
Old Comment 22: Oki argues that
moNS home market aales below the coat
of production ahould not be excluded
from price to price comparison• 1ince
they were "aeconds" and obaolete and
were 1old at whatever price the market
wcillld bear. The fair value of auch
devfcee f1 the price al which they were
aold in the home market. Respondent
clte1 the Southwest Florida Winier
Vesetable Growers Association v.
United States 581 F. Supp. 10, 18 (CIT
1984) on this point.
·
DOC Response: Winter Vegetables ia
inapposite becauae It applied to aalea of
vesetablea that had to be aold within 1 .
abort period of lime because they were
periahable. 84k DRAMt are not
peri1hable. There were aubatantla) 1alea
ol 2'JONS DRAM• in both marketa d&Uin1
the period at a wide ranae of pricea. Tbe
Department aeea no reaaon to 4epart in
thi1 instance from ill normal
methodology in treatin& aalea allesed to
be made (ft leH than the coat of
production .. (See DOC Responae to NEC
Comment 1.)
·
Fujitsu Comment 1: Pujilau. a
manufacturer of MIC DRAMe in Japan
which Wat not required to re1pond to
the antidumpins duty quealioMaire,
oppoaes the method the Department
uaed in Its preliminary determination to
calculate the eatimated dwnpi111 maraiD
for "all other manufacturen" in thl1
Investigation. In the preliininary
determination. the Department Included
In lt1 weighted-average calculation. the
dumping marain for Milaubishi which .
waa baaed on the petitioner'• data H
the "best Information available." Fujltau
arsuea that 1ection "8(b) of the Act ·
restricts the uae of "beat lnfonnaUon ·
Q\'8ilable" to. party which ''refute• or
la unable lo produce information
requested in • timely maMer and in the
funn required. or otherwise 1i~ific1ntl)'

Impedes an inveallgallon" (Atlantic
Susor. Ltd. v. United States, 144 F. 2d
1558 (Fed. Cir. 1984)). Companie& in the
"all other manufacturer" category do not
fall into thi1 category 1ince they were
not aaked by the Department to
complete queatioMaire responses.
Second, Fujitsu arguea that estimated ·
aiargina muat be based on the beat and
most accurate information available to
the Departmenl The data contained in
Micron TechnoloSY'• petition la not an ·
accW'ate estimate aa demonstrated by
the fact that the preliminary msrgina for
the companiea wbicb reaponded to the
queatlonnaire 1howed the petition data
to be 1ub1tantially exceuive. Third.
Fujit1u arguea that where there la
adequate actual data on which to
compute weighted-average margin•, the
Department 1hould not inc:lude
•'punitive" rate1 in it• calculation..
DOC Re1pan1e: It baa coneiatently
been the practice of the Department that
in an affumative determination,
producera/exportera for whom It
1eparate weishted-av~ase dumpins
ma11in bae not been calculated will fall
within the "all other manufacturen".
catesory. The "all other manufactu.rera"'
dumplna ma11in l1 the weishted-averase
margin of the companiea lnveatigated for
whom margin• were found to exiat.
AlthoUih at the preliminary
determination, a company investigated
did not provide an adequate response to
our queationnaire~ aeclion "Blb) of the
Act provldea 1 ba1l1 for maklna a 1alea
at leu than fair value determination
throush the uae of the beat information
available. Therefore, that naula.
toSether with \be other m8J'lina of fair
value determined in accordance with
lbe Act'• procedurea, w~ appropriately
bu:Juded in the calculation of the overall
we'8hted-averase margin for purJ)oaea
of eatabliahi111 the "1Jl other" rate.
We note, however, that •lnce we have
not uaed a "beet information available"
rate for any of the re1pondenta for the
purpoaea of the final determination. the
weishted-averase marsm doea not
Include 1uch 1 nte.
. ·
Fujlt1u Comment 2: There la no
1tatutory baala for the Department to
uae the "fabricated data" propoaed by
the dqmeaUc partiea in place of
documented Ind verified data aubmitted
by re'pondenta in reaponae to
Department que1tionnalre1.
DOC Re•poMe: The Department uaea
data 1upplied by a company unle11 lt
cannot verify auch data or lt appeara ·
that 1\ach information 18 not ·
appropriately quantified or valued. Only
then doea the Departinent reaort to ••beat
information available" which may
Include aucb thlnp u publiahed '
aourcee.
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Fujitsu Coma1ent 3: There is no
1tatutory authority in 1upport or
petitionen' contention that R&.D and
capital expenaea IOcuned by
re11pondenta prior to the period or
investigation muadbe included as coi;lit
of production durila the period or
investigation.
DOC Response: We disagree. The
Department notea that the constructed
value provlalona of the Act (section
7'13(e)) 1pecify that the cost• 1hall be
those inc~d "in producins such or
aimilar merchandise, at a time preceiling
the date of exportation." Thia definition
doee not preclude the inclusion of costs,
like those for equipment and RiD,
which were incurred prior to
exportation, but which are allocated to
and are necessary for the manufacture
of the prodllct under lnvestisatioo.
Domestic: Putiet' Comments
The commeJ}tt addreaaed in the
.followina eection include not only thuae
of the petitioner, Micron Technology
Inc., but alao other domestic interested
partiee to thi1 investigation. namely
Motorola. Inc. and Intel Corporation.
Domestic Parties' Comment. J: The
Department must avoid distortions in
price due to related company
tranaactiona. · .
DOC Response: In accordance with 19
CPR 353.ll, the Department disregarded
home market tale• to related partiea.

Domestic Parties' Comment 2:
Domestic Partiea expre11 concern thdt
respondent• have diatoned their data by
awltchins to 1traight-llne-method11 of
v8J')'in& perioda (or reporting expenaea
auch .. depreciation inate•d of methods
they normally uaed for tanancial
. reportir13. ·
. DOC ~sponse: We agree and have
U8ed the method of depreciation as
described under the "Cost of
Production" aeclion or thi• notice.
Domestic Parties' Comment 3:
Domealic Partiee claim that the RAD
methodolosiea and allocation methoJs
utilized by reapondenta diatort their
coat1.
DOC Response: The Department
reviewed the reepondents' R&D
metbodologiea and allocation methods.
When these melhoda and allocation
ba1e1 did no\ properly attrib1~te the
appropriatt amount of bD to the
product. the Department made
appropriate 1dluatinent1. See the "Cu11t
of ProducUon'' 1ec:Uon of thi1 notice.
Domesclc Parfjea' Comment 4:
Domeatlc Partlee a11ert that. becaiae
prOduction c:oat1 were rapidly
dec:reaal111 and inventoriee were being .
buJlt-up, production coat• 1hould be
laued to enaure that aale pri~ee for &IK
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DRAMs are compared with the
appropriate cos ls for producing the units
sold. Domestic Parties also argue that
because wafer sort generally occurs at
least two months prior to sale, there
ahould be at least a two-month lag when
comparing constructed value with the
aale price. If inventory levels have
increased O\'er the period of
investigation, the lag between wafer 1ort
and actual aale 11\"ill be longer.
DOC Response: The Department
agrees that there should be a lag time
between sales data and cost d11ta. For a
description of the Department's method
used to match sales and costs. see the ·
..Cost of Production" aection of this
notice. See also DOC Response to
Hitachi's Comment 6.

Domestic Parties' Comment S:
Domestic P11rtie1' cl11im that In a nutnber
of specific caaes, SGlA was .
understated as a result of respondents'
alloc11tion methodology. •
DOC Response: The Department uaed
verified home market selling expenaes.
When it appeared SGlA was not
properly atated. the Department made
appropriate adjustments. See the "Cost
of Production" aection" or this notice ..

Domestic Parties' Comment B:
Domestic Petrties' atate that the
department'• verification findings call
into doubt the respondents' reported ·
yield data.
·
DOC Response: The Department
disagrees. The Department conaiden the
aubmitted yield adequately teated.
Domestic Parties· Comment 7:
Domestic parties argue that. aince
Japanese dumping increased in aeverit)'
toward the end or the period of
Investigation and thereafter, the
dumping margins for the aeeond and
third quarterl of 1885 would be a more
apprupri11te indicator or the extent to
which sales at le11 th11n fair value have
been and are likely to be taking place.
Thus. they argue the Department should
exclude the first quarter or 1885 from it•
inve1tig11tion period and either reatrict
its iovestigation to the second quarter or
Ul65, or include U.S. 111le1 from July to
September 1885 to Cetlculate dumpinas
marsin11 ..
DOC Response: The petition in thia
Investigation was file.don June 24. 1885.
In accordance with 18 CFR 353.38(a). the
Department instituted a period or
Investigation extending from 150 daya
prior to. and 30 days after. the first day
or the month during which the petition
was received-that ia. January 1 throuah
June 30. 1885. If the petitioner or other
lntereated parties objc:cted to the period
chosen. lhey ahould have reaislered that
objection at the commencement of the
lnve1tisation. not at Ila conclualon.

Domestic Parties' Comment 8:
Motorola claims that ils cost model
based on published data reflects the
cost of 64k DRAM• during the period of
Investigation and that the low costs
reported by the respondents are a result
of inappropriate allocation methods.
exc~uded costs. and other accounting
practice maneuvers.
DOC Response: The Department
based ita final determination on the
verified actual cost of each respondent
.. reflected on its records when auch
information Included all neceHary
costa. appropriately quantified and
valued. When 1uch information was not
available or not appropriately valued, .
the Department uaed "best Information
available,'' which could include industry
atatlslica.
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investigation did not disproportionally
allocate RAD and capital costs to the
period prtor to~ Investigation. For
R6D coall. the Department has captured
a proportioDaJ .~.re or historic costs per
unit.
·
Depreciation expense is based on
equipment which is continually being
modemized and replaced. At any one
time the depreciation expense will
reflect average depreciation for a pool of
equipment purchased at various limes .

Domestic Parties' Comment 11:

Domeatic Partiea allege that because of
lower production of 64K DRAMs. the
variable costs obould have remained the
aame !n 18&1 even if yields increased.
DOC Respon•e: Production volume
would not have a oianificant effect on
Domestic Parties' Comment 9:
variable co1t1. Such co1t1 are more
Domestic Parties point out that RaD
directly influenced by 1uch factors as
expenditure• reported by the
)'ields and price or input1. See the "Cost
of Production" section or this notice for
respondenll are far below the levels
reported by MITI to be conaiatenl RlD
. details as to how we treated
•pending levels for lnlersrated clrculta. '· re1pondent1' c01t1.
·
They alao note that tJie RaD aiported i•
Domestic Parties' Comment 12:
le11 than the RAD reported for the
Domeatic Partie1 allege that the general
)apane1e semiconductor fJ:ldustry 81 set
and adminiatratlve expenses reported
by the companie1 are undentated
forth in Publl1hed sources. Thus. they
argue that the Department ahould
.
becauae or the diversion or certain COlllS
aub11itute the levels reported in auch
to other producll'and the allocation or
publiahed aources for re1pondents'
the remaining co•ll over the total sales
coats.
of the company.
.
DOC Response: The Department .
DOC Response: The Department
·
reviewed each respondent's
reviewed the reapondent1' RAD
calcula.tion. When auch data could not
methodology and analyzed the coats
be verified; waa incomplete. not
Included. When general expense• did
appropriately allocated. or could not be
not include aome appropriate coats,
properly Identified with the MK
adjustments were. made. See the "Cost
DRAM1, the Department u1ed a1 beat
of Production" aection of thi1 noiice.
Information available MITl r11ure1 on
Domestic Ponies' Comment 13:
R6D for Japanese aelnJconductor ·
..,anufacturen for the first aix month• of Domeatlc Parties argue that the
18M (
r I ,.
db
Departmentabould UH the aalea .
13 percent 0 18 ea • •• reporte Y a-ment date 11 the date of aale (or
.
r-Hambrecht a Queal Incorporated.
Domestic Parties• Comment 10:
U.S. Hlea. and 1hould not include in the
Domestic Parties argue that alnce ihe
period reaidual 1hipment1 from aalea
qreementa made earlier. In the case of
relpondenta' capital coal• In !heir
1ubml11ion1 are lower than the
DriSinal equipment manufacturen
con1i1tent hiatoric co111 for IC'• of
(OEM) contn1ct1. the date of the aale
ahould be the date that the basic aales
fapaneae produceri. a1 e1tabllahed in
publiahed 1ource1, the Department
qreement w11 made with the OEM.
ahould uH the historic co1ta obtained
While a aubsequent price adjustment for
from published 1ource1. Domealic
· aalea lo an OEM or diatributor certainly
affect• the nel sales price. II does nof
. Partin further contend that ·the reaaon
the reported capital and RaD coat1 were move the aalea date to that date.
1ub1tantially lower. than the amount•
In the cue of diatributor aales.
published wal becauae auch c:01t1 were
Motorola DOtn tbat the question as to
expensed by varioua accounUna
what la the appropriate dale or sale is
principles. to the period or tiine prior to
aomewbat more complex. Where the
ltle lnveotiaalion.
price la to be determined only after the
DOC Re1pon1e: The Department uaed unlit anlvo. dut date at which the price
the re1ponden1a'1 reported depreciation
la initially get would probably be the
expense• except •• noted in the "Co•t or appropriate date or aale. Thua. where
Production" aectlon of thlo notice. The
the contract atatea that the price will be
Departqient'a methodol08)' for
the lowe1t price while the unit• are in ·
dlitributor Inventory. the initial price for
attributina R6D co1t1 and capital to the
each of tha.e uni ta iB e11tabliahed when
product• aold durtna the period of
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they first enter inventory. i.e., on the
d11le or shipment.
.The use of shipment date rather than
order date removes from this
investigation many low priced "1ales" al
the end of the period of investigation
(POI) and brings into the period higher
priced pre-POI "aales."
DOC Response: Department practice
Is lo recognize a 1ale only when all key
elements (i.e.. binding commmitment,
irrevocable price, quantities to be
purchased) are firm. A1 will be 1hown,
In thi1 c&1e, durina the lime period
invesliaated, there i1 no alternative but
lo recoanite the 1hipment date a1 the
date or 1ale.
Aa noted, 64K DRAMs are aold to two
basic typea of customera-di1tributora
and OEMs. Sales to distributora
co111titute approximately fifteen to tlairty
percent of the U.S. Hies. A1 Domestit
Partie1 note, the 1tandard U.S.
diatribulion aareement contain• aome
1orl or "price protection" provision.
Under 1uch a provision. if the ••book"
price for any product decrease1, the
distributor will be charged the reduced
pri&e on any product• ahipped
thereafter. In addition. the di1tributor
may apply for credit for the reduction in
price on 1uch producta previously
purchased by the diatributor. and either
in traoait or part of the di11ributor'1
inventory.
.
Moat distributor agreement• alao
include a "ahip and debit" clauae. al10 .
known as a "1hip out of 1lock and debit"
(SOSAD) clause. Thia provides that a
producer may reduce the price of
product• aold to a di11ributor where the
di1tributor ba1 nesoliated a price with
ila cu1tcamer which doe1 not allow the
di1tributor to meet a auaranteed ma.rgill
on the re1ale. SOSAD authorize• the .
dialributor to obtain a debit from the .
producer for the difference.
Under the1e di1tributor agreementa.
the earliest dale on which a price can be
determined ii the date or ahipment thua.
this i1 the date we have choaen a1 the
date of "aale."
We have reached a 1imilar conclu1ion
with respect to the OEM contract1. Wa
agree. in princifle. with Dome1tic
Parties' pnera a11ertion that where
purchase ordera are l11ued purauant to a
binding long-term contract, the date of
1ale 1hould be the date of the long-term
contract. rather than the date of the
purchase ofdera. Here, however. It did
not 11ppeur that purcbaae orden were
la1ued In accordance with the lenna of
any Iona-term contract. Indeed. iven
where a producer had a tons-term
contract on the bookl with a particular
customer, It appeared that thon
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purchase orders that were i11ued during
the period of investigation were not
l11ued in conformance with the terms of
the long-term contract, but rather
renected new pricing 8rTangemenls.
Thus, the only que1tion before us wa1
whether it would be appropriate lo use
the purcha1e order date •• the date or
aale. There are at lea11 two base1 for
concluding that, riven the
characteriatica o thi1 particular industry
and the market conditio111 H they
exl1ted during the period of
lnvesUsalion. that Ii would not.
Firat. many of the purcba1e order•
expre11ly provide, in e11ence, that
acceptance of the order could be made
eithef by meana of expreas
acknowledgment or by ahJpment of
conforln;inf aoodl. Since written
acknowlec18JDenta or other
COnfiflllalioDI of purchaae ordera were
aenerally not nceived. the date of
abipmeot conatituted acceptance of the
conformina aood1. See ucc z-200.
Second, It appean that aeith8' parlJ
lo a purcha1e order "'ated that
purchaae order aa a bindiq agreemenL
Durina the lime period inveatiaated.
there were aipilicant cancellat10D1 of ·
MIC DRAM orden by both partiea,
withoui any aanctiona or penaltie1
whataoever. and frequent price reviaiona
lo reftect rapidly declinJna pricea. Under
the1e 'cond1Uon1, neither price nor
quantit)' were firm witil the order wa1
ahipped and. in fact. pnt-thipment price
nivlaiom were not uncommon. Tbua. the
date. of ahipmenUa the earli11t point in
the tnnaacUon at wblch any aort of
bladiq commitment may be inferred.
Contrary to the Dome1tic Part1e1' .
uaerliou. the potential for po1t1hlp~nt cancelaUom or price
adjuatmenta doea not make thia
alluaUon analogoua to one where
rebate• are granted after a Nie. While
rebati1 may not be "earned" untll after
a aale' ba1 occurred. the conditiona and
amount• of nbate1 are eatabliahitd at
the time or aale. (See Department'•
definition of ·-..batu" provided ln Ill
quntioMaire In thi1 lnve11itation.)
Here, however, the1e p09t-16ipment
adju1tmenta are not baaed on any
apeclfted condiliana or formulae: they
are 1lmply renqotleliona of price and
quantity. Tbua. the Department•• uae or
date of lhlpment u date of aale in thia
caae la dilllngui1hable fr6m itl uaual
methodolOSY of ualna date of contract aa
dati of lale where rebate1 are involved.
It 11lould a1ao be noted. that the
Department haa taken the poaillon here
that there can be no new datea of aale
after ahipment and any aubaequent price
modlficaUom muat be reported a1 one
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of the following, H appropriate: (1)
Rebates; (2) diacoun'9: (3) price
protection adjualJllenta; or (4) ehip and
debit adjuatmento. By taking this
position the = s n t has eneured
that re1pondentl ay not be in a
position to move elr aales outside of
the Pt!riod of inve1tiaation by the eimple
expedient of granUna a further price
adjustment.
Finally, the Department notes th111
Motorola'• argument that the
Department'• deciaion on the "11le"
date will remove certain low priced
..aales" from the end or the period or
1Dve1t.iaation and add certain higher
priced "aale1" at the beginnina of the
lnve1li1ation ii ml1placed. The Act
dlrect1 the Department to look at U.S.
uln by reference to "agreements" to
purchaae or aell. re1ardle11 of the
Impact on the inveaU,ation. (Section 772
(b) and (c).)
Domntic Parties' Comment 14: Jn
couidertna price adjuatnlenta. the
Department lhould p11y particular
attention to enaure that all relevant
price adluatmenta were reported,
11pecially price adjuatmenll occumng
1ub1equent to the period of
lnve1U,ation. and that tbeae
adjuatmenta were properly allocated to
the aalea to which they apply.
DOC &aponae: In order to ensure the
completene11 and accuracy of postlhipment price adju1tmenta. the
Department.checked price l11ued well
after the period of inve1tigallon for each
of the companiea. In the event the
Department found credlta outaide the
period which were not reported. these
credita were quantified and allocated to
particular aale1 by the Department for
our final determination. The Department
found that the allocation method• uaed
by NEC AND Old reaaonably tied
credita to apeciflc aalea. Mi&1ubi1hi'1
metbodolOSY of allocatina tha
adjuatmentl over all unltl aold. inatead
of attrlbutiq them to particular aalea.
wu not accepted. ID the ca1e of
MitaublahL the Department develop.id
alternative methoda fot allocatina price
protection and ahip and debit
adjuatmenta to apeclfic aales. Hitachi
allocated lhip uad debit credit•
attributed to ncb dlatributor. Because
Hitachi had aaly a amall amount of 1hip
and debit cndlta. we accepted Hitachi'•
allocation method•• •be1t infonnalion
available" ID thla IDatance.
8Ulpelllloa of Uquldallma
In accordance with aeclion 733(d)(2)
of the Act. we are directina the United
Statea Cuatoma Service to continue to
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1uapend liquidalion or all entrlea or &tk
DRAM• from Japan thal are entered, or
wilhdrawn from warehouse. for
con1umpllon, on or afler December 11,
1985. The Unlled Stalea Cu1lom1 Service
1hall require a ca1h depoalt or the
poatins or a bond equal to the eatlmaled
welghled-average amount by whlth!lhe
foreign markel value or the merchandise
1ublect to thl1 lnvitatlsallon exceed• the
Unlled Statea price 81 1hown In the
table below. Thi• 1U1pen1lon or
llquidallon will remain In crrccl until
further nolice.

NECC.S-MiDll.-----..- ..-···
tllKlliLld..
· - -...
Olli a.-c ~CG. Liii.
.

____......,,...,_.,...........

.......... Ellcft~.--·~--···

.,....,.,"",.
•11

nc NotlRcatlon
· In accordance with 1tclion 735(d) of
the Act. we will notify the ITC or our
detennlnallon. In addlllon. we are
maldna available lo the ITC.all nonprivilesed and non~nfidenll11I
lnfonnetlon relatlna to lhl1 ·
lnveatlsailon. We will allow the ITC
acce11 lo all prtvlleaed and confidenllal
lnfonnetlon In our Diet. provided the
rrc c:onfinn1 that II wlll not di1clo11
1uch Information either publicly or
ander an admlnl1lralive protective order
without. the con1tnl of the Deputy
Aa1111an1 Secrelal'J for Import ·
Admlnl1trallon. 1he
will determine
whether the1e lmp0rt1 materially Injure,
or threaten malertal lnfury lo, a U.S.
lndu1try wllhln a day1 after we make
our final determination. If the fl'C ·
detennlne1 thet 1111lertal lnJury or threat
of mate.rial Injury doe• nol exl1t, thl1
proceedina will be lermlnated and all
1ecurtlie1 posted .. a re1ull or the
IUlpentlon of liquldatlon will be
nfunded or cancelled. However, If the
rrc delermlnn thal.1uch lnJurydoei.
exl1t, we wlll l11ue an antldUinplna duty
order on MK DRAMI from J1pan
entered. or withdrawn from wanhou11,
for con1umpllon after the 1mpen1lon of
liquidation. equal· lo the amount by ·
which the forellfl market v.lue exceed•
the United Stalei price.
11111 delennlnallon II publi1hed
punuant to 1ect1~ 735(d) or the Aca (19

rrc

u.s.c.

167'Jd(d));
April Z3. 11111.

PeulF............
Aui•lonl S«:retory for Tnrc:le Admi11i•ll'Dlion.
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Table 8-1.--'DRAM's, cased: Total apparent U.S. consumption on the basis
of bits of memory, !/ by densities, 1983-85
(In thousands of K-eguivalents)
Item

1983

1984

*** . .
***

Under 16K
16K----~-----------------------

1985

***
***

***

***

64K--------------256K------------

11,329,920
126,720

21,404,224
4,293,120

15,982,272
19,313,408

Total-----------

13,880,324

26,810,532

35,944,040

lt4---··----------------------- ______________;.. .__________________________

***~

11 Assumes that under 16K are 4K DRAM's.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table B-2.--DRAM's, cased: Domestic shipments of cased DRAM's made from
uncased DRAM's produced and assembled in the United States, by densities,·
1983-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table B-3.--DRAM's~ cased: Domestic shipments of cased DRAM's made from
uncased DRAM's produced in the United States and assembled in third
countries, by densities, 1983-85

*

*

*

*·

*

*

*

Table B-4.-DRAM's, cased: Domestic shipments of cased DRAM's made from
uncased DRAM's produced in Japan and assembled in the United States, by
densities, 1983~8s

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

t

Table B-S.-DRAM's, uncased: U.S. importers' inventories of DRAM's
produced in Japan, by densities, as of~Dec. 31 of 1982-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table B-6.-DRAM 1 s, cased: U.S. importers• inventories of DRAM 1 s produced
in Japan and assembled in a third country., by densities, as of Dec. 31 of
1982-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table B-7.-DRAM 1 s, uncased: U.S. shipments.!/ of imports
from Japan, by densities, 1983-85
(In thousands of units)
I

1983

Item
Under 16K--·16K--·-----64K---·
256K-·----------·-----

1984

***
***
26,006
***
***
34,864

1M-------·-----

Total----

1985

***
***
40,863
..
***
***
43,420

***
M·M*

17,507
·K·M*

***

30, 774

.!/ Includes intracompany or intercompany transfers which account for
virtually all shipments of uncased DRAM' s .imported from Japan.
s.ource: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the·
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 8-8. -. DRAM 1 s, cased: U.S. shipments .!/ of imports of DRAM 1 s made from
uncased DRAM 1 s produced in Japan and assembled in a third country, by
densities, 1983~85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table B-9.-DRAM 1 s, cased: U.S. open-market.shipments of cased DRAM 1 s made
from uncased DRAM's produced in Japan and.assembled in.a third country, by
densities, 1983-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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SELLING PRICES REPORTED BY U.S. PRODUCERS AND IMPORTERS
.··'

Tabla c-1.-641 DUii'• (UO aa) aold to Olll'a1 Watabtad-e•.rqa aat Mlliag pdcaa for aalaa of d-auc producta and for aalaa of taporu froa Japan,
and aftraaa •raiaa bJ fticb illporu of Japaaaaa DUii' a aaderaolcl or oftraold !/ U.S.-producad DINI' a, bJ claaaaa of Ol!ll' a and bJ -tba, Septnber
1984-flarcb 1916
unit

,.r

Office aat0118tloa ODI
Talac01191111lcatlqa Olll
lnduatrial aut011atioa Olll
Coaa.... r product• OEH
.....--::'"""'l=:::::::~:-------------;---,,,..,,---,...'"l::'=-:,.,,..,,,,.,...----------11:--"'11"'...---:~::::~:::-::------------+--,r"l!---:-"T:::::::::::::-:-------------::--.,,.
u.11. 1 JapaaaM:
llaqlaa of 1 U.S. 1 JapaneM1 llaqlaa of 1 U.S.
1 JapaneM1 llaqlaa ·of 1 U.S. 1 Japaaeae1 llaqlna of
lloatb 1wl1btad-1wtahtecl-1 aaderaalUq/ 1wi1btecl-1wtahtecl-1 aaderaalllD1/ 1wi1btecl-1wt1btecl-1 and
lli
1wi1btecl- wiabtecl-1 ad
1 a ... r... 1 aftrqa •o... rnlUaa <->' awr... 1 aftraa• 1
1 awraaa 1 a'f8rqa 1
araa DI / 1 a'f8raaa aftraga 1 u ena 111DI /
1 price 1 price 1
1 price 1 price ,o... raalllDI <->1 price 1 price ,o... raalltag <->1 price
price 1°"raelllna <->
·.a.ount

19841

I

Oct-1

tJ.98
J.27

1111-1
Dac-1

J.24

Sept-I

19851- I
J•-1

rab-1

llar-1
Apr-1
llaJ-1
Ju-1
Jal:p-1

I

J.n

2.87
2.S6
1.46

1.22
.77

I

U.lt

.02
.27

.72
I

7.77
1.oa

1.10
1.oa
1.20

.1s 1 s.19
.17 I 6.S7
-1.06 1-72.49
.oa 1 s.04
~OJ I ·2.06
.23 I lS.19
-.41 1-44.92
-.Zl 1-ZO.JS
.21 , 20.49
-.J4 1-J6.S9
.36 I 29.21
-.J9 1-so.21

1.0

1.SJ
l.Jl
1.48

Dac-1
19861
I
llar-1

to.u
.04

2.12
2.39
2.Sl

11o-1

J•-·
rab-1

I

I

I

tJ.7J
J.7J
J.24
2.64

I

-J.66

13.46

I

.08

J.n

-.ao 1-Jo.J4

2.0

IJ.a7 11-0.14
J.72

2/
-771

J.U
J.44

1-21.ao

2.st

I

Oct-1

Aua--1

.,.,,
J.U
J.24
J.20

.92
1.05
1.oJ.1
.92 I

Sept-I

I

I
I
I
I
1
I
I

1.29
1.26
1.JJ
1.Z6
.a2
1.26
.a7
1.16

2.u

J.62

-.10 1-u.u

J.24

2.37

J.U

-.7a 1-32.99

J.IS

2.S7

-.18

2.J9
1.67
1.0J
1.14
1.37
l.2J

1.76
.99

.70
.10

I

.as

.n ,

.90
.a4

.la
.J6
I

I
I
I

22.44
16.96
29.77

.66
.91

.92

1.10

.S7

.90

.U

.OS

1.09

.21

1.10
.90
.90
.90

oll
.86
.24
-.20
-.20

.u

-.10

.90

.u

I

-7.Sl

]4.07
U.41
4.Sl
, u.ao
I 27.09
I 4a.76
I 24.41
1-28. U
I
I
I
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I

1-u.n

I

I
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sa.74
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1'8ble C-2.-64K llllAll'e (200 ne) •old to OEll'•1 W.l1hted-ewere1e net eelllna price• for ••l•• of d09ll•tlc product• and for .. le• of taport• froa Japan,
aDll ewera1e •ralne bJ whlch lapnru nf JepaneH DaAK'• undenold or ownold l/ U.S.-produced DIAll'e, by cleHe• of O!H'• end by -nth•, Septe•ber
1914. . rch 1986
(hr unit
Off Ice autoaetlon OEM

Telec~nlcetion

OEM

ladu•trlel autoaetlon OIH

Coneuaer producu OEH

1 u.s. 1 Japaaeee1 llargiae nf 1 0.5. 1 Jepane .. 1 llargiae of 1 U.i. 1 l•pane .. 1 llergin• of t
U.S. : Japaneae: tlargin• of
•iahted-1 uadernlUq/ 1w.,.i1hrted - wi1hted-1 uaderMlUq/ 1wi1hted-1wl1hted-1 uadernlUq/ 1wt1hted-1wlahted-: undereelllna/
llnath 1wi1hted8 18
1 • .,. ...,e ewera1e 1owern1Uq (-) 1 8
• .,. ....e 1oweree1Uq (-) 1 uera1e 1 •ftra1e 1owerae1Uq (-) 1 •ftra1e •ftr•a• 1 onrae1Una (-)
1 price
price 1
1 price
price
1 price
price
1 price
price 1
I

11141
I
Sept-1
Oct-1

·-·

Dec-1
198'1
Je-1
reb-1
llar-1
Apr-1

...,_,

Juna-1
Jul1-1
Aua-1
Sept-I
Oct-1
1o-1
Dec-1
1'161
I
J•-1
re.,__I

.. r--.

.J.77
J.H
J.72
J.64

.44
.J4
,lJ

J.21
J.J7
J.48

2.67
1.75
1.14
1.JJ
1.60
1.47

2.7J
-.OJ
2.15
-.4o
-.17
2.01
1.65
-.J2
l.J9
,21
.'6
.50
,8J
,04
,88
,01
1,10 I -.29
,74 I -.06
,74 I -.04
.71 I -.OJ

...
.89

.11
.61
.70
.61
.72
1.04
1.25

.74
.71
-

I

lolln:e1

to.It

.J.'8

.

I

I

I

I -1.97
1-22.91
I -9.42
1-2J.89
I lJ.25
I J4.U
I 4.96
I - 1.59
1-J5.64
I -9.06
I -J,71
I -4.JI

-.OJ
.JJ
I
I

-

4.97 I
12,0I I
9.17 I
4.19 I

•J.n
J.27
2.89
2.96
a1.H

1
I
I

1.85
1.85
1.40
1.40
1.20

I
I
I
I
I

-J.55
Jl.62
I
I

-

I
I

-

I

-

I

-

I

-

I
I

2.78
2.44
1,87 I
l,J4 I
,95 I
.9' I
.12 1
.82

.n
.52
,JJ I
.71 I

-

I
I
I
I
I

-

I

-

I
I
I

.85 I
.85 I

- I

-

I

-

- I

I

- I

I

-

I

-

I

-

I
I
I
I
I
- I
- I
- I

I

ea.piled from data evllldtted la 191pclll99 to ..-1tlODDalre1 of the U.8. Iateraetloaal Trade Colllleeioa.
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I
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I
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I
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.60
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I

I

.J.47 1.-0.52
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I
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I
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I
I
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I
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I
I
I
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-
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I
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Table C-3.-641t DIAK'• (150 n•) aold to aubcoatractora, diatributora, aod apot-rkat purchaMra: V.i&hted-.werage
net Hlliq price• for ulea of d-•Uc producu aod for ulea of iaport• froa Japan, eod a•ra .. Mt&in• by
vhich iaporta of Japaaeae DIAK'• UDderaold or Oftraold ];./ U.6.-produced DRAH'a, by clHM• of Cllll'• aod by
aontba, Septaber 1984-flarcb 1986
Per unit

Subcontractor•

Diatributora
Spot .... rkat purcbaMr•
1
1
u.s. 1 Japeaeae: ll&raiaa of
U.s. 1 Japauea: lleraiaa of 1 U.s. 1 Japaaeee: Mar&iD• of
llonth 1wi1hted-:wf.ahted-: uodarHlU / 1w1&btad-1wf.ahted-1 uodereelli 111 / 1wi1bted-1wi1hted-1 aodarMlliD1 /
1 enrage : awrqe 1
DI 1 ••raae : ewraa• 1
1 aftr•&• : a .. rqe 1
1 price 1 price : 0 "reallia& <->: price 1 price : 0 "raalliq <->: price 1 price
OftrMlliaa (-)
Mouot
I

1

Amount Perceot

MollDt

MoUllt

I

I

1984:
I
Sept-1
Oct-1

I

J.37
3.10
2.54

11o-1

Dec-:
198S:
I

2.63
1.63
1.74
.80
1.11
1.37

J•-1
reb--1
ller-1
Apr-:
lia7-1
Juae-1

2.32

July-:

.so

Aua-:

.62
.70
.68
.56
.72

.60
.as
.71

.72
.85
.93

11o.--1

Dec-:

.31

I

t2.59
2.56
2.44
2.02

I

11.82

2.03
1.28
.86
.93
.71

I

.35 I 20.U
-.35 :-43,53 I
-.04 I -J.39 I
.28 I 20.S7
-.o :-90.38
-.28 1-44.13 I
-.20 :-27.78
-.23 :-34.21 I
-.23 1-40.SJ I
-.05 : -6.47

I

I
I
I

1986:

I

3.56 :t-0.98 1-37.H 1
3.40 I -.84 1-32.77 I
2.91
-.47 1-19.22 I
2.46
-.44 1-21.84 I
2.36
1.49

I

1.19

.55

1.10
.73
.57

.37
.41
.56
.66
.6S
.43

.S9

I
I
I
I
I

.66
.94
.51
.61
.84

I

.82
.96
.87

1.04
,9J
.91

-.33
-.22
-.33
-.17
-.03
-.02
-.22
-.25
-.38
.U

1-16.04
1-16.92
1-39.02
1-11.21
I -3.61
I -J,72
1-57.66
1-60.as
:-67.SZ
I 22.38
,04 I 6.22
-.40 1-93.28

liar-:
I

-.12 :-19.48
.00 I 0.02
-.22 1-31.52

I

];./ lleraiaa are
Source:

U.38
3.69
3.01
2.85

I

2.43

2.sa
2.S6

to.13
-1.26
-.43
-.29

3.77
-52.12
-16.60
-11.42

1.98
1.73
1.49
1.50
.6S
.56
.66
.60
.56
.S6

1.99
1.20

.7S
.78

.ao
.84
.74

-.01
-.53
.53
30.73
-.10
-6.55
.44
29.46
-.14
-21.17
-,12 I -21.99
.00 I
,48
-.03 1 -5.04
.16 I 28.65
,07 I 13.35
-,10 I -16.7S
-.17 -29.82

1.S9
1.06
.79
.68
.66
.63
.40
.48
.67
.74

.n
.n

I

I

I

J•-=
Feb--:

tJ.JZ

I

I
I

-.22 1-U.68

1.85
l,39
1.U
1,15
1.09
.95
.90
.90
.91
.79
.76

S.pt-1
Oct-:

I

I

tJ.90 :t-1.31 1-50.45
3.95
-.58 1-17.18
4.14 I -1,04 1-33.35
4.13
-1.58 :-62.35

•2.S9

I
I

-.22 1-26.58
,01 I 1.21
-,04 I -4.44

I
I
I

I

-

I

-.05
-.06
-

-7.09
-7.05
I

alculated f roa uarOUDded wiabted-.•r•a• pricH.

C:-,Uad froa data eutaitted in napoDH to queatioDDain• of the U.S. llltenatioul Trade c:-i•doo.

Table C-4.-6411: DI.AH'• (200 aa) eold to aubcoatractora, diatributora, and epot-rkat purcbHera: V.i&hted-. .. rqe
oat Hlliaa pricH for HlH of d-•tic producu and for MlH of iaporta froa Japan, aod ••r•&• Mqiaa by
vhich iaport• of Japaaeae D&Atl'• uodareold. or -raold !/ U.S.-produced DIM'•• by clHH• of OEM'• aod by
-tba, Septaber 1984-tlarcb 1986
Per uoit

Subcontractor•

Diatributora

Spot-rket purcbaMra

1
U.S. 1 JipaaeH:
0.1. 1 Japa_UMI
I
0.1. 1 JapaaeM: lia iaa of
llootb 1wi1htad-1w1&hted-1 .:::!~;i:!/ 1w1&htad- wi&bted-1 -=~~;i:/ 1wi1htad- wi&htad-1 aode:.lliaa/
1 aftn&• 1 awraa• 1 .,. •lli
<->1 a .. raa•
awr.,. 10 . .raalliq <->1 awraa•
awraa• 10 .,.r•lliaa (-)
price 1 price 1° r
DI
1 price
price 1
1 price
price
~·

1984:
I
Sept-:
Oct-:

•o-:

Dec-:
1985:
I

0

Jan-:
Feb--:
liar-:
Apr-:
lley-1
.lu-1
.July-:

I
I

*3.24
2.75
2.99
3.03

Sept-I
Oct-:

.49
.50
.53

Dec-1

.,__,
I

!/

2.80

t2.94
2.59
2.14
l.ll

I
I

-.18 1-45.45
,36 I 25.05
-.U 1-U.ll

.60
.60
.60
.50
.60
.60
.60
.50

.13 I 17,48
.04 I 5.87
.11 I U.11
.33 I 39.51
-.11 1-21.56
-.10 1-19.87
-,01 1-13.21
,U I 26.94

-

.68

I

-

1
I
I
I

1.10
1.11
.90
.73
.56
.62

.51

·"
.u
.60

I
I

.71
.69

2.09
2.16
.95
1.37
1.10
.60
.75
.67
.61
.34
.55
.71

.'5

-

I

I

I
I
I

.0.13 I
.34 I

3.24
3.56
2.97

-,52
-.61

-

I
I
I

.64

1.04

.96
1.00

.10

-,40 1-62.52

1.00

,26
,00

I
I

3.78
9.51

-17.30
-25,77

I

a-94. 77
I -5.76
1-17.65
1-96.39
I
2.76
1-48.04
1-15.51
I -1.70
I ll.15
I 22,74
I -3.94

1.96
1.76
1.38
.53
.71
.47
I
I
I

I

.76
.65

2.14
1.94
1.16
1.48
1.35
.74
.42
,49
,41
.30
.55

.86

,57

.90

2.53
.76

...

·"
.J9

I

I
I

I
I

I

-.18
-9.07
-.18 I -10.51
-,48 I -34.79
-.95 1-177.54
-,58
-.27
.02
-.10
.27
.46
,10
,29

I

-.09 1-10.12

I

U.30

3.58
3.03
2.36

-.39 1-22.11
-1.05
-.05
-.64
-.54
,02
-.24
-.31
-.01
,10
,16
-,03

I

.86
.93
,85

u.u

tl.52 :•-0.51 a-19.10
3.31
-.72 a-27.91
3.05
-.91 1-42.25
1.11 -1.30 1-10.18
,

1.08
1.08

I

liar-:

I
I

I

.u

·-·
,,._,
,.

I •

t3.36 at-0.12 1 -3.79
3.12
-.37 :-13.59
3.01
-.08 : -2.S4
J.01
-.04 : -1.45 1

1.92
1.44
.95
1.01
.73
.64
.71

Aua--1

1986:

I

I
I

26.96
0.00

I
I
I

.to

1.35

I

I

-74.01
-58.26
4.60
-25. 72
39.85

60.38
I
I
I

14.96
Jl.75

-1.63 1-111.u
·,14 I U.63
I

-

I

liaqin• an calculated froa llllrOUlldad wi&btad-e•raa• prtcH.

Sourca1

c:.ptlad froa ,.,, ntaitted in nepoua to. ~·t1-1na of tba U.S. llltenaUoul Trade c:-taaion.
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APPENDIX D
GRAPHS OF SELLING PRICES REPORTED BY U.S. PRODUCERS AND IMPORTERS

d-2
Figure D-1.~64K. DRAM's (150 ns) sold to office automation OEM's: Weightedaverage selling prices for domestic products and for imports from Japan, by
months, September 1984-March 1986.
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Figure D-2.--64K DRAM's (150 ns) sold to telecommunication OEM's: Weightedaverage selling prices for domestic products and for imports from Japan, by
months, September 1984-March 1986.
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Figure D-3.--64K DRAM's (150 ns) sold to industrial automation OE"'s:
Weighted-average selling prices for domestic products and for imports from
Japan, by months, September 1984-March 1986.
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Source: Compiled from d&ata submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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d-!>
Figure D-·4.-.641< DRAM's (1!>0 ns) sold to consumer products OEM's: Weightedaverage selling prices for domestic products and for imports from Japan, by
months, September 1984-March 1986.
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Figure D-S.--64K DRAM'S (lSO ns) sold to subcontractors (board stuffers):
Weighted-average selling prices for domestic products and for imports from
Japan, by months, September 1984~rch 1986.
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

d-7
Figure 0-6."'.""""'64K DRAM's (150 ns) sold to.distributors: Weighted-average
selling prices for domestic products and for imports from Japan. by months,
September 1984-f'larch 1986.
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d-8
Figure D-7.~64K DRAM's (1SO ns) sold on the spot market: Weighted-average
selling prices for domestic products and for imports from Japan, by months,
September 1984...ftarch 1986.
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
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e-1

APPENDIX E
BRAND-NAME PURCHASE PRICES

e-2
Table E-1.~64K DRAM's (150 ns) purchased by office automation OEM's: Weightedaverage purchase prices, by brand names and by months, September 1984-April
1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table E-2.~64K DRAM's (150 ns) purchased by telecommunication OEM's: Weightedaverage purchase prices, by brand names and by months, September 1984-April
1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table E-3.~64K DRAM's (150 ns) purchased by industrial automation OEM's:
Weighted-average purchase prices, by brand names and by months, September
1984-April 1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table E-4.--64K DRAM's (150 ns) purchased by consumer products OEM's: Weightedaverage purchase prices, by brand names and by months, September 1984-April
1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table E-5.-64K DRAM's (200 ns) purchased by office automation OEM's: Weightedaverage purchase prices, by brand names and by months, September 1984-April
1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table E-6.~64K DRAM's (200 ns) purchased by telecommunication OEM's:
Weighted-average purchase prices, by brand names and by months, September
1984-April 1986

*'

*

*

*

*

*

*

e-3

Table E-7.~64K ORAM's (200 ns) purchased by industrial automation OEM's:
Weighted-average purchase prices, by brand 11ames and by months, September
1984-April 1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table E-8.-64K ORAM's (200 ns) purchased by consumer products OEM's:
Weighted-average purchase prices, by brand names and by months, September
1984-April 1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table E-9. --* * *: Wei9hted-average purchase prices, by brand names
and by months, September 1984-April 1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table E-10.~64K ORAM's (150 ns) purchased by all distributors: Weightedaverage purchase prices, by brand names and by months, September 1984-April
1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table E-ll.~64K ORAM's (150 ns) purchased by authorized distributors:
Weighted-average purchase prices, by brand names and by months, September
1984-April 1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table E-12.~64K DRAM's (150 ns) purchased by independent distributors:
Weighted-average purchase prices, by brand names and by months, September
1984-Apri l 1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I

Table

E~l3.~64K

ORAM's (200 ns) purchased by all distributors: Weighted-average
purchase prices, by brand names and by months, September 1984-April 1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

e-4
Table E-14.--64K DRAM's (200 ns) purchased by authorized distributors: Weightedaverage purchase prices, by brand names and by months, September 1984-April
1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table E-15.--64K DRAM's (200 ns) purchased by independent distributors:
Weighted-average purchase prices,.by brand names and by months, September
1984-April 1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

